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SUI4MARY

Tfie purpose of, the research was to lnvestigate the

extent to which childhood hyperacÈive impulse disorder is

related to adult crimlnal behavlour'

Hyperkinetic impulse dfsorcler [H'I'D' or hyperkinesis)

has been considered a dìsorder limited to chil-dhood

Hyperkinesis is a term used to describe a behavioural synclrome

of chililhood tt¡at tras trait like characteristics. Hyperkinetic

children on average extribit norrnal intelligence but are

irnpulsive, overactive, excitable and have poor psychomotor

control and short attention span'

fhe hyperkinetic child syndrome is one of tl:e most

coilrmon behaviour problems of childhood' Estirmtes of its

prevalence in the Australian preadolescent population are

around six percent. Children diagnosed as H'I'D' usually

demonstrate abnor¡naI behaviour patterns very early in life'

signs of hyperkinesis can be traced to infancy in the majority

of cases and histories of feeding and sleeping problems are

common.

There is sÈrong evidence ttrat suggests that hyperkinesis is

a biological trait. A result of the H'I'D' child's poor

interaction with his environment is tJ:e development of

secondarycharacteristicsofpoorself-esteem,Ímpulsivebehaviour

and poor school Performance' they have a long history of

ilifflculties wiÈtr parents, teachers and peers.
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Most authorities have agreed tJ-at impursiveness is a

prirnry symptorn in H.I.D. hrith hyperkinettc chÌldren belng

more impulslve than controls-

Follow-upstudiesofhyperkineticchildrenshowthaÈ

tt¡ese children may become less active and impulsive by

adolescence. However' a nr¡mber of longitu¿linal studÌes

suggest that H.I.D. may persist into adult life' In

ailolescence they continue to be more impulsive and aggressive

than age and sex nratched controls and an inordinate proportion

develop antisocial behaviour- Tlpicalty H'I'D' children have

behaviour problems in school, start to fall behind' truanÈ and

come under notice of educational and chíld care autltorities'

Entanglements with courts, probation officers and police

follow. fhey have been reported to have a history of frequent

offenses of a non-violent nature.

It has been suggested that impulsiveness could either

initiate or disinhibit violence and other forms of crimir¡al

behaviour.Measuresofimpulsivenesswouldhavetrait.like

properties of robustness and be resistant to simple instructional

manipulation.

In order to investigate the relationship between

hyperkinesis and adult criminal behaviour a sample of prisoners

were tes@d. In adilition to the test battery' biographical

infor¡nation on tl.e prisoners \,vere obtained. Ttlls nade possible

an examir¡ation of prisgners hÎstory of contact htith ttre police anil

law auttrorÌties. It was predlcted that pri-soners would be

significantly more inpulsive on perforÍìance tests than comparlson
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groups and ttrat irr¡pulsiveness would be related to early

and frequent centact with tlie taw, mainly for ngn-violent

type offenses.

Two comparison groups with an instltutlonal- setting

were selected. They were samples of police cadets in their

final stages of trainlng and first year unlverslty students.

This made possible control for t]le effects of institutlonalizion'

Hol^rever' differences in population setting were likeIy to

influence results.

The two measures of cognitive style of responding that

were used were a refined automated version of the Matching

Familiar Figures Test (MFFT) and Èhe Porteus Mazes'

Kagants MFTIT has achieVed wide acceptance as a measure

of cognitive impulsiveness. It has been devised as a measure

of how individuals trade-off speed against accuracy' Íhe test

appears to have met acceptable criteria of reliability and

validity. While Èhe original paper and pencil version has

rnainly been used with children, tt¡e test has been recently

refined so ùkrat it is availabte in an autornated version that

provides a precise measure of ímpulsiveness in adults'

Porteus developed a series of mazes which have been

widely used in research with prisoners as measures of

impulsiveness. Irwo relatÍvety índependent scores relating to

intelligence and impulse control are derived from maze test

performance.

It was predicted ttrat there would be a positive

signifìcant correlation between impulsive perfornance on the

MFFT and Porteus' measures of impulse control'
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In addltion, the MFFT was re-adminlsÈered to the

prisoners under varying degrees of task instructlon and

feedback on perfornìance in order to examine the trait-like

properties of ttre measure. It was predicted that the I¿FFT

would be a robust measure and little change in ttre prisoners'

perfornrance would occur.

A high correlation has been reported between impulsiveness

and intelligence. In order to control for the effect of

intelligence the Peabody Picture vocabulary Test (PPVT) a

measure of verbal intelligence, was included in the study'

A theoretical tink can be established between impulsiveness

and locus of control. It has been suggested that impulsive

behaviour is determined by immediate extrinsic motivators.

Individuals who have poor impulse control are likely to

perceive their behaviour as being determined by external

environmental forces. They tend to hold external locus of

control beliefs.

As the study \ivas concerned with groups who have

extensive and varied contact witl. authorilies, an experimental

scaledesignedtomeasufeattitudetowardsauthoritlzwas

included in tl:e test battery. The scale has been widely

used among prisoners and sÈudents in South Australia and an

extensive data base \'{as available for comparison with' the

data from the sanples in ttris study'

Comparison of prfsoners wittr other groups indlcated

that prisoners were signlficantly more impulsive' ftley took
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IeSs time to select altefr¡atives and rnade m9re errgrs On t]¡¡e

!,lF'¡'T. Prisgners have signlficantly poorer plannlngr forsight

,¡rnól motor control on the Pofteus mazes '

The predi'cteil relationshiìps between impulsiveness'

intelligence and, locus of control were confÍrmed for prisoners'

Factor analysis of their results produced a general factor

with the characteristics of hasty responsivenessr many êrrorSr

poor planning abillty and forsight, poor psychomotor perfornìance

ancl external locus of control . llkrese were related Èo low

intelligence and poor education level' Collectively the

measures appeared to be successful in identifying among

prisoners those who had poor impulse control'

fhe predicted relationship between impulsiveness' intelligence

and. Iocus of control were not confirmed for eitkrer the student

or police cadet populations' Factor analysis of their results

produced factors which appeared to correspond to each of the

measures. For all groups there was no relationship between

attitude towards authority and impulsiveness'

The predicted relationships bet!'reen impulsiveness and

prisoners'recordofcriminalbehaviourl¡'erenotconfirmed.

Among prisoners impulsive responding on the MIFT and Porteus

mazeswasnotassociatedwithanyoft}rebiographicalmeasures.

This result was in part due to tJre incompleteness of the

' prisoner biograPhical data'

For prisoners \^tho had biographical data available' those

who came into contact witl: the law at an early age had a low
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leyel of schoolingr engaged in freguent iuvenile crime and

wetre incarcerateil at a relatively earJ-y age. The I4FFT

appeared to be a very robust measure. Provicling feedback

to the subJect on his perfor¡nance by providing positive and

negative toneS for respectivety accurate anil inaccurate

responding had no effect on MFFT perforrnance' Iltre effect

of altering Ínstruction set was to induce subjects to go

slor¡¡er wittrout a corresponding reduction in the number of

errors they rnade. It appears that error perforrnance on

the l,lFFT has trait properties- Errors were resistant to

bothchanges in instruction and ttre provision of feedback

on perfornìance. This suggests that the MFFT measures a

general trait and errors are the most important component of

MFFT perf orlnance.

lltre pattern of correlation among tt¡e tests for all

subjects confirmed that MI'FT errors related better to other

measures than eittrer Mrfò latency or t].e impulsiveness

univariates. MFFT errors significantly correlated with

Porteus rnaze perfor¡nance and PPVÎ intelligence' In contrast

MFFT latency showed little external va]-idity and substantially

reduced the correlations for t].e MFFT inpulsiveness univariate'

Forprisonerstlrerewasasignificantcorrelationbetween

'-the MFFT measures and perforltÊnce on the Porteus mazes' The

correlations betr'¡een MFFT errors and Porteus mental age and Q

score \¡rere respectively -.38 and '38' Prisoners who hail both

difficulties in solving ttre mazes and high Q scores made more
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errors on the MFFT.

It was e:çected ttrat the correlation between MFPT errors

and naze test age would have been sr¡bstantially reduced by

controlling for PPVT IQ. controlling for ìntelligence by a

partial correlation analysis substantially increased the

correlation between M!T.T errors and Porteus mental age (r = - '471 '

Ttris indicated that the Porteus mental age scores Îì¿ly be rnore

than a simple index of intelligence. lltre correlation between

PorteusmentalageandPPVTlQ\^'aS.32.Itappearsthatt}rey

are not measuring the same aspect of intelligence' Controlling

for ppvT intelligence had little effect on the significant

correlation between I4FFT errors and Porteus Q score'

Incontrasttoprisoners,therewasnorelationship

between the two impulsiveness measures for students. studentsr

MFFT perfornBnce did not significant.Iy correlate wit]- tÌ¡eir

performance on tt¡e Porteus nazes' Howevert the students

were a much more homogeneous group than prisoners on the Porteus

mental age measures. In addition, there was a very significant

corrleation between Porteus mental age and Q score (r = -.52) .

This may have indicated a ceiling effect for students on the

mazes; the mazes did not appear to be of sufficient difficulty

to provide a wide range of performance. This would have li-mited

.the predictability from students I maze test resultg to performance

on other related tasks and is probably the reason why the

correlations for students between maze test age, Q score and PPVT

intelligence were not significant. The results cast doubt on the

usefulness of the Porteus maze test among students'
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The use of assigning weights to compute Q score could

not be Justified by Üre results of ttris study. Ítte Q score

could be accurately estirnated from the unweighted items. Facùor

analysis of the Q score cornponent ltems indicated that Porteus

mental age \ÀIas a measure of planning ability while Q \^¡as a

measure of both Lntelligence and psychomotor control'

The símplÍfiecl Q measr:re was internally consistent, mainly

independent of planning ability, did not lead to any loss of

inforrnation and refined t].e Q score as a measure of psychomotor

control. Its relation to impulsiveness requires furtf"ter

investigation.

fhe Rotter I-E l0cus of control scale was found to be an

internally consistent reliable measure. For students, two

distinct factors relating to personal and political control

beliefs were extracted. lltris factor Structure was stable over

a considerable Period of time.

Itappearedt}ratstudentswereconsistentlyrnakinga

distinction between beliefs concerning the importance an individual

places on his own and the action of others in determining the

events in their lives and the control they have over political

institutions and world affairs-

The two factor structure provided justification that for

students the potitical control items should be kept se¡nrate

fnom the general control items especially_of a researcher is

interestecl in the political effÍcacy asPect of internal versus

external control.
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The two factor structure was not replicated in either

the prlsoner or police cadet populations' fhe faqtor

structure of ttie three populations were very different' IL

is possible tJ:at there are so few items ln the Rotter scale

and tÏiey sample from so Íìany settÍngs that for prisoners and

police cadets there 
-1" 

,tot enough items to show up in any reliable

sr¡bscale. The factor structure of the Rotter scale has also

beenfoundtovarywit}ritemcontentandmettrodofadminisÈration.

These resurts cast doubt on the generarity of the tr"ro factor

structure in tlre general population' While the total score

may be nasking different components of locus of control and

thereby Iose specific predict'ive ability it is suggested that

for Èhe general population it is the most appropriate score

derived from the present scale format'

A reviel¡r of the mean locus of control scores for Australian

stud,ents confirmed that t}rey fi¡ere Scoring higher than the

American norms. Í[here had been a consistent secular change

towardsmoreexterr¡alcontrolbeliefsamongAustralianstudents.

ItispossiblethattheAmericannornsestablishedbyRotter

in the mid sixties are no longer appricabre to either Australian

or American sanPles'

Evidence was found tlrat changes in beliefs such as locus

of control and attitude towards authority were not stable over

, time and may be dependent on social influences'

Prisoners anô students in the study held more favourable

attitudes towarcrs auttrorlty ttran comparable groups tested in

the early seventles' If disparate groups such as these reflect
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more favourable attitudes tor¿ards authOrity it seems reasonable

to assume that r¡Iithin the Australian populati'on there tias also

been a change torlards more conservative beliefs'

llttere appeared to be marked differences in e>çectations

in complying to the request to participate in, the study

between tl.e populations. These were reláted to population

context. For prisoners' boredom or rel-ief from work duties

appeared to be factors in volunterring' In contrast students

complied as participation vüas a notional requirement of their

ccjurse while police cadets volunteered en masse' llhe study

rnaynoÈhavehad¡nanygenuinevolunteersamongstudentsand

police cadets as few availed themselves of the opportuniÈy

to follow uP results.

lfheselectionmethodresultedinpopulationsthatwere

híghlyselectedandrestricted.Event}roughanonymitywas

guaranteed the results nay have been influenced by faking

of responses. Both prisoners and police cadets had strong

reasons to portrait more favourable responses' Anong these

groups self-report measures may not be valid' measures'
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

r.1 cHILpHOgP !YPE3( IllETI.c. IMPULSg D I s0RnFR

t.1.1 Introduction

Hyperkinetic impulse disorder (H.I.D. or hyperkinesis) is

one of the most common behaviour probl-ems of childhood. Children

diagnosed as H.I.D. usually demonstrate different behaviour

patterns very early in tife. Signs of hyperkinesis can be Lraced

to infancy in the majority of cases and histories of f,eeding and

sleeping probJ-ems al.e common. This indicates that H.I.D. is in

part bioJ-ogicatly determined.

A theory proposed by GJ_ov and Gl-r.¡ru (tllc¡ is that I'l.I.D.

is a developmental disorder of intrinsic motivation. The main

characteristic of H.I.D. chil-dren is that they have poor

appreciation of the relationship betrveen their ourn behaviour and

environmental events. In H.I.D. children feedback to the chil'd

about his effects on the environment is restricted. The child is

Less likely to engage in behaviour that ruill control his environ-

ment. Thus, intrinsic motivation to control the environment

diminishes or Fails to develop. The H.I.D. child comes to accept

the ruorld as largely unconnected ruith.his ovn'efforts. In a uorl-d

that appears unresponsive to his ou¡n efforts the H.I.D. child

is likely to seek immediate gratification and behaviour becomes

determined by extrinsie factors. The motivationaL theory of H'I'D'

proposecl by Gloru and Glour (1979) suggests

rr The l-l.I.D. child, unable and unmotivated to analyse

continqencies, accepts the ruorld as largely unconnected
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ruith his ovn efforts. Thist if teft unmodified

becomes an enduring characteristici and his

behavior is then determined by immediate extrinsic

motivators, such as revards or punishments. The

childrs best strategy in such an apparently

unresponsive ruorld is to maximize immedÍate

qratification. Parents and teachets see this
behavior as impulsive, impdrsistent, and immature'

Furthermc¡re the chitd's behavior engenders chaos in

the cl-assroomr vhere persistent effort is requiredt

and interferes urith the child's abj-lity to learn'

Learned ineffectiveness accounts for the symptoms

of hyperkinetic impulse disorder, 6uch as over-

aotivity, impersistence, attentionl difficulties,
and impulsivi-ty.

The H.I.D. child's difficultiesl ruith learning

are independent of poor intelligence, but referable

to his dependence on immediate extrinsic motivators.

This characteristic makes it difficult for the child

to succeed on tasks which demand the appreciation of

complex contingencies, feedback from performancet or

persistent effort rlith delayed revârd. Academict

psychomotor, and social skills are all affected, and

the child is thus at risk' for underachievement at

school and for juvenile delinquency, social inadequacyt

and adult psYchoPatholcrgY.rl

(Glow & Glow, 1979, P. 162).

I.L.2 Cfraracteriglics of H.!.D.

A result of the H.I.D. childrs poor interaction vith the

envir.onment is that he is unable to engage in persistent effort'

DougJ-as (Ig7V), Sykes (peg), Sykes, Douglas, hleiss and Minde

(197r), Sykes, Dcuglas and Morgenstern (I972) aIl reporl-ed that

attention is impaired in H.I.D. children. 0n attention tasks
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requiring continuous perflormance H.I.D. children had considerable

difficulty in continuing to respond over a prolonged period of

time. Similarly, Kaspar, Millichap, Backusr Child and Schulman

(fgZf) and Rosenthal and Allen (1978) found that hyperkinetics

performed poorly on vigilance tasks, detected feuer error signaÌs

and produced more fal-se responses than controls.

By being ì-mpersistent and inattentive H.I.D. chiLdren are

seen by their parents and teachers as impulsive. Canturell (1977)

and lilerry (I972) emphasized that theçe uras high consistency across

observels uho found that the behavioural- characteristics of hyper-

active chiÌdren included overactivity, impuJ-sivityr inattentiont

<listractibility and clumsiness. In the classroom H.I.D. clrildren

engaged in disruptive behaviour and had long history of diff,iculties

ruith parents, teachers and peers (Campbell & Paulauskas, 1979i

Laufer & Denhoff, Ig57; Stevart, Pitts, Craig & Dieruf, L966).

At school H.I.D. children are at a double disadvantage urhen facing

the demands pf the cLassroom. They are more Ìikely to respond

immediately ruithout evaLuating the correctness of the response

and are more l-ikety to be influenced by the Less relevant

components of, the stimulus fieLd. As a resul-t H.I.D. children

have poor school performance and develop inadequate sociaf skills.

In H.I.D. children impulsiveness should be apparent as a

single major characteristic. Cohen, tdeiss and Minde (1972)

reported that H.I.D. children used an impulsive rather than a

reffective cognitive style. 0n tests ofl cognitive impulsivity

H.I.D. children uere faster, made more elDors and urere more field

dependent.
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Several studies have factor analysed various elements of

hyperkinesis but the results have been equivocable. Langhorne,

Loney, Paternite and BechtoLdt (I976) and Paine, lnJerry and Quay

(L968) used variabLes from sources such as parents, teachers,

psychiatrists and medical chart raters. They identifi.ed factors

corresponding to the source ratings and conc.Luded that factor

analysis of hyperkinetic syndrome features urould invariably

generate source rather than symptom related factors. In contrast,

Gloru (1979) reported that several principal components of l-l.I.D.

couLd be identified and that items relat.ing to inattentj-on and

impulsiveness best corresponded to the H.I.D. syndrome.

A large proportion of H.I.D. children develop antisocial

behaviour (Huessey & Metoyer, 1973; Mendelson, Johnson & Steuartt

I97I; Weiss, Minde, tnlerry, DougLas & Nemeth r. LglI). TypicalJ-y

H.I.D. children have behaviour problems in school, start to fall

behind, truant and come under notice of educational" and child

care authorities. Entangl-ements uith courts, probation oflficers

and police at an early age follotu.

I.I.3 lggi-dgncp of H.I.D.

Estimates of the prevalence of hyperkinesis in the pre-

adol-escent population have varied from an estimated I-10 per cent

dèpending on the study methodology and the diagnostic criteria

used (Chess, 196O; Huessy , 1967; Mil1er, Palkes & Stevart, 1973;

Rutter, Tizzard & V'Jhitmore, 1970). The broader the criteria

used in categorising childlen as having characteristics rel-ated

to H.I.D. the more classified. For example Lapouse and Monk (1958)

reported that more than 50 percent of parents in an unselectecl
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population considered their sons to be overactive. Using both

parent and teacher ratings Glotu (lglg) estimaLed the preval-ence

of H.I.D. in a large Austral-ian sample at six'percent.

I.r.4 H ractiv childre AS

H.I.D. has long been considered a disorder limj-ted to child-

hood that disappears as the child matures into adofescence (Laufer

& Denhoff, 1957; Lytton & Knobelr l95B). Hourever, a number of

longitudinaÌ studies suggest Lhat H.I.D. may þersist into adult

lil'e (Borlancl & Heckman, L976; Hechtman, lnleiss, Finklestein,

hlarren & Benn, 1976; Shelley & Reister, 1972). Cohen, Vileiss

and Minde (2972), Hopkins, Perlman, Hechtman and tdeiss (lglg)

reported that hyperactj_ve children as adults had continued

difficulty in reflection. 0n the MFFT they continued to make

significantly more errors and had faster l-atencies.

several studies have also reported that adults ruho uere

diagnosed as hyperactive children and vho still manif,ested

characteristics of hyperkinesis obtained substantial benefit from

the same medication given to hyperkinetic children (campbell,

Douglas & Morgenstein, I97I; trúood, Reimherr, hlender & Johnson,

I976). The continued response to drugs f,urther sugqests the

persistence of hyperkinesis into adulthood.

1.1.5 S_ummarv

Hyperkinetic impulse disorder is a common developmental

disorder in chil-dren. In H.I.D. children there is a poor

appreciation of tl-re reLationship betveen tl-reir ovn belravj-our and

environmental- events. This in turn predi-=po=!" H.I.D. children to
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rel-y on extrinsic mo|ivators. Tl-re main characteristics of H.I.D.

are overactivity, impulsivity, impersistence and inattention.

These lead to underachievenlenl- at sclrool and failure to devclop

adequate social skills. Problems of attention and impulse control

in childhoocl contribute significantly to ttre risk of pathological

and anti-social behaviour. As a resuft H.I.D. children are l-ikely

to have major psychological and behavioural problems in adul-thood.

r.2 H.I.p. AND JTS RELATION T0 CRJflINqL -BEHA\/TOtrR

Problem behaviour in chitdhood has been found to relate

to l-ater criminal invo.lvement (Mitchel-l & Rosa, I9Bl; Taylor

& Lrlatt , I9l7; tdadsuroxLh, 1979; !rlest., 1969; Ìnlest & Farringtont

I9l7). Parentsr perceptions of their children's behaviour as

roveractiver, 'nervousr or 'aggressiver, nail biting, stammerinq

and general fidgetiness may ante-date any subsequent involvement

in criminal activity. Minde, Leuin, h/eiss and Mendelson (1972),

l¡Jeiss, Kruger, Danielson and ELman (I975) and L'Jeiss, Minde, l'lerry,

Douglas and Nemeth (I971) fol.l-orued up into a(olescence groups

ofl non-psychotic chiÌdren of normal- intelligence urho had five

years earlier been reported to be overactive at frome and aL school-.

0ver 90 percent of the subjects u/ere boys and there uas a f2

percent att.rition ra.te from the original sample. In their teens

B0 percent of these children had failed at schooÌ at l-east once,

vere doing poorly on most subjectsr u/ere au,are of their failure

and had lou expectations for the future. One-quarter of the

sample were judged to be antisociaL.
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Congor and Miller (1965, 1966) presented evidence that

impuJ-siveness \uas related to criminal behaviour and that it

developed at an ss¡ty age. As subjects they used the entire tenth

grade of all high school-s in a large American city. Personality

test data and teacher ratings u,ere avaiLable for all subjects

for various ages from kindergarten to ninth grade. Each

delinquent youth vas matched ruith a non-del-inquent peer of the

same age, sex, IQ, socioeconomic status, residence arear ethnic

group membership, educational background and school environment.

Truo matched groups of 384 boys and I70 girls'uere obtained.

For the boys the overall diflflerences betveen delinquents

and non-delinquents in personality characteristics and social

behaviour began to emerge in the early school- years. By the end

of the third grade, future delinquents vere already vieved by

their teachers as more poorly adapted than their classmates.

They appeared less considerate and fair in dealing ruith others,

l-ess friendly, less responsible, more impulsive and more anta-

gonistic to authority.

By the end of the ninth grade, the delinquents manifested

differences from their non-deLinquent peers in virtually every

area of personality functioning and behaviour. In Lheir academic

activities the delinquents continued

rrto have greater difficulty than their nondelinquent

matches. Their ulork habits uere significantly poorer;

they uere more careless in their vork, appeared more

often to be ruorking beloru their capabilities, and

needed much more supervision from teachers. Attendance
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u,as more often a problem among these

youths. r' (I9Se , P. IB7 ) .

congor ancl MiIler reported that the delinquents appeared to

be more distractible, manifested much less capacity for sustained

attenti-on, daydreamed more, and tended to give up uhen challenged

academically. AII are characteristics thought to be rel-ated to

impulsiveness. 
,

Anumberofstudieshavefo]-]ovedupH.I.D.childrenand

found that H.I.D. appeafs to be a precursor to involvement in

criminaf acti-vity. Menkes, Roue and Menkes (1967) folloured up

IB patients ruho had been evaluated 24 years previousl-y as having

had hyperkinetic symptonrs and fearning difficulties. At l'trllotu

up the group had done poorly as only B vere self supporting' four

uere institutionalised as psychotic and turo vere retarded. 0f

the B vho ruere self supporting four hacl spent some time in

institutions. Houever, Menkesr sample may have been biased as

he incl-uded subjects ruith very lotu IQ's (four less than B0 and

three betueen B0 and 90) and all had had prominent conduct

disorder. The poor follou, up resufts from this group may have

come from lov IQ and conduct disorders ratl-¡er than hyperkì-nesis'

Laufer(lgll)examineddataf,romoldc]inicalrecordsand

reported that hyperkinetic chiLdren still had syndrome charact-

""i=ti"" 
as adults. Again there ruere methodological problems

as only 66 percent of initial subjects responded to the foll-ou' up'

It is likely that hyperkinetic children ruho did not manifest

lryperkinetic characteristics as adults uere not included.
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Huessey and Metoyer (1971) follorued up 75 out ofl an original

sampì_e of 84 ruho had beèn diagnosed B-I0 years before as hyper-

active. They reported that B0 percent of these still had symptoms

commonly seen in hyperkinetic children. At foll'oru up 15 had been

imprisoned or arrested and 22 had required j-nstitutional care.

Mendefson, Johnson and Steurart (1971) studied Bf children

between the ages of LZ and 16 ruho had been diagnosed truo to five

years earfier as having been hyperactive. l¡Jhile half had improvedt

most of the children stifl had trouble uith fhe major symptoms

being overactive, clistractible, impulsive and irritable. These

had resulted in poor performance in schclol- and a loru se-Lf esteem.

They found a high assocj-ation urith delinquent behaviour.

Eiqhteen ofl the children had long his.t.ories of, lyinq, slealinqt

fighting, destructiveness and other antisocial- behaviour. Fifty-

nine percent had had some contact ruith the poLice and 23 percent

had been taken to the police station one or more times. Eighteen

percent had been before juvenile courts and 17 percenL had been

invofved ruith the police three or nìore times. They concluded

that qiven the percentage of the normal population \uho became

clelinquents the number of children in their study tuho engaged

in deì-inquent activity vas abnormal-Ly high. 
'

Hyperactivity has also been reported to be re-lated to certain

types of criminal behaviour. Vinson (1977) made comParisons anìong

persons ruho had been convicted of either viol-ent or Ploperty

crimes. He reported that property offenders in comparison Lo

vj-olent of,fenders had significantly more previous crj-me and vere

more hyperactive. From his resul-ts it appeared that impulsi-veness
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couLd either initiate or disinhibit violence and other forms of

criminaJ-ity.

Irr summary, hyperactive children have been found to have

difficulties in impulse control and at.tention and these in turn

lead to problem behaviour at school- and subsequent academic

failure. Hyperkinetic children do not simply outgrov their problems

and have t.heir symptoms disappear in the teen's. Having Left school

H.I.D. chilctren no longer become problems for the school authorities

but become problems for the juvenile, police and faur authorities.

The research urork urhich flollorus up hyperactives as adults has

been virtually ignored yet a1l have agreed that they are predisposed

to juvenile and l-ater adult criminal- activity.

I.3 POPULATIONS

In order to investigate the relationship betveen hyperactivity,

impulse dì,soçder and adult criminal behaviour a sampÌe of prisoners

at Yatala Gaol in south Australi-a \uas tested (N = 6l). It rvas

expected that among prisoners there uroul-d be a substantial subgroup

urho had characteristics similar to hyperactive children. They

urould have difficulties in attention and an impu.l-sive cognitive

style of responding. This ruould result in prisoners, in comparison

to others, being significantly more impulsive.

In addition to the test battery, biographical inflormation on

the prisoners uras obtained from their files kept by the Department

of Correctional Services. This made possibl-e an examination of

prisoners' history of contact vith the police and lav authorities.

Information u,as gathered relating to age of first oflfencer type
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and number of juvenile and adult offenses, the l-evel of education

reached and the number of primary and secondary schools al-tended.

It ruas predicted that an examination of prisonerst records

of oflfences voul-d shour impufsiveness to be related to early and

lrequent contact ruith the lau, a tendency to engage in non-violent

minor crimes such as property ofl'ences and a loru level- of eclucation.

A factpr to be considered in investigating impulsiveness

among prisoners is their institutional setting. It is possible

that tlre prisonerst setting may lead to impulsive performance.

Tvo comparison groups ruith an j-nstitutional setting uere sel"ected.

They vere poì-ice cadets in their finsl stage

Police Academy at Fort Largs in South Austra

year psycholoqy students at the University of Adelaide (N = lB) -

While the three groups vere not equivalent they did prcrvide partial

control- l'or the effects of institutionalization.

The context of the populations ruere different. The

pri_soners uere in a closed system with a very authoritarian

setting. The police cadets lived at the academy but had only a

semi-cLosed system vith an authoritarian seLting. The students

had an open system ruith a liberal setting. It ruas likely that the

diflferent population contexts urouLd lead to differences in test-

taking and possible flaking of responses, especially on the seLf-

report measures. To reduced the possible eff,ects of faking of

responses all subjects ulere guaranteed anonymity.

Only votunteers vere asked to participate in the study.

Hovever, the popuJ-ation context could have created differences in

complyinQ

,of

lia

training at Lhe

(N = 46) and first
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An indication of the siqnificance of volunLeering could be

obtained from the number of subjects ruho requested information

on their performance. A genuine volunteer might be expected to

have enough interest to forlour up both his performance and the

results of the studY.

].4 TRAIT IMPULSIVENESS

A model of, H.I.D. has been described rvhich vieurs hyperkinesis

as a developnrental defect. Impulsiveness is a very important part

of the symptom complex ofl H.I.D. The problems and characteristics

of I,l.I.D. children appear to be resistant to maturation and these

chj-fdren continue to have dj-flficulties in impulse control as adults'

This provides strong evidence that impuJ-siveness is a general

biological trait.

Il- could be expected that measures of impulsiverless rur¡uld

have trait-like properties of robustness and be resistant to simple

instructionaf maniPulation.

1 .5. MEASURES

I . 5.l- Impulsivenes-s

The truo measures of cognitive style of ,responding that uere

used ryere a refined automated version of the Matching Familiar

Figures Test (MFFT) (Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert & Phitlips, 1964)

and the Porteus Mazes (Porteus I 1963 t 1965) '

Kagants MFFT has achieved uide acceptance as a measure of

coqnitive impulsiveness. The MFFT is an individual-ly administered

mat.ching-to-sample perceptual recognition task in rvhich the subject
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is simultaneously presented vith a standard stimulus and an array

of, highly simiLar variants plus an alternative uhich is identical

ryith the standard. The subject is asked to choose the alternaLive

urhich exactly matches the standard. The latency of the first

response to each of the truelve items and the.total number of errors

made before the subject makes the correct choice are the tvo measures

from ruhich reflectivì-ty-inrpulsivity is computed. Impul-sives are

subjects vho respond quickly making many errors ruhile reflectives

clelay responcling and make feu errors. In addition tuo univariat-e

scores of refl-ectivit.y-impulsivity and efficiency-inefficiency

are computed from the standardized latency and error scotes.

Impulsivity is Z error minus Z latency and inefficiency is Z errors

plus Z latency. Whj.le the original' paper and pencil version has

mainly been used rvith children, Glotu, Lange, Glov and Barnett

(rgerr Appendix D) have refined the test so that it is avaiLabl-e

in an automated version that provides a precì.se measul'e of coqnitive

impulsivity in adul-ts.

Porteus developed a series of mazes of increasing dif,ficulty

u¡hich have been videly used as measures of in¡pulsiveness. Ttuo

rel-atively indepenclent scores are derived from subjectsr perf,ormance

on these tests. A quantitative score (TA) r ruhich relates to the

ability to solve the mazes, and a qual"itative (Q) scole ruhich

refates to impulse control. The Porteus Mazes have been frequently

used in research vitl'r prisoners and comparisons of offenders urith

non-offenders have found offenders to have signifi.cantly higher

Q scores.
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The MFFT and the Porteus Mazes both purport to measure

impulsiveness. It vas predicted that there vould be a high

positive correlation betrueen impulsive responding on the MFFT

and maze Q scores. In additi_on to a standardised presentation

ofl a test battery including the automat.ed version of the MFFT t

it uas considered desirable to conduct an enquiry to test the

trait-like properties of the impulsiveness construct. The MFFT

vas re-administered to a random sample of prisoners under varying

deqrees of task instruction and feedback on perf,ormance. The

prisoner sample was sel-ected as it had been Bredicted that

impulsiveness voulcl be more prevalent in tl-ris qroup' I1'

irnpulsiveness is a biological trait ancl the MrFT is a valid

measure of impulsiveness it ryas predicted that the MFrT rvould

be robust and little change in prisonersr performance vould have

occurred as a result c¡f manipuj-ation of task j-nstruction.

I.5 .2 Irrtelliclence

A corrsj-stent modqrate negative relationship has been f,ound

betrueen impulsiveness and intelligence (Messer, I976; !,Jard, l96B).

In vieu of this relationship it ruould be appropriate to control

for the effect of intelligence urhen investigating trait

impulsiveness.

, An automated version of the Peabody Picture vocabulary Test

(PPVT) (Dunn, 1965) uras used to assess the relationship betueen

style of response and intelligence. The PPVT is a ruidely used

measure of verbaf inteJ-ligence constructed ruitlr multiple choice

items. It has both similar format and task requirements as the

MFFT.
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7.5.3 Locus of Controf

The internaf-external control construct (Rottet, 1966) is

conceptualized as a generalized expectancy relating to the causality

of events. At one extreme are externals tuho perceive t.he

reinforcement ttrey receive as a function of external forces such

as f,ate, chance, luck or pouerful others. At the other extreme

are internafs vho perceive the reinforcement they receive as a

function of their oun actions or characterisii-cs'

Gl-ory and Glou/ (1979) postulate a theoretical link betveen

impulsiveness and focus ofl contlol for H.I.D. children. They

suggest l-hat the amount of cont.rol- H.I.D. children have over l-treir

environment is limited as feedback from ttle environmeni- is

attenuated. The ruorld is seen as lar,gely uncclnnected with their

oun eflf,orts and their behaviour becomes determined by immediate

extrinsic motivators. H.I.D. chil-dren, and adults ruho displayed

similar impulsive characteristics, uould tend tlrerefore to hoLd

external l-ocus of control beliefs.

The Rotter internal-external locus of control scale vas

incl_uded in the study to investigate this postulated relal-ionship

betureen impulsiveness and locus of control beliefs'

r.5.4 Attitude Touards AuthoritY

. In addition to the above four measures an experimental scale

designed to measure attitudes tourards various authority figures

uas included in the test battery. The attitude touards authority

scal-e developed by Rigby (L975) has been ruidely used among

prisoners and students in south Australia. This has provided

an extensive data base on ruhich it is possible to evaluate the
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predictability of the measure. As the study,u,as concerned ruith

Eroups ryhich had extensive and varied contact urith the authorities

it vas believed there uas adequate empirical and conceptual

justificatj-on for including the scal-e'

The conceptual frameurork of this study suqgests that

pri_soners vho displayed impulsive chàracteristics simil-ar to

hyperactive chil-dren vot-ll-d have had frequent negative contacts

ruith school, uelfare, polì-ce and laru off,icials at an early age'

It. could be expected that they ruould develcp very unfavourable

attj-tudes tovards authoritY.

]..6 SECULAÍì CHANGES

The tvo self-report intrentories used in the study, the

Roil-er I-E l0cus of control- scale and the attitude tourards

authority inventor¡r, âfe designed to measure an individualrs

atti-tudes and beliefs. It is possibì-e that tlrese attitudes may

varyinthegeneralpopulationaccordingtotheprevail-ing

economj_c climate or culrent social. and political issues.

Both scales U,ere det,efoped in the ]ate sixties or early

seventies and norms \uere provided from that' era' This uras

generally a time of student poli-ticaf unrest and economic

stability. The current climate is one of student consetvatism

and econcmic instabilitY.

If changes in beliefls such as l-ocus of control and attiludes

touards authority are dj-stinguishable over time, the results on

these measures in this stucly shoul-d vary from the expected ncrms '
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T.7 SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT OF THt RESEARCH

The social- and political ccntexl of the research conducted

in South Australi.a neede to be put in perspective. lnlhile in

Britain or t.he United States there has been a tradition of

psychologists and social scientists havinç access to prisorr

popt-rlations for the purpose of rehabilitation and research, this

is not the case in Soutll Australia.. There are psychologists

attached to the prison services, but they carry out trirtual-fy

no research rol-e and there is no system of support for any research

uorker urho uishes to investigate the psychcÌogical or sociaf

characteristics of prisorrers. The present research, therelore,

had to lely very much on its oun resources. The Lests used had

to be devised or imported by the researcher. There \uere no

additional test data avai-table for coLlation ruil-h the tests used

in tl-¡is particular study. The obtained data base uas not great.

lr/hat L,iographica1 infornnation u,as avail-able vas subjective and

unstructured. Therefore, tlre, fi-nal- extent of the data anal)'sed

and interpreted may be smal-l by comparisorr vith that available

from a similar investigation efseuhere.

The social and political cl-imate in South Australia can

be regarded as sonteuhat ininiical to innovation and research.

In that state authorities are reluctant to accept justificatiorr

for. this type of research. This acts to retard the introduction

of researchers into the institutions. The diff,iculties of social

experimerrtation in the area of criminal behaviour, referled to

by Cook, Fremming and Tyler (1981), are someuhat qreater in South

Austral-ia than in other parts of Lhe ruorld vhere at feast tl-re



i-deas of assessment and evaluation are considered ruorthy of

attention.

In South Australia it appears that the overriding set of

sentiments of the people tuho administer these institutions uas

for researchers not to intrude or violate their domain.

I.B STATEMENT OF AIMS

IB.

The research vas designed to ansuer the folloving questions:

ÌrrJithin a penal population is there a substantial- subqroup

uho have the same cognitive style and motivational

characteristics as hyperkinetic children?

Do these individual-s have a histofy of earJ-y and frequent

contact vith the juvenile, pol-ice and Laur authorities?

Do impul-sivity measures diflferentiate adjudqed male

criminal- offenders f,rom male non-offenders?

Do measures of impulsiveness possess trait-like properties?

Are there consistencies in style of responding across tasks

purporting to measure impulsiveness?

Does cognitive impulsiveness Correlate ruith locus of conLrol-

and attitude tovards authorities?

For vhat practical purposes, in terms of assessment and

research ruith male criminal offenders are impulsivity

measures likely to be most suited?

T

2

3

4

5.

6.

7.
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1.9 HYPOTHESES

l

It. is predicted that:

A sample of prisoners, in comparison to non-offenders, vill

respond significantly more impulsively on tasks of cognitive

style.

Prisoners urho have an impulsive style of respondingr in

comparison vj-th reflective$r uril-l- have a significantly:

(i) Lover age of contact rvith the police.

(ii) more juvenile offences.

(iii) more aduLt oflfences.

(iv) more non-vioLent minor offences.

There ruill be little change in prisoners' style of

respondinq on the MFFT uhere instructional sct is chanqed

and additionaf feedback given.

There ruill- be a significant positive corre]atiolr bei-ueett

inrpulsive performance on the MFFT and Polteus Q score.

Individuals ruith¡ an impuJ-sive style of, responding uiJ-l have

externaf l-ocus of control beliefs and unfavclurable attitudes

tourards authority.

2

3

4

5
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CI]APTER 2

MEASURES REVIEI¡J

2.L KAGAN'S MATCHING F AMILIAR FI URES TEST (MFTT)

2.I.I Intloduction

Kagan's Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT) (Kaqan,

Rc¡sman, Day, Albert & Phillips, 1964), has achieved rvide

acceptance as a measure of cognitive impulsiveness. The MFFT

is an irrdividually aclministerecl matchinq-to-sampLe perccpt.ual

recognition task in vhich the subject is simultaneously

presented urith a stanclard.stimulus and an array ol' highly similar

variants plus.an afternative ruhich is identical urj-th the standard'

The latency of the first response to each of the tuelve Ítems

ancl tl're total nurnbcr of elrors made bel'orc l-he subject makes

each correct choice a¡e the truo data from uhich refleclivity-

impuì"sivity is comPuted

2.I. 2 P_sv.ch.om.c l-.rig proPel:Li9s

The -l-atency and errot measures are related' For adults

ilre correlation uas found to be -.61 (Gtoru, Lange, Glour & Barrrett,

l_981, see Appenclix D). A plot of their MFFT first response

J-atency and error measures is shoun in l'igure 1'

The early studies of MFFT performance uel,e restricted to

school_ chifdren and subjects ruere assigned, on the basis of,

perf,ormance, to one of the cefls in a flourfold tabl-e, each of

the tvo measures (latency and errors) being spJ.it at the medj-an'

Impulsive subjects vere those scoring belou median latency and

above median elrors, ruhile reflective subjects \uere those scoring
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above median latency and beloru median errors. These tulo groups

comprised about one-third each of subjects. The remaining ttuo

groups, about one-sixth of subjects each, vho fell either above

or belou the median for both latency and errors uere designated

slour-inaccurate and fast-accurate. They urere usually discarded

from the anafysis.

. use of the double median split method for classifying

subjects in the MFFT severety limits the generalizability of

results from one study to another. For example, McKinney (1975)

found that for second grade children the mean first response

Iatency uas 6.69 seconds and the total errors 20'97 ' For a

simil-ar age isample CampbelL (1975) found mean latency and mean

total errol.s to be respectively B.6J seconds and 16.80. Aultt

Mitchell and Hartmann (1976) found that 24 pprcent of cases uere

diflferently,categorised on retest. such results cast doubt on

the reliability of assignment of subjects by, the double median

split procedure. In addition, salkind, Kajima and Zelniker (1977)

pointed out that differånces in ratency and error scores across

studies and on retest presented problems for providing norms for

the MFFT.

A scoring method uhich overcomes the problems of the latency

and error measures is the use of ttuo univariate scores of

reflectivity-impulsivity and efficiency-inefficiency (salkind

& tnlright., 1977; tllright & Vlietstra, 1977)'

Impulsivityisdefinedasadimension.ofindividual

differences in conceptual tempo ranging from sloru-accurate to

fast-inaccurate performance. Efficiency is defined as a
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dimension conceptually orthogonal to impulsi-vity, along vh.ich

individual differences range from fast accurate to slov

inaccurate performance. The reflectivity-impulsivity and efficiency-

inefficiency scores are computed from the standardized latency and

eDDor scores. Impulsivity is Z errors minus Z latency and

inefficiency is Z'errors plus Z latency. These computed scores

are supefior to the bivariate score since tþey are orthogonalt

continuously measured and allour for the use of all subjects in all

analyses. A schematic conceptualization of, the tvo univariate

scores is shoun in Figure 2.

Large positive scores on the reflectivity-impulsivity

dimension i'dicate impulsivity, and 1ârge negative scores indicate

reflectivity. Large positive scores on the efficiency-inefficiency

dimension indicate inefficiency and large negative scores indicate

efficiency. Atthough the neur scoring procedure does not itself

avoid the dependency of the data on sample lgenerated statistics

it underscores the original definition of reflectivity-impulsivity

in situations of DesPonse uncertainty in that it is equally

determined by the tryo criteria of latency and errors. lrjhether

each contributes equally to the reflectivity-impulsivity dimension

varrants further investigation. Moteover, it provides a

meaningful score of assessing the information Processing efficiency

of every individual instead of discarding fhem and it should aid in

simplifying the Process of standardizing MFFT results'

The importance of latency and errors; in the speed and

accuracy trade-off on the MFFT has led to controversy among

researchers. Kagan and Messer (f975) stressed that both errors
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FIGURE 2. Schematic conceptualization of the reflectivÍty-
impulsÍvity and ef ficienry-inefficiency univariates. 1
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and Latency \uere important measures of cognitive tempo. Blockt

Block and Harrington (I975) and Bush and Dueck (I975) maintained

that errors on the MFFT related to personality variabres and

performance on other tasks, urhile latency shoued little external

val.idity. In contrast Zelnicker and Jeffrey (L976) I ald Zelnickert

Bentler and Renan ('tgll) found a single cognitive style factor

including latency but not errors. They found er,rors to be

factorially complex and highty task specific.

There is evidence that these differences may be partly

explained by age effects. Messer (1976) found that pre-school

children shoued moderateLy stable MFFT.errorg but not latency

ryhile for school children latency Uas more stable than errors'

Glour et al. (fggf) revierued the studies that reported latency

and error correlations for children of various ages. A plot

of the studies is shovn in Figure 3. They found that the mean

correl,ation betueen J.atency and errors on the MFFT shoved a

trend ruith an increase in the correlation at,each age level.

For adults the trade-off betveen latency and errors appeared

to have stabilized.

The MFFT has been shou¡n to have moderate reliability (test-

to-test) and çtability ranging over periods of as much as truenty

months (Kagan, L965a). For latency the values range from .58

Lo ,96 for elementary school children over a one to eight veek

period (Ault et al. , 1976) and .I9 for pre-schooÌ children (Block,

Block & Harrington, 1974). For errors the vaLues range from .19

to .80 for school children (Ault g!3!', 1976) and '2I for pre-

school children (Yando & Kaganr 1968'),. Glotu æ' (I9Bl)

found the repeated measures reliability for adults on immediate
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FIGURE 3. Correlations between latency and errgrs: 54
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retest uith'paraltel forms of the MFFT to bel.7B for latency,

,79 for errors, .83 for the reflectivity-impulsivity univariate,

and . 63 for the efficiency-inefficiency univlriate. All ruere

significanL at the one percent level. They also found that the

internal- consistency of the adult form of the MFFT uras .9J for

latency, .79 for errors, .91 for the reflectivity-impulsivity

univariate qnd .70 for the efficiency-inefficiency univariate.
i

ALl ruere acceptably high and significant. '

The MFFT univariate reflectivity-impulsiyity score for adults

has been foùnd to bê an internally consistent., reliable measure.

In addition the speed-accuracy trade-offr i.:u' the negative

correlation betveen latency and errors'has breen found to be

higher for adults than generally found for children. t¡lhile the

MFFT has been ovemheJ.mingly used urith chil(ren it has been

found to be suitable as a test of cognitive impulsivity for

adults

2.L.t Construct validitv

Kagan has offered considerabLe evidence ,to support the

generality of reflective and impulsive styles. Kagan and Messer

(tglS) suggested that impulsiveness had broad correlates in

the personality field and several studies by Kagan have been

rpported ruhich related performance on the MFFT to performance

on other types of cognitive tasks. Kagan, Pearson and lrJelch

(ng) found resPonse tatency on the MFFT to be negatively

correfated ruith errors on three inductive reasoning tasks.

Kagan (fgøfc) reported that reflective children made feuer

reading errors than impulsive children and Kagan (f966b) found
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that impulsives had more incorrect vords than reflectives in

a serial learning task. Impulsives have been found to be more

socially responsive (Farley & Farley, I97O; iRuble & Nakamurat

I972i Strommen , 1973) and either more or less anxious than

reflectives, depending upon vhether one assesses respectively

generalized anxiety or fear of failure (campbell & Douglas,

L972i Chiu, 1972; Kagan , L965b, L966c; Messer I L97O; Reali

& HalI, t97o). i

It appears that an individual's tendency to be either
i

reflective or impulsive extends to many tasks and influences

the quality of their performance on these tasks' Hovever

examination of the literature reveals iimite,j evidence that
i

MFFT perflormance has trait-like properties additional to that

of general intelligence. j

The relationship betueen MFFT perform"n"ó and intelligence

has been ueLl established' Block et al' Ã974) scanned studies
i

that reportqd correlations betueen MFFT latency errors and IQ

and reported a median correlation betveen MFFT latency and IQ

of .17. The median correlation betrueen MFFT erfors and IQ uras

-.32, It appears that conceptual tempo is related to IQ and

therelationshipishigherforerrorsthanlàtency.

ù,Jard (t968) administered the MFFT, the Peabody Picture

VocabuLary Test (PPVT) and a rrDotstr test to kindergarten

children. He found consistencies in resPonse latency on alI

the tests used. MFFT errors had a lou negative correlation

vith PPVT lfi ruhile first response latency vas unrelated to

verbal IQ.
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Messer (1976) also found that the corrçlation betrueen IQ

and MFFT performance uas higher ulhen the fordrat of the

i_ntelligence test vas multiple choice. It is not surprising

that MFFT performance relates more highly to IQ vhere the

inteltigence test has both similar format and task requirements'

several studies have found that impulsives tend not to

perform as uell as reflectives in both intellectual ability

and educational achievement (Block et al' ' 
Lg74; Coop & Siegelt

I97Li Kagan , 1965a, I965c; Keogh & Donlon 
' 

I972i Plomin &

Buss, 1973; Messer & Damarim, I1TO; Siegelman' 1969)'

Impulsives are poorer on intellectual abilit! tasks such as

discrimination learning (Hemry ) LgTt; Massari & Schack' 1972;

and Odom, Mclntyre & Neale, I97I), reasoning (Kagan et al' ' 
L964;

McKinney , L97?; Yando & Kagant 1970), and memory (Messer &

Damarim , L964; Siegel, Kirasic & Kilburg, L77t) '

In his revietu Messer (1976) concludes that:

||Aprudentcoursetofollovford'uturestudiesvould

be to control at least for verbal IQ, especially

whenMFFTerrorsareincludedincombinationruith
response time as a predictor'rr ,(p' f0l6)

I

Evidencesupportingtheconstructvalidityofimpulsiveness

has come from studies investigating the rerationship betueen

cognitive stYles.

There is a consistent moderate relatignship betveen

reflectivity-imputsivityandfielddependence-independenceas

measuredbytheEmbeddedFiguresTest.Reflectiveshavebeen

found to be significantly more field independent than impulsives

(Campbell & Douglas ¡ L972; Keogh & Donlant I972i Massari ¡ 1975;
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i

Massari & Mlssari , I97t¡ Neimark, Lg75; Schleifer & Douglas,

r97t). '

Bentler and McClain (1976) examined the relationship

betueen self ratings, peer ratings and teacl'ier ratings of
ì

impulsiveness and the personality variables iof extraversion,

academic achievement motivation and test anxiety. They found

that the cabe for construct vatidity of impulsiveness vas stronq
I

as there uas a high positive relationship betueen the self,

peer and teacher ratings of impulsiveness. iHoveverr impulsiveness
i

uas not retLted to any of their three personality variables.

Saunders, Reppucci and Sarata (I97t) ln a study ccmparing

delinquent and non-delinquent youth,examined the relationships

among measures that had been traditionally rlsed to measure

impulsiveness. They found that tvo self-"jpo"t measures of

impulsiveness uere related (r = .45r P < .0I). They ruere the

Barratt Impulsivity Scale (Barratt, 1959) and the Hirschfield

Scale (Hirschfield, 1965). Trlo performance measures of

impulsiveness, the MFFT and the Arrou Dot Test (Dombrose &

Slobin, 19iB) vere also related (r = .56¡ P 1 .0I). Hovever,

there u,as no relationship betueen the self-report and performance

measures of impulsivenes's.

, Glour, Lange, Glov & Barnett (tggOr see Appendix E)

examined ryhether reftrective-impulsive performance on the MFFT

could be characterised in general trait terms. MFFT performance

u,as comparéd ruith subjectsr self descriptions on items

traditional.ly used to measure impr.ilsiveness. Fast-inaccurate

responders on the MFFT vere found to agree ruith description of
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themselves as risk-taking, lively and impulsive. Houlever, these

relationships vere not strong, u,ere partly due to a resPonse

acquiescence set and ulere about as great for MFFT errors as

MFFT impulsivitY.

Itappearsthatonlyaverymoderaterelationshipexists

betrueen perfgrmance and self-report measures rbf impulsiveness.

There is evidence that in their performance some individuals

are characterised by hastiness, lack of deliberation and a

tendency to dommit orrors¡ '

2.I.4 Summary

Kagants MFFT is a uridely used measure of cognitive

impulsiveness. It examines the vay in urhich individuals trade

offl speed against accuracy. Impulsive performance in the MFFT

is characterlsed by short resPonse latencies accompanied by

nany errors. Reflectives have lonqer resPonse latencies and

fewer errors

The tedt appears to meet acceptable criteria of reliability

and validiLy. tnlhite the original paper and pencil version has

been mainly used uith children, the test has recently been

refined so that it is nov available in an automated version

thatprovidesanaccuratemeasureofacognitivedimensionof

reflectivity-impuleivity in adults'
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The MFFT uras chosen for three main reasons. Firstlyt it

best appears to tap the cognitive qualities of hasty

responsiveness and impatience ruhich are characteristics of an

impulsive style ofl responding. Secondly, it has been proved

to be a retiable measure urith adults and thirdly, because it

is one of the fev available measures urhich does not depend on

reading and ruriting abilities. Roman (tgSl) Pointed out that

some prisoners have not mastered these skills and high rates of

reading retardation are associated with antisocial behaviour.

2.? EYSENCK PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE

Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) in their conceptualization of

the personality sphere, outlined dimensions of personality

consisting of psychoticism, neuroticism, extraversion and l-ie.

Eysenck and Eysenck (1977) added items that had been traditionally

used to measure impulsiveness to the Eysenck Personality

Questionnaire (E.P.Q.). They proposed thatl impulsiveness in a

broad sense constituted four factors of narroul impulsivenesst

risk takingr non-Planning and liveliness' They presented

evidence that they vere replicable from sample to sample and

from males to females. By differentiating betveen various types

of impulsiveness, Eysenck and Eysenck (L977) challenged the

commonly held vieul of impuleiveness as a brpad concept. Their

broadly defined impulsiveness correlated highly ruith sociability

ruhile narrou impulsiveness referred to hasty responsíveness

and correlated highty ruith pathological variables'
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As yet no literature is available on the validity of the

Eysenck impulsiveness measure. The measure uras used in the

reliability study on the MFFT (Clour g!_4. r 1980., see Appendix

E) and in the pilot study. As there uas only, a lou moderate

correlation betveen MFFT impulsivity and impulsive scores on

the Eysenck measure, the Eysenck measure uas not used further.

2.3 PoRTEUS MAZE IEST

2.3.I Introduction

Porteusr Maze Tests are ruidely used meaPures of behavioural

impulsiveness. There are three series of Porteus Maze Test,s

available, the original or Vineland Revìsion (Porteus, I915)

and truo practice free sets, the Extension series (Porteus, L95r)

to be administered at the second testing, and the Supplement

series (porteus, Lg59), to be administered at the third testing.

TheVinelandseriesconsistsofasetofl0mazesof

increasing difficulty ruhich are individually administered.

scoring of the qualitative measure is fairly subjective although

high reli.abilities of scoring qualitative errprs have been

reported (Docter , I972),

Porteus developed the Maze Test as an adjunct to other

intelligence tests because he believed that these tended to

ignore practical aspects of intelligence such as planning and

foresight. He also observed that turo individuals might earn

the same test age (TA) but differ urictely in the style of their

performance (Porteus, 1965). The measure vas originally intended

to supplement the stanford-Binet Intelligence scale in identifying
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retardation and only after several years use uas the maze

tests' potêntial utility in the area of social adjustment

investigated. Porteus Q92ù noted that the resPonses of

delinquents to the mazes shoued different style of performance

from those of normals even though both groups had the same test

age. He suggested that test responses may reflect important

temperamental differences that ruere not readily observable and

vere independent of Lest age.

2.3.2 Porteus test aqe

The qualitative s.core, test age (TA) is a measure of

reasoning ability necessa¡y to solve'or successfully trace

through the series of mazes. Test age scoring is based on the

difflicultyr of the highest level maze succeésfulty completed

and number of trials required to soLve each maze. Test age

has been claimed by Porteus (t919, L965) to be a measure of

foresight, judgement and planning abitity. The correlations

betveen TA and intelligence for children varies around +.5

according.tc Lhe IQ measure used and the characteristics of

the group tested (Riddle & Raberts I 1977). As less than half

of the variance of the maze test age score is accounted for by

measures of general intetligence it appeares that maze solving

'requires a level of intetLectual functioning not required by

many other IQ tests.

In ttre early investigations ruith the mazes (Karpeles,

I93Z¡ Poull & Montgomaty, L9?9) significant differences in TA

vere found betueen institutionalized children ruith delinquent
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characteristics and children considered to be socially uell

adjusted., delinquent children had louer TA. It ruas thought

that loul TA reflected an individualrs capacity for social

adjustment and predisposition for delinquent behaviour. similar

findings uere reported by Porteus (lglg, 1954, L955), Shakoru

and Millard (1915) and trilright (L944). However the evidence

linking TA to criminal behaviour is not clear cut, since severaf

studies have found that the TA scores of delinquents vere not

beLoru those of matched control subjects.(Portelrs & Gregorr 1965;

Roberts & Erikson, 1968). Erikson and Roberts (1966) found

that both corrduct problem and urell-behaved groups of delinquents

scored TA above the general population. Houever, most of the

studies linking TA vith ratings of social adjustment have been

based on populations ruith lou intelligence. As a high level

of intellectual- functioning is required to successfully complete

the mazes' areas of planning, judgement and foresight ability

vould be substantially louer and restricted for offenders urho

had under achieved at school and intellectuaL deficiencies.

There does not appear to be a consistent relationship betureen

offender and non-offender groups in terms of, maze test age.

RiddLe and Roberts (1977) in a recent re-anal-ysi-s of maze test

age found that TA, either separately or in conjunction ruith

intelligence test scores, could not be used to discriminate

betueen criminaL offenders and non-offenders'

2.t.3 Port eus 0 scofe

Porteus (L942) set out to devise a qualitative scoring

system uhi.ch vould i.dentify delinquents not identified by the
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TA score. He conducted a systematic study of the planning and

psychomotor errors made by va[ious grouPs of delinquentst

particularly those variables that seemed indépendent of TA.

These variations he called qualitative erroDs. Porteus (1950)

specified the fotloruing:

rrln order to discover qualitative differences it
u,as essential that the subject sÅoutd not knoru

that his performance ìuas being scored' Thus his

attention being directed chiefly towards the

avoidance of blind alleys, habits of slovenlinesst

impulsivenessr or haphazard perfrbrmance are given

every opportunity to shoru themselves' Conversely,

the careful, dependable, vork-consci'entious

individual, although he does not suspect that his

uork is being scored for these characteristics,
ruill be tikely to display characþeristically high

standards of achievement in his execution of the

test, but uritl reveal these phases of his

personality since performance is likely to conform

ruith his ordinary type of resPonse and attitude

to a task.rr (p. 95)

The rationale for the Q score'uas based on Porteusl

observation that test taking style of respoqse u,as markedly

different. Individuals differed in impulsiVeness, carelessness

in performance and failure to follour directions' Typical

quatitative errors uere found to be: 
'

rr...cutting corners or crossing lines in the maze

designs, Iifting the pencil from the paper after

a specific uarning that this should not be donet

taking a urong direction but correcting it before

a quantitative error vould normally be scoredt a
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general untidiness or ulaviness of Iine in the

ruhole drauing... Because impulsive individuals
frequently make the first mistake possible, tuhile

overconfident persons conversely, fall into error

urhen they think the taek is about completedt

mistakes in the first, third and the last third
of the design vere also penalized. An additional

veighting uas given to qualitaùive errors made in

the first flive and six year designs, vÍth urhich

normally the testing begins.fr (,p, 96)

The qualitative errors urere assigned 'rueights ruhich urere

determined from norms provided by delirrquent subjects (Porteus,

Ig42, Lg54). The ureighted quaLitative score, or Q score, is

determined by the folloruing characteristics:

l) an error in the first third of the maze;

2) an emor in the last third of thermaze¡

l) a cut corner;

4) a crossed line;

5) a lifted Pencil;

6) q uravy line;

7) a changed direction; and

B) any qualitative error in Tests v and vI (Porteus, l95t).

The higher the Q score, the Poorer the perflormance, and

presumably,thePoorertheindividualIsimpulsecontrol.The
'correlation bettleen Q score and various intelligence measures

has been shoun to be in the range -'2 Lo -'4 u¡hile the

reliability of seoring qualitative errors is around '9i (Docter,

Ig72). Rankin and Thompson (1966) obtained a split half r of

.82 for the total Q score derived from odd and even mazes'
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ùrlith the introduction of the Q score, interest in TA

declined.

2,3,4 Metric properties

The metric properties of the Porteus Maze Test have

received little attention. No information is currently

available about the internal consistency of the nine items that

collectively make up the Q score. The correlation betureen TA

and Q score has been found to be around -.2 (Riddle & Robertst

Ig77). Factor analysis and intercorrelation among the

components of the Q score have shotun heavy loadings for the

pencil lifts and uavy line components., Barry, Everstine and

K.Leman (196r), Docter (rgeo, 1972), Barry gæ1. (1961) found

that 70 percent of the Q score measure lras accounted for by

these tuo components. The subject uho frequently lifted his

pencil had either failed to learn the instructions or comply

ryith them. In addition these tuo errors d,id not correlate

ruith each other. In contrast Rankin and Thompson ( f966) factor

analysed the Q score component items and fo,und that most of

the variance of the Q score uas accounted for by cut-corner and

crossed-line errors. The Factor analytic evidence is inconclusive

but it does appear that the Q score cannot be interpreted as a

.single trait such as 'timpulsivity[ or impulse control. It is

tikeJ-y that some components of Q may contribute substantially

to the total and that refinement of the Q score is possible'

Furthermore, the relationship betrueen the various components of

Q and TA remains unexPlored.
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Ttie rueighting system used in computing Q has been

questioned by Docter and U,linder (tgSl+>, Fooks and Thomas (f957)

and Riddle and Roberts (L977). They suggested that the use of

veights did not appear to improve the ability of Q to

differentiate betrueen offender and non-offender groups. Riddte

and Roberts found that the mean ueighted Q score could be

accurately estimated from tulice the unu¡eighted sum of the

components.

2.t.5 Maze test performance and its relation to

criminal behaviour

Por.teus noted that criminal offe.nders appeared to under-

estimate the difficulty of the task, to shotu overconfidence and

to disregard insLructions. The Q score has successfully

differentiated delinquents from non-delinquLnts and criminals

from non-criminaLs. Fooks and Thomas (1957), Porteus (1942,

Ig45, L955, 1959, 1965), Porteus and Gregor (L96t) and tnJright

(Ig44) report.ed differences betueen offenders and non-offenders

urith offenders having significantly higher Q scores.

Porteus (tgt+2, L945) estabtished a cut-offl score of 29

above ruhich B0 percent of delinquent males uere found. For

girls the cut-off score ruas J2. Docter and t¡linder (1954)

replicated the mean Q figures established earlier by Porteus.

They found that 70 percent of delinqueirts and f0 percent of

non-delinquents had scores above 29.

There is evidence that the cutoff point betveen offenders

and non-offenders varies betu¡een populations. Craft, Fabischt
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Stephenson, Burnard and Kerridge (1962) and.Gibbens (tg:a)

reported mean Q scores ruithin the British population that u,ere

fouer than comparable samples from the United States. Gibbens

found a Q score of 22 to be a better cutoff point for

differentiating British delinquents from normals.

Porteus (1945) found that the type of, offence committed

uas rel-ated to the individuals Q score. t¡'lithin a criminal group

prisoners convicted for violent crimes such as murder, rape

or assauft, had higher Q scores than Lhose convicted of non-

violent crimes. Violent offenders u,ere seen as impulsive types

vho lacked deliberation or social inhibitions. Porteus (L965)

found that they averaged a Q score o1'67, ruhile the Q scores

of sex offenders, burglars and embezzlers urere respectively 57,

54 and 44.

Roberts, Erikson, Riddle and Bacon (f?74) in turo studies

found that a relationship existed betrueen high Q scores and

recidivism. In a follou uP period from I to I yearst

recidivists had significantly higher Q scores. The relationship

betveen Porteus mentaL age and recidivism Uras equivocable.

In the first study mental age uas lourer for recidivists than

for non-recidivists, but in a follou, uP study they failed to

replicate this resuLt.

A probJ.em exists urith the predictive selectivity of the

instrument. The test appears to successfully discriminate

betveen subjects at each end of tþe Q scaLe but is far from

satisfactory in discriminating betrueen the bulk of subjects uho

fall in the middle Danges. Predictive efficiency in clarifying
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offenders before they committed an offence uould only occur if

the offender/non-oflfender ratio in the poPuLätion uras on a 131

basis. [,,lhen one considers that the over-riding proportion of

a normal population are not incarcerated offenders then the

application of the Porteus Maze as a screening device for an

unselected sample uould result in the unvanrãnted tabelling

as lrpotential offendersrr of numerous non-offenders ulho had high

Q scores. I

i

2.t .6 Construct val-i-d.i!y

Personality variables related to dependability r impulsive-

ness and achievement have been found to be correlated ulith

Porteus Maze performance. Porteus (1945) compared individuals

uho vere rated as satisfactory urorkers ruith those rated as lazy

and undependabte. The Q score differentiated betveen the truo

groups ruith those having poor urork ratings having a higher Q

score.

Erikson and Roberts (1966) found that incarcerated

delinquents rated as adjusted and non-adjusted differed

significantly in mean Q scores. Delinquents vho uere poorly

adjusted had significantly higher Q scores. They concluded

that the Q score uas able to discriminate impulse control

p¡oblems even uithin a restricted sample of institutionalized

delinquents. Similar findings for criminals uere reported by

Schalting and Rosén (1968).

lrlest (1971) administered the Porteus Maze, the Gibson

spiraì. Maze (Gibson, 1964) and Foulds Tapping Test (Foutds, l96t)
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to boys at the ages of Br 10 and 14' He obtained a clumsiness

score by combining the results of the three Psyhomotor measures

and shoved that it ruas predictive of future detinquency ' The

delinquents uere over represented amongst tlie clumsiest boys

(iI.79i as opposed to t6 .696 of non-offenders). The combined

psychomotor score uras also related to teachqr school conduct

ratings urhich lr,lest (1967) had demonstrated to be predictive of

iriminal behaviour.

Lefkovitz (f968) reported that for a éample of 147

delinquents Porteus Q score uas significantly negatively related

to poor, schogl performance but ulas unrelated to age, IQ' socio-

economic status, introversion-extraversion or neuroticism'

He concluded that it appeared tl'rat for his sample of delinquents

non-intellectivefactorssuchasimpulsivenessaccountforsome

of the variance in poor school performance unexplained by the

usual measure of IQ.

RobertsandErikson(1968)exploredtheabilityofa

de}inquentgroupinatrainingschooltodelaygratification'

manifest planning and foresight and control impulsiveness'

Theyfoundthattheabilityorrlillingness,todelaygratifi-

cation uas associated uith high Porteus mental age and lotu Q

gcore.Furthermorethedelinquentadolescentmalestuhovere

able or ruilling to delay gratification and contÎol impulsiveness

urere more able to adjust and conform to the rules and regulations

ofl the training institution.
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2.t.7 Summarv#

The Porteus Maze test is a performance test ruhich yields

both a test age score and a score designed tô measure an

individuaLrs test taking style of response. I

The test appears to have consÍderable face validity as a

task requiring planning toulards a final goal'of maze problem

solving and this abitity is related to age and appears to be

measuring a specific area of inteltectual fufrctioning. studies

relating test age ruith ratings of social adjustment have been

based on populations ruith lou intettigence ahd it is doubtful

uhether test age discriminates betu,een individuals urith problem

behaviour. 
,

l

TheQscorej.sameasureofanindividua]'sstyleof

response regardless of his success in solving the mazes. It

has been shourn to correlate ruittr various indices of sociaL

adjustment and to differentiate offenders from non-offenders.

A relationship also appears to exist Qetuleen Maze Test

performance and recidivism¡ type of offence committed and

conduct problems vithin an institutional setting'

R0TTER INTERNAL-EXTERNAL LoCUS 0E CoNrRol qÎN F2.4

2.4.I Introduction

Rotter (1966) postulated that there are individual'

differences in a personrs expectancies concerning reinforcement.

Those individuals urho have an int,ernal locue of control have a

belief that reulards follou from, oI. are dependent on their ovn

behaviour. They believe that their actions can qffect the course
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of their lives. Conversely, individuals rlho have an external,

locus ,of control have a belief that reruards 'are controlled by

forces outside of themselves and tl¡at their lives are determined

by chance¡ luck or fate.

Rotterdevelopedameasureofthisint,ernal.externalcontrol

construct (Rotter, L966) by constructing a 29 forced choice

item scale (including 6 filler items) labelled the I-E scale'

The scale is relatively short and easy to comprehend' It

assumes additivity as ansìuers reflecting a belief in external

contrql are summed to pr'ovide a totat scored Lotu scores reflect

aninternallocusofcontrolandhighscoresanexternallocus

of control.

The I-E scale has been uidety used in research as a

measure of internal-external control expectancies, leading to

the confirmation of the locus of control construct as an important

personalityvariable(Lefcourt¡L976;Phares'J-9767Throop&

MacDonald'1971).InconstructingthescaleRott'ereliminated

those items that measured more specific areas of internal-

externaf control. It ruas designed to sample behaviour from a

uide range of life aleas such as love and affection, dominance,

social-political events, social recognition, academic recognition

and general li'fe philosophy' Ae the ecale samples from a variety

o, ."""" it has been vieued as being a measure of generalized

expectancy across a range of situations' All ansruers are summed

to provide a total scale score'
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2.4.2 Test-retest reliabilitv
Considerable retesting on the scale häs been undertaken

and the test-retest reliability of the scale aPpears adequate.

Rotter (Lg6Ð reported retiabilities for several samples that

varied from .49 to .84 over one to turo months. These figures

are close to the .47 to .84 reported by Herpche and scheibe

(tgøl) for a seven ueek period. Similarlyr'Harrou and Femante

(Lg6g) reported a reliability figure of .75, for psychiatric

patients over a six-ureek time span. As ruould be expected the

correlations tend to be louer the longer the time period betrueen

testing although still remaining acceptablyi niqF,. Zerega, Tseng

and Greever (tgZø), for example, repoited a retest reliability

of .55 for,high school students over an eight month period and

Little (I97g) found a reliability of .64 for graduates over a

tvo year period. These results confirm thaþ I-E locus of control

is a stable attribute of individuals.

2.4.3 Dimensionalitv and internal consistencv reliabilitv

Rotter (L966) ctaimed the degree of control an individual

has over events is a unitary dinrension. He, cited, but did not

report, Üre data from a factor analysis by Franklin (1961).

Most of bhe variance ( 53%) vas included in a general factor'

Jkre several additional factors.involving feul items urhich urere

isolated ulere not sufficiently reliable to produce subscales

ruiil-rin the. test. Rotter presented internal consistency

reliability estinrates for a uniclimensional I-E scale ranging

fr.om .65 Lo .79 using the split hatf, spearman-Broun and Kuder-

Richardson formulae.
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A possible problem ruith the I-E scale is that there are

so feu items ancl they sample from sp many séttings that there

are not enough items to shoru up in any reliable subscaLe. Ïhe

totat score may be masking different comPonênts of locus of

control and thereby J.ose specific predictive ability. Behaviourt

based on locus of control beliefs may be more highly related

ruit,hin a specific area and may not generalize to other

situations. For example, an individual may have internaL

beliefs about his control over and participation in political

activities or behave in ar¡ internal manner uhen enqaged in

academic Aoals but may be more external vhen dealing directly

vith peopfe or urhen love and affectioir goals are involved.

It is possible that there are several independent beliefs to

tl-re focus of contro] cortst¡'uct.

A suspicion that several factc¡rs contribute to locus of

control as a generalized expectancy has given risen to several

attempts to isolate factors ulithin the I-E scafe. Tl're first

study to fTctor Rotter's or.iginal ?3 items vas undertaken by

Mirels (1970). Using university subjects unselected for

political participatiorr he obtained a tu¡o flactor structure.

Mirelst first factor contained both first-person and third-

person I-E items and Mirels described this,first factor as a

beLief concernirrg mastery over the course of onets life. A

second factor uhich included four of the five items urhich dealt

uith controlling politicat institutions olhaving an influence

orr the course of ruorld affairs ruas labelLed Political Control '

Subsequent studies by ALrrahamsonr Schulderman and Schulderman

(lgll), cherlin and Bourque (Lg7Ð, Dixon, McKee anC McRae (1916)
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Nassi and Abramou,itz (1980), Roberts and Reid (1978) and

Tobacyk (I978) closely matched Mirelst findings altlrough tlrere

has been a lack of agreement as to item content on the general

control factor. cherlin and Bourque suggested tl-¡at on the basis

of their results the five political and vorld affair items

formed a different construct to that of general control and

should be included in studies using the I-E ,scale only if the

researcher uras interested in the political efficacy aspect of

internal vesus external control. They also found that the

strength of the reliabitities of the derived factor scales uras

affected by the population sampled., The alphas for the GeneraL

and PoLitical controf subscales for tlie student sample vere

.78 and .70 respectively. The alpha for the general population

sample uncorrected for scale length ruere .75 for Political

control and .57 for General Control. Thus the General control

Scoreforthegeneralpopulationtheytestedruasfairly

unreliable and this suggests that the factor structure may be

different in different populations.

A study by Reid and hJare (197t) also found tvo factors

similar to that of Mirels. Thé flirst factor termed Fatalism

concerned the belief that luck, fate or fortune versus hard

uork,abilityandpersonalresponsibilitydeterminedoneIs

out"omes. The second factor named social system control

measured the extent to ruhich people believqd they could effect

change vithin the socio-political realms of their socièty.

The corrected alpha for the tryo dimensions uas.BB for social

system control and .74 for Fatalism and both rvere higher than

thecoefficientforthetotalscalescore.Thecorrelation
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betuleenFatalismandSocialsystemControlUas.lsulhich

indicated that the truo scales uere measuring largely

independent dimensions.

IninvestigatingthepoJ.iticalbeliefsaspectofinternal

versus external control Abramoruitz Q973) compared scores on
I

theKerpelmanPoliticalActivityScaleandthreel-Emeasures

basedonthetotall-EscoreandttuoScores,basedonMirelst

tuo factors. Using college students he found that the truo

Mirels'I-Esubscalescofesuerenotcorrelatedandthat

politicatcommitmentuaspredictedbyscoresinthepolitical

items but not by the Personal Control items, hence validating

thesecondfactor.Furtherconstructvalidityforthesocio-

political items uas found by Berndt (f978) ' The political

control subscale significantly correlated uith a political

activitiessurveyruhilegeneralcontrolortotalscoredidnot.
Subjectstuttouleremoreexternalonthepoliticalcontrolsub.

scale ulere less likety to vote, Iess likely to knou their

Congressmanandtendedtothinkthatpoliticiansryeredishonest.

Houeverrinthecontextofthisstudythepoliticalcontrol

subscale is a matter of tangential interest' The main aim uas

toinvestigatetherelationshipbetueenimpulsivenessand

personal control.

Gurin, Gurin, Lao and Beattie (f969) have also reported

that the I-E scale contained several factors' üúith southern

brack college students the I-E scale items loaded primarily on

tu,o fa"tors labelled Personal control and control Ideol0gy '

ThePersonalControlitemsvereallphrasedinthefirstperson
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and related to the amount of control an individual could exert

inhisorunlife'TheControlldeologyitemsuereallthird
person statements and related to the degree óf control people

inAmericansocietyhadoverspecificsituations.Gurinet

al.hypothesizedthattheirsubjectsu,eredifferentiating

betueen the capacity to exercise control in their ovn lives

andtheamountofcontroltkreyhadoversituationsinruhich

they found dhemselves. Their uork, hourever']'"" concerned

primarily ruith the status of negroes in American society and

the distinction they found betrueen individuaL and system blame
i

may orrly be inrportant for ttris minority group'

The factor structure found by Gurin does not appear tc

have relevance to the popuratione in this study ' Gurin gl'

also changed the scale by including in the factor analysis

additional items.

SangerandAlker(197ÐreportedasimilarPersona].Control

versus Control Ideology factor structure in a study of college

fleminists and non-activist control eubjects' They added 17

itemsonfeministideologyandinterspersedthemruiththe2]

Rotteritems.similarlyrGurinrGurinandMorrison(]978)

testedalargerrandomsamp}eofu¡hiteAmericanmeanandUomen

to test the generatizability of their factor structure' They

found that Personal Control and control ldeology items loaded

onseparatefactors.TheAlphascorrectedforscalelenqth

for their subscales uere Control Ideology' '84¡ Personal

Control, .86; Potitical Control, '90; Interpersonal Controlt

,B5i and Success MobilitYt '87'
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AgainGurin.#!.(1978)mociifiedtheRotterscaleas

they excluded three questions relating to school rooms and

teachers and included three other items use! in previous uork'

Discriminant valiclity for the tulo subscales uas demonstrated

as Personal Control and not control ldeology u,as related to

higher socioeconomic status and to mastery in tife areae' In

predicting politicaL behaviour the distinction betu,een control

Ideology and personal control urere crucial ámong those that

questioned the status quo. Personal Control vas unreLated to

potitical behaviour but external Control lcleology uas related

to greater political participation'

Orrly in this recent study have Gurin and her associates

moved avay from testing minority or selected samptes to a large

random sample to establish the generality of their factor sub-

scalesintheAmericanpopulation.Houlever,itmustLreemphasized

that in atl studies items uere added to and, deleted from Rotterrs

original 2f items to form special scales. It seems likely that

use of other items ruith the I-E scale may have affected the

resultant factor structure.

Factoranalysescanthusbeseentohavefaitedtogive

support to Rotterrs eaDlier (1966) and late.r (L975) claim that

theinternal-externalscaleisunidimensional.Thereis

consiclerable evidence that it ís poesible to extract ttuo or

more factors.

2.4.4 Factor structpre in differqnt samo'les

It has been reported that not all studies have agreed

on vhich subscale items load. For example the item:
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ttlt is not aluays ruise to plan too fal ahead because

manytimesthingsturnouttoboamatterofgoodor
bad fortune anYhoulrl

uas found by Guril et al. (L969) to load on a Personal control

factor, by Mirels (f970) to load on both general and political

control and by Collins (f974) to load on a difficult rvorld

factor. One possible reason for the different factor structure

found for the I-E scale is that locus of coñtrol may be affected

by social and cultural influences. If this is in fact the case

then tlre generality of the student trvo.factor structure to

groups ruhich have a different social settinE is questionable.

campbell, 0rBrien, Mills and Ramey (L977) in comParing

advantaged land disadvantaged socioeconomic groups replicated

Mirelsr tuo factor structure for advantaged mothers but the

disadvantaged mothers shouled no consistent, ieasily interpretable

factor structure. The young black mothers differed markedly

from midd.Le cLass uomen in responding to the I-E scale. They

had a harsher viev of reality, a more passive approach to life

and agreed that planning ahead uras useless. Houlever, they vere

more ready to ascribe personal blame for unhappiness and

expressed more hope that job 8ucce88 uould folloul hard ulork.

clearly, they urere holding inconsistent locus of control

beliefs some being internal and others external. These

inconsistencies may only be apparent for dipadvantaged groups

uhere a distinction is made betu¡een individual and system blame.

Munro (Lg7g) investigated locus of control beliefs for

black Africans and found trÍo dietinct factors. t¡'lhile the general

control factor ruas replicated the second factor to emerge was
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concerned ruith beliefs about supernatural intervention.

The separation of chance items from supernaturaL items

is not surprising for an African group vhere supernatqral beliefs

maybe more important in the eulture. Nagelschmidt and Jakob

(tgll) also found a truo factor structure for;a general poPulat,ion

sample of 70 Brazilian uomen. The first factor contained both

items about ,control over personaL relationsrrlife and political

events urhile the second factor corresPonded to Collinsr (L974)

concept of fatalism; a belief that'the ulorld cannot be changed

and is ruled by poverful others.

In revieving the locus of control construct it appears
I

that it is based on different beliefs euch as control over

personal relations or life events, belief in;chance, luckr or

fate or supernatural intervention, control over political

affairs or simply a fatalistic belief that nothing can be

changed. The importance of each of these beLiefs is going to

differ according to the social and cultural setting. The Rotter

I-E scale uas constructed in North America ulith student subjects.

It ruould not be surprieing if the tvo factor structure generated

out of this particular grouP failed to generplize to other grouPs

ryith different population context.

2,4.5 Problems arisinq from the Rotter scale fonmat

Rotter (Lg66) stated that the forced choice item format

uas used as a safeguard against resPonses bias as tþe items

vere balanced. Hou¡ever, Sanger and Alker (1972) identified

the forced choice item as a source of conflict in formulating

the locus of control construct as item statements vere not

logical opposites. 
'
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0n each of the 2f internal versus.external items the

subject nrust choose betureen tvo st,atements related to a cor¡mon

event or situation. Tlre statements are said'to be logical

opposites. For example for item 25 an internal belief is
IIIT I5 IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO BELIEVE THAT CHANCE OR LUCK PLAYS

AN IMP0RTANTI ROLE IN MY LIFE", versus the puiported opposite

external belief "MANY TIMES I FEEL THAT I HAVE LITTLE INFLUENCE

0VER THE THINGS THAT HAPPEN.TO ME". Each pair of statements

are said to hepresent tvo uÍdely sepgrated pdints on a single

dimension. If each pair of items did in fac! represent polar

opposite beliefs then individuals should teni to accept one

and reject tl're other. This urould prodr.ice moderate to large

Recent evidencenegative correlations betueen the etatements

suggests that this is not the case.

Kleiber, Veldman and Menaker (1973), Klockars and Varnum

(1975) and Gatz and Good (1978) examined the bipolarity of the

turo statements by constructíng a revised scalp ulhere alternatives

to each question urere presented separately and subjects could

accept or reject them independently. Kleiber et al. reported-

an average correlation betveen the pairs of -.17 (range +.14 to

-.47) ¡ Klockars and Varnum of -.15 (range +.06 to -.45) and

Gatz and Good of -.12 (range +.10 to -.fB). These resuLts are

al'I very similar and indicate that item pairs cannot be regarded

as bipolar. i

As each item pair are said to be opposite beliefs they

should Load on the same single factor ruith opposite loadings.
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collins (L974), Krockars and varnum (1975), Gatz and Good

(1978) and Tyler and Gatz (1979) all found that statements from

each item pair did not load on the same factors uith opposite

loadings. This raises further serious doubts as to rlhether

Rotterrs conception of locus of control ae a single general-

izable construct across a range of events arid situations is

true. The structural analysis of each of the alternatives

suggests that, by loading on ""p"rate 
factors¡ the I-E scale

unevenly represents the domain of beliefs it encomPasses. It

appears likely that locus of control may be comprised of

internal and external attributions urhich are largely independent

of each other and each dependent on the situation in uhich it

occurs.

Cotlins (I974) factored,the 46 separaË.e statements and

found that alternatives tended to load on dÈfferent factors.

He identified four distinguishable and relatively ortkrogonal

subscafes relating to belief that the ruorld is a difficult

place to livo, that the ruorld is unjust, that the u¡orlc is

governed by luck and the urorld is politically unresponsive.

Collins also took the analysis a step further by testing ruhether

ansuer,s to the 46 item format sPProximated scsres obtained from

the ?3 item forced choice format. He scored both formats for

externality and found a coDrelation of .82 betveen them. This

suggests that the tulo formats are measuring the same construct.

The four factor structure found by collins using the

46 item Likert format has been replicated by Houston (L977a),

Kaemmerer and Schvebel (1976) and Zuckerman and Gerbasi (1977) '
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In examining collinst four separate factors of urorld

attribution it is possible to see that each encomPasses

individual dispositional, situation and interactive components'

By administering the Rotter scale in the fo¡ced choice format

the individual is forced to consider each item as involving

dispositional and situation conrponents. The interactive

components al.e not considered as the subject does not have to

act on one or other of the beliefs based on'uhat control he

has over making his plans uork. The forcedichoice format causes

an individual to make a decision urhich me may not make in real

life. Hovever, researches using the Rottel scale have invariably

interpreted their results in terms of'the subjectsr perception

and understanding of a particular situation'

In viev of the multi-factor structure of the I-E scale¡

the relatively independent nature of the derived subscales and

the failure of separated items to load on the same factor uith

opposite signs¡ it is difficult to vieur locus of control as

a generalized expectancy. Internal and external responding

appear to be independent and each related to the situation in

vhich they occur. Gatz and Good (1978) suggested that:

rrA person might be both high internal and high

external (ttSchool ie an unfair place but I did

uhat I had to do and earned a Diplomat'), high

internal and lov external (r'I uas totally
responsible, nobody elee uras resPonsible but meil),

loru internal and high external (ilI just figured

that the teacher uas after merr) r or lov internal

and lour external ("I didntt plan for it, I just

sort of got caught up in it").t' (p' 584)
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In the locus of control construct individuals are aPparently

integrating diverse beliefs and this uould limit the inter-

pretability of any factor analysis of the I-E scale items.

2.4.6 Summarv

-
The Rotter internal verus internal logus of control scale

has been uridely used in research as a measure of internal-external

control expectancies and this has lead to the confirmation of the

locus of control construct as a useful perspnality variable.

Rotter (1966) claimed the deqree of control an individual

has over events is a unitary dimension. Factor analysis of

the Rotter scale items for a large Australian student sample

(Lange & Tiggemann, l98t) indicated that the scale vas multi-

dimensional and that the factor structure ulas stable over a

considerable period of time. Ttuo distinct factors relating

to personal and political control beliefs urere identified.

General control concerns the belief that a Person has mastêry

over his orun life urhile political control includes items uhich

measure the extent to urhich an individual is capable of having

an influence on political institutions or the course of urorld

affairs. The corretation betueen the truo factor scaLes uras

loru vhich indicates thrat'they are meaauring largely independent

aspects of; internal-eXternal locus of control. Houlevert the

importance of locus of control beliefs may vary according to

the social and cultural setting or the choice of format used'

The truo factor structure may not generalize, to other groups

ruith different propulatior¡ context¡ i
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2.5 ATTT TOWARDS TTY INVENTORY

2.5.L Introduction

The attitude touards authority inventory, a self-report

scale, origlnated from a study by Rigby (1975). It purports

to be a measure of attitudes touards various institutional

authorities. The four scales obtained f¡'om the inventory are

measures of attitudes tou¡ards the police, the armyr the laul

and teachers. The scales consist of eight items, four positive

and four negative urorded. Rigby and Rump (1979) reported that

items in the four scales uere eliminated in three criteria:

"(a) If the ratings concerning the favourable/

unfavoutable nature of the'items indicated that

they u¡ere ambiguous in evaluativp meaning:

(b) Ifl the personal resPonses to the items gave

Ioru item-total correlations: or

(c) If there uaa an excess of positively or

negatively keyed items.tt (P. 472)

The police scale uras developed from a grouP of 261 technoloqy

students ryhile the army, laur and teacher scales uere developed

using a sample of 35O university students.

Items ruhich ulere critical of authority' urere reverse

scored. The correlations betuoen the positively and negatively

keyed sections of the scales uere .75 for the police scale.

.69 for the army scale, .50 for the lav scale and .45 for the

teacher scale. All uere significant (P < .O0I).

A short scale ulas formed by selecting out from each of

the four large scales the four positive and reverse scored items

ruhich had the best corrected item-total correlations. The final
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The Police Scale

ITEM

8.

The Police in S. Australia are Pretty trusttrorthy.

The Police are quite unfair ín their treatment
of certain groups in Society. (R)

The Police have a hard job which they carry out welL.

Attitude towards auttrority scalest wittr the
original ítem-tota1 correlaLions2 .
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Item-Èotal
Correlation

.56

.54

.66

.64

.59

.71

.45

.66

.64

.67

.61

.59

.68

.57

.48

.66

11.

t4. Policemen are unnecessarily violent in handling
people they dislíke. (R)

20. The Police are generally quite impartial and fair
in the way they carry out the lalt.

22. Policemen like to bully people.(R)

25. The Police help the weaker membere of society.

30 The Police use their ttbadge" as an excuse to
push people around. (R)

The Army Scale

2.

6.

t0.

r6.

t7.

23.

28.

32.

I would disli.ke having to salute an Army officer' (R)

The Army develops initiative.

I disagree with Tdhat the Army stande for. (R)

Military drill hel,ps to improve a Personrs character'

The Army reduces men to robots. (R)

I expecË there i.s a good reason for moet rul-es and

regul-ations in the ArmY.

The Army brutaliees people. (R)

People should feel proud to eerve ín the Army.
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The Lar¡ Scale

ITEM

9

The 1aw rightly claime the alLegiance of every
citizen at all tímes.

A person should obey only those laws that seem

reasonable. (n)

The law ie the embodíment of Justíce and Equality'

Laws are so often made for the benefit of smaL1,

selfish groups that a man cannot resPecË the law' (R)

The Lavr rePresents the wisdon of the ages '

The Law is an aes. (R)

Obedience to the Law constitutes a value indicative
of the highest citizenshiP.

The sentences of judges in court are deternined by
their prejudicee. (R)

13.

18.

21.

26.

3r.

3

5

Item-tota1
Correlation

:60

.53

.61

.62

.57

.62

.s2

.44

.57

.59

.61

.61

.55

.38

.58

The Teacher ScaLe

4. Teachers eeldom have tta sense of proportion" ' (R)

7. It is reasonable to say that as a rule teachers
work in the 'besË íntereets of theír gtudents '

12. A teacher is a somewhat rídiculous fígure, posing as

an authority on the important things in life' when,
in fact, he is often ignorant ttt6 inn¡ature hímself'

15. Teachere frequently acknowledge and respect the
rights of studente.

19. Teache,rs do not respecÈ the individual personalities
of the students. (n)

24. Teachers are usualLy ready to take quite seriously
whatever ít is that the students feel earnest about.

(R)

65

27. In this day and age students should not be expected
to calL a teacher "sirtt. (R)

29. The discíplinary measures taken by teachera are
usually t¡ell considered and desirable'

7. Items foTlowed bg (R) wete reverse scored.

2. Item-total cotzelations from Rigby, K., and Rump, E.E.
"The generality of eÈtitude
ro authority". HUMAN RELATIONS,
L979 , 32 , 469-487 .

NOTE:



f2 selected consisted of eight items relating to the policet

army, lav and teachers. The scales along ruith their original

correcLed item-total correlation are shoun separately in

Table 1.

A total score is obtained from addinE the scores on each

of the four scales but it is not intended to be a general

measure of authoritarianism. Rather it relates to the amount

an individual. approves o1 disapproves of the four institutional

authorities.

2.r.2 Metric properties

Means and standard deviations for the total score on the

attitude toulards authority inventory for various groupsr aJ-ong

rvith the, year .tested, are reported in Table 2' The groups tuho

held the most favourable, attitudes touards institutional-

authoritles u,ere prison and probation officers ruhile those vith

TABI,E 2, Means and standard deviations of ttre attitude
towards authority total score for samples

previouslY tested.

Number
in sample

30
15

80

30

80

15

Mean

r29.37
105 .13

99.55

96.L7

90.49

90 .33

60

S.D.

L2.L5
t9.47
21.37

24.L9

1B .39

22.77

Group

Príeon Officers
Probation Officere
South Australian Inetitute

of TechnologY students
Prisoners on a bond
Adelaide UniversitY

studenÈe
Prieoners at Yatala jail

NOTE: Data kindlg supplied bg KEN RIGBY'

South eustlalian Instixute of TechnoTogg '
AdeLaide, Souxh Austrafia' 5000'
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the least favourabl-e attitudes ue¡e prisoners and university

students. Irrstitute of Technology (SAIT) stt¡dents as distinct

from Univetsity students u,ere more favourable tc authority '

Rigby and Rump (1979) reported that among the scales SAIT

sLudents had significantly higher scores on the policer army

and Laru scales (p < .01) ruhile scores on thé teacher scale vere

similar for both student grouPs.

The reliabilities of the B item scales, using cronbachrs

Alpha, urere atl high. For the poliòer army¡ Ìau and teacher

scafes for a sample of B0 university students they urere

respectively .92, .9I, .89 and .89.

Evidence has been presented by Rigby and Rump (1979) tlrat

the police, army, laru and teacher scafes are consistent, reliable

measures. Individuals appear to have a generalized attitude

touards insti.tutional authorities and this is refl-ected by their

total score for the four authority sca.Les.

2.5.3 Generalitv of gttitudes toruaîd authoriËy

Not all investigators have supported Rigby and Rumprs

(tsll¡ vieru that individuals have a generalizable attitude

touards institutional authorities.

Lindgren and Lingren (1960) and Sallery and Lindgren (f966)

examined and compared the attitudes of canadian, American and

Arab teachers tourards authority figures. They found cross

cufturaL difflerences in attitudes tovards authority figures

urith canadian teachers being less favourable tovards authority

than American teachers. Arab teachers hovever aPProved of, the

authority of experts such as rrlearned menrr but vere less
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accepting of the authority of government and governmental

institutions. The results appeared to support their contention

that attitudes tovards authority u/ere specific rather than

general in nature. Houever, Sallery and Lindgren failed to

report the amount of consistency of attitudes tourards authority

f igures ruithin particular cul-tures.

Kohn (1972) factored his authoritarian-rebellion scafe

and identified five distinct factors. Tu¡o of his factors

rrrebelliousnessrr and rrauthoritarianismrt uere not correlated

and he suggested that as beliefs touards these aspects of

authoritarianism uere independent then a generalized atLitude

touards authority did not exist. Hourever, Kohnts scal-e contained

many items only indirectly related to attitude toruards authority.

There is recent evidence to suggest that authoritarianism

and attitude tovards authority are not highty related. Hol-lander

(I95Ð, Ray (L976) and Titus (f968) reported that no significant

relaLionship exists betueen authoritarian behaviour and

authoritarian attitudes. Hiqh scores on authoritarianism scal-es

uere not characterized by authoritarian behaviour. For example

Ray (1976) pointed out that some authoritarians approve of

authority ruhile others do not. He reported a correlation of

olly .19 betueen his oun attitude tovard authority scale tuhich

he defined as rrThe desire, or tendency to impose oners orun ruil-l

on othersr' (p. 3I4), and self rated authoritarianism. Heaven

(lgll ) reported a correlation of -.2I betrueen'Rayrs attitude

touards authority scaLe and a racial prejudice scale. Yet

raciaL prejudice is one of the main features of authoritarianism.
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(Adorno, Frenkel-Brunsuick, Levinson & Sanford, 1950). It

appears that evidence supporting the existence of a generalized

attitude totuards authority amonç¡ the general population remains

equivocaJ-.

2.5.4 Summarv

In general, tl-re attitude touard authority inventory appears

to be a promising instrument. The reliability of the four policet

army, Iav and teacher scales is adequate and each appears to be

measuring one facet ofl an individualts attitude touards

institutional authorities.

The items on each scale are bafanced therefore reducing

the possibility of acquiescence response set.

The inventory appears to be sensitive to variations among

populations vith different sociaL characteristics.

2.6 PEABODY PI CTURE VOCABULARY TEST

2.6.L Introduction

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT, Dunn, L965)

is a ruidely used measure vhich has been designed to measure

verbaL intelligence through hearing vocabulary. Besides

serving as a quick estimate of verbal intelligence for normal

subjects t,he PPVT uas developed for use ruith special groups

for vhom standard tests \uere not aluays appropriate.

The test consists of 3 practice and I50 test plates each

containing 4 pictures and the subject is asked to identify

uhich picture corresponds ruith a given vord. standard score

norms are given for ages betueen 2 years 6 months and lB years.
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The format places items in ascending order of difficulty and

there is little ambiguity in any of the plates. Items urere

I

carefully selected from a large pool of uords found in l¡lebsterrs

Neru Collegiate Dictionary. Criteria for selectinq urords u,as

that each could be illustrated. Norms are provided for 19 age

leveLs using 6 month steps and this has lead to big increases

in scores betrueen age Ìevels, especially forì the younger age

groups.

The PPVT has been found to be attractive to subjects,

and administration and scoring is relatively'simple. It has

been frequently used in prisons (Gendreau, L975).

2.6.2 Metric orooerties

In developing the PPVTr Dunn tested 750 subjects and

sel-ected f00 ruords that could be illustr'ated from a pool of

2rO55. Standardjzation uas based entirely o¡ the results of

4rOI2 vhite children i.n and around NashviIIe, Tennessee.

Numbers ranged fr.om a minimum of 92 to a maximum of 354 at L9

different age levels from 2.5 yeats to 18 years. 0nly children

younger than 9 years ulere given the test individually. Al-though

the standarflization u,as restricted to a specific geographical

area Dunn chose schools vhere pupilst previous IQ scores

p.rovided a composite normal probability curVe or drev a random

sample in some schooLs until the available IQ scores

approximated a normal distlibution. Nevertl'reless, given the

restricted area on vhich the norms are based and the length of

time since the norms uere estabtished doubts must exist about

the generality of these norms to cther populations.
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ùrihile tl're PPVT l-ras been developed for use in I no¡'maLl

populationb of 2Z Lo IB year ol-ds the test hgs been successfully

administered to samples of subjects above 2f: years of age.

Dunn (1965), Miller (1972) and t¡lolfensberger (1962) provide

evidence that, for adults the PPVT pr'ovides an estimaLe of verbal

intelligence through measuring vocabulary Level. Ho\ueverr one

might expect older subjects to score higher n the test as they

are more likely to acquire familiarity ruith the test uords over

time. This would be especially true for midpJ.e and upper socio-

economic level-s uhere reading is more tikely to occur.

Technical problems have drisen from thp scoring procedure

used in the PPVT. Like many individually administered tests

the Peabody, uses basal and ceiling rules ruhich PresupPose that

the subject'can respond co¡rectJ.y to all the, items below tlre

basaÌ and respond incorrectly to all the items above the ceiling.

To date no technical data has been presented, on the impact basal-

and ceiling rules have on technical characteristics, especially

internal consistency of the PPVT. UsuaIIy, basal and ceilinq

rules are employed in older to r.educe testing time but for basal

and ceilinq limits to be mployed u¡ithout affecting the tests

(or an j.temfs) variancer mean or reliability' the test items

must be arranged in ascending order of difficulty. In the case

of adults to be tested on the PPVT the baeal must be lov enouglr

to ensure that all but the most severely handicapped coul-d start

at this l"evel-. Problems arise rvith the ceiling LeveL employed

on the PPVT. The ceiling is set ulhen the subject makes 6 errors

in any B consecutive presentations and it is assumed he urill not

p
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correctLy respond to higher items. There is no information

currently avail-abl-e concerning PPVT item order to determine

ruhether items are in true ascending order of difficulty. The

number of subjects passing each item could be compared urith

the number of subjects passing every other iÙem by the McNemar

test (Siegel, J.956). It is highly likely that over time some

items are no\u out of order and this ruould aff,ect both the tests

and individual items means, standard deviations and internal

consistency.

Factor analysis of the comPonent items of the PFVT has

been carried out by Ball, Payne and Halrahan (L975)' For 354

children vith a mean age of 4.4 years ttrey found a single

generaJ. factor on uhich 42 of li4 possible items loaded. Further

factor analytic evidence is necessary to determine ruhether tl-re

general factor holds up for' older subjects'

2.6.t Construct validitv

It cannot be assumed that scores on the Peabody reflect

general and in particular verbal intelligence. The PPVT does

not provide a comprehensive measure of intellectuaÌ functioning.

The test ulas designed to measure recognition vocabulary and

inference that the test measures verbal intelligence can only

he made on the tests construct validity uhich is defined as

the extent to ruhich PPVT scores comPare with scores on other

vocabulary and intelligence tests.

Much of the validity data has involved comparing the PPVT

and !úechsLer scales. Dunn (1965) states that for children PPVT

IQ is correlated ruith the trlISC full scate over the range .3O
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to .84 ruith a median of .61, ruith the lrlISC vocabulary over the

range .4I to .74 ruith a median of ,67 and viin the 1^IISC

perf,ormance over the range .I9 to .82 ulith a median of .J9.

For adults the correlation betveen PPVT IQ and the full scale

IQcoefficientsrangedfrom.40to.B]vithamedianof.B4

and ruith performance IQ coefficients ranged from .27 Lo .7O

vith a median or .62. As can be seen the PPVT correlated much

higher uith the hlechsl-er full and verbal- """{"= 
than ruith the

performance scale. Fle states that in terms of comparability

the PPVT and Urlechsler IQ vafues uere very sirpilar ruith a

tendency for the PPVT IQ scores to be one or'ttuo points higher

than the lnlechsler IQ scores. Since then recent evidence has

helpedclarifytherelationshipbetveentheflPVTandthe

frjechsf er scale.

condit, Levandourski and saccuzzo (I976) found that the

I/',ISCIQlsfor106maledelinquentsfromI'-L6yearsofageuere

considerably overestimated by IQrs on the PPIJT. They questioned

the utility of the PPVT in estimating the l¡'Jechsler IQ of juvenile

delinquents. Similarty, Paseurark, Fitzgerald and Gloeckler

(f971), Vance, Leruis and De Bell (1979) and Vance, Pri.tchard

and hlallbrorun (1978) have found thrat the PPVT overestimated

!,,ISC IQrs for educable mental retardates. For a sample of 100

adoLescents under psychiatric care De Horn and Klings (1978)

found mean scores of gl,.5g (SD = L7'39) for rt¡IISC fq anO g5'Ot

(SO = f8.90) for PPVT IQ. The differences betueen the tuo

scores were significant using a test for cofrelated means

(t = 3.70; p < .00f). Ho\uever, for louer socioeconomic
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sampfes Applebaum and Tuma (lgll) found that PPVT IQ under-

estimated t¡JISC IQs. Lotu socioeconomic groups urould score lov

on any test of language ability using vocabulary items familiar

to ruhite middle class children. For subjects from poverty

backgrounds use of the Peabody is probably J,imited. The

evidence ovÞrvhel-mingly points out that PPVT IQ scores are

consistently overestimating hlechsler IQ scones.

Ttre pattern of correlation coefficients betu¡een PPVT IQ

and ürJISC IQ scores is similar to that reporüed by Dunn (L965) .

De horn and Klinge (I978) reported coefficients betrveen PPVT

and LTIISC full scale scores of .78¡ ruith tdISC verba.L scores

of .79 and ,65 foc [llISC performance siores. Mize, Callavay

and Smith (lglg) reported coefficients of ,57 betrueen the PPVT

and !úISC. full scal-e score. Much of the vork vith groups of

retarded and learning disabled children has been reported by

Sattler (L974). He found correlations ranging from .10 to .80

(median of .63) betu¡een full scale ÙrlISC and Peabody; .36 Lo

.94 (median of .64) betveen IQrs on the I¡IISC verbal scale and

PPVT and .2L Lo .74 (median of .54) betrueen I¡JISC performance

scal-e and Peabody. Alt the recently reported correl-ations

betveen PPVT IQ and tnJIgC Verbal scoles are rlithin the range

originally given by Dunn (L96r). They are sufficiently high

enough to suggest that Peabody recognition vocabulary has

ccnstruct validity as a measure of verbal intelligence. Ù'Jhile

it is cl-ear there is a significant correLation betveen Peabody

and t¡IISC verbal performance little else is knoun about Lhe exact

nature of the relationship. The lou¡ non-significant correLation
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betueen PPVT and tnlISC performance scores suggests tlrat the

Peabody is only measuring a limited aspect of vhat is termed

generalintelligence.Hoveverrthehighsignificantcorrelations

betveen PPVT IQ and lurlISC full scale scores establishes the

importance of hearing vocabulary as an important measure of

general intelligence. Further evidence supporting this vieur

of correlation coefficients found

betveen PPVT IQ and other verbal scales' They are someurhat

roruer but stirr range from .50 to .60. Taylor (L979) compared

the PPVT to the McCarthy scales of childrent's abilities' The

peabody correfated significantly ruith the verbal scale (r = '54) ¡

the general cognitive index (r = '47); and lhe memor'Y scale

(r = .t5). Binet Mental age scores have been reported over a

range of .60 to .87 u¡ith a median of .71 (Dunn, L965). similar

correlationsbetveen.BJto.86havebeenreportedbyBudoffand

purseglov e (1963) and .71 for Mein $962) both testing mentally

retarded adolescents. Correlations vith other measures have

ranged from a high of .82 for the columbia Test (Dunn & Harley t

ll95g)r.68fortheOt'isTest(Moss&Edmondst1960)'toalour

of .10 for the I¡IISC (Sattler, L974)'

2.6.4 Summarv

. The PPVT is a measure of verbal intelligence that has

demonstrated reliabirity but largely unestablished validity'

Researchershavegenerallyfoundsignificantcorrelationsbetveen

PPVTIQandI¡JISCfullscaleIQandverbalIQandnon-significant

correlationsbetueenthePeabodyandtnJlsCperformancelQ.Irr

addition, the Peabody has generatly yielded sÍgnÍficantly higher
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scores than the lf'/ISC u¡ith most samples, ruith the possible

exception of louer socioecononlic children ulhere the reverse

is reported.

Factor anal.ysis of the scale items yield a general factor

of receptive vocabulary ability on which most of the items

significantly load. Hovever, caution needs to be used urhen

interpreting PPVT norms in populations ot,her than Nashville

ruhere the origi.nal norms uere established.

The PPVT was seLected as a measure in this study because

it is a ruidely used measure. It has acceptable correlations

ruith conventional measures of intelligence and research has

established the importance of hearing vocabulary Ín the complex

clomain called intelligence. 
, 

T.he PPVT is fotally visual in

nature and its easy administration makes it suitsble far

automation.

2,7 AUTOMATION OF TESTS

In recent years tl're use of contputers in all facets of

life has greatly increased. In many areas the use of computers

for the automated assessment of human abilities is being studied.

The initial problem of automating a psychological test is

that it must be fleasible. Both Kaganrs Matching Familiar Figures

Test (MFFT) and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test ulere selected

for automation as they are totally visual in nature and both do

not require the examiner to affectivety and intensively interact

ruith the subject.
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A major advantage of automation is that it greatly reduces

the interaction betueen the examiner and the subject and reduces

the liklihood of the subject using subjective cues from the

tester to sofve the problem. For example, in the MFFTr subjects

can make use of the examinerrs eye pointing as cues to find the

correct alternative. In addition the amount of feedback given

to tlle subject is restricted. This is an important advantage in

rneasuring cognitive style as one would expect impulsive and

reflective oubjects to differ in their motiviational character-

istics; Impulsives uould be more susceptible to boredom and

frustration. Glour and Gloru (I979) point out that hyperactive

chil-dren, like impulsives, tuould differ from others in the extent

to u¡hich they seek feedback.and, in the case of the MFFT vhere

repeated trials are given, ruould require increased amounts of

encouragement.

Another major asset of automation is that it reduces

experimenter bais. Innes and Fraser (I971) suggested that

psychological research could be seriously distorted by biases

of the investigator. They suggested that subjectsr performance

could be influenced by factors such as the political ideology ¡

cultural background, biographical and Personal characteristics

of the scientist. By providing invariant beedback the like-

iihood of such biases intruding into test results is diminished'

Also of importance is that automation reduces the

necessity of scoring urhich leaves ttre examiner free Lo give

administrative feedback or to observe subjectsr behaviour in

the test situation. Problems often arise in test situations
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\uhere the examiner is required to perform cómplex ongoing

recording procedures and it is possible to miss subjects using

unauthorised cues. In the MFFT the subject continues responding

to each stimulus figure until he makes a correct choice, he

is able to continue scanning the slimulus array ruhile the tester

gives feedback and records response time and ,accuracy' The

first response time is thus the only one recorded, unless the

tester shields the stimulus array from vieur, a difficult

operation uhen combined urith recording the latency of each

response. Subjects can also make use of memory for the position

of rejected aLternativesr even by using 
"u"= isuch 

as placing

their fingers over alternatives previously chosen' Consistent

use of these, strategies by some individuals oouLd reduce the

construct validity of the test. Automation of the MFFT

facilitates the removal of the stimulus array folloruing each

response and makes the use of short term memqry to soLve the

task much more difficuft.

Automationalsoincreasesthespeedulithruhichatest

can be administered and scored. This is very important for tests

like the MFFT and the PPVT ruhich require the measurement of

response latencies. In the case of some impulsive subjects

MFFT responqes can be less than one second duration. The

aùtomated procedure for the MFFT also facilitates the recording

of every response latency and not just the first Desponse latency'

The mrbst extensive ulork in the area of, automation of

inteltigence tests has been undertaken by Ehuood (1972) ruith

il-re v,Jechsler Adult Intelligence scale (!,rAIS) . He obtained high
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high test-retest correlations bet\ueen automated and clinical

administrations.

The feasibility and reliability of automated testing of

children on the PPVT has been carried out by Klinge and

Rodzieuricz (Lg7l), Knights, Richardson and M'cNarry (tgll) and

Overton and Scott (I97Ð. In aII studies tnte scores obtained

on the automated version of the PPVT ruere similar to those

reported in tl¡e test manual and test-retest 'feliabilities ranged

from .Bl to .95. The lover coefficient uras obtained by Klinge

and Rodzieuricz using psychiatrically disturb'ed adolescent in-

patients ruhile the higher coefficient vas obtained by Knights

et al. for adolescent retardates. One'possiþle explanation

for the differing coefficients ie that different groups of

subjects may be differentially intrigued by the automated

procedure. It is also possible that instructional set could

reduce the reliability coefficient and that changes in

instructions for ttre automated vereions of the PPVT ruould improve

the tesL-retest reliabilitY.

In summary'both the MFFT and tl"¡e PPVT ruere selected.for

automation as their format makes them most adaptable for

computerization. Automation of the tests ruould irrcrease the

accuracy of recording and reduce experimenter and subject cues

by pnoviding invariant feedback.
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2,8 RELATIONSHIP BE TMPIII STVENE I nnlts oF c0NTROt

AND ACADEM C ACHIEVEMENT : THE PILOT STUDY

The aim of the pilot study uas to determine vhether the

Eysenck impuJ.siveness measure should be included in the test

battery. Previously, Glou et al. (f980, See Appendix E) had

reported that measures derived from the Eysenck impulsiveness

sca.Le had loul correlation utith MFFT performance. In additiont

the study examined th¡e relationship betveen impulsiveness, Iocus

of, control and academic achievement.

The sample consisted of 6J first year psychology students

(mean age 19.46 years¡ 5D = 4.64) enrolLed at The University of

Adelaide.

Tuo measures of impulsiveness urere used. Kaganrs MFFT

(Kagan et al., L964) and Eysenck's EPQ and impulsiveness measure

(Eysenck & Eysenck I L977). Measures derived from the MFFT ruere

first response latency, total errors and truo scores of

relLectivity-impulsivity and efficiency-inefficiency dimensions.

Measures derived from Eysenckrs inventory included psychoticismt

neuroticism, extraversion, lie, sociabilityr livelinessr namou

impulsivity, risk taking, non-planning ability and a broad

impulsiveness score constructed by summing scores on the

liveliness, narrou, impulsivity, risk taking and non-planning

measures.

Total score on Rotterrs interna.I versus external locus

of contr.ol scaLe was used urith high scores reflecting external
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locus of control beliefs.

Academic achievement uras assessed through studentsl

performance in first year Psychology examina,tions. The Adelaide

University Psychology Department used continuous assessment.

Therefore, several measures of academic performance throughout

the year urere available. These urere one short ansuer examination

given at the end of each term, a statistics PaPer including

both multiple choice and computation ansurers (given in first

term), a ]-hour essay examination in third term, a mark for

practical assignments based on three brief reports, and a mark

for perfolmance in tutorials based on a smaLl tutorial assign-

ment and on the tutor's rating for participation throughout

the year.

Product mofltent correlations urere calculated betrueen the

measures and the correlations are presented in Table f. The

correfation betureen MFFT impulsivity and Eysenckrs narrov and

broad impulsiveness measuresr while significant, vere

disappointingly loru. This is not surprising as lrjicker (1969)

reported that the inconsistencies betveen self-report inventories

and overt behaviour lead to lour correlation betuleen tlrese ttuo

types of measures. He concluded that generally self-reports

had only slight validity and this created problems in attempts

to gain predictive validity for behaviour measures. MFFT

performance aPpeared to be best described on the self-report

inventory as risk taking (r = .59).

As predicted there \uas a significant positive reLationship

betveen MFFT impulsivity and external locus of control. 0f



TABLE 3 Correlation among the imputsivity, personality, locus of control and academic performance

measures for first year psycholog¡¿ students.
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the truo MFFT measures of first response latency and errorst

IaLency vas significantly related to locus of control tuhile

elrors u,as not. students ruho responded quickly on the MFFT

tended to l-rave exLernal locus of corrtrol beliefs'

cf u-re Eysenck measures, risk taking had the highest

correlation \uith external variables. The correlations vere '44

for, locus of control, .39 for reflectivity-impulsivity' and -.25

for total first year academic performance. The broad impulsive-

ness measure afso had correlations in the same direction but

\uere generally lover. This suggests an imptllsive risk taking

individual vho has external control beliefs and is 1ike1y to

do less vell in achievinq academic suÔcess'

Total sccres Uhich urere comPosed of other measures (broad

impulsiveness and total first year psychology assessment score)

uere elimi.nated from the correlation matrix as uere the tuo

component measures of MFFT performance ( first response latency

and errors). The remaining 19 independent measures uere factor

analysed using the statistical Package for the social sciences,

SPSS program PAz, Principal components method (Nie, Hul1, Jenkinst

Steinbrenner & Bent, 1975, p. 480). This method replaces the

main diagonal elements of the correlation matrix uith communality

estimates and employs an iteration procedure for improving these

äommunality estimates.

TheprincipalcomponentsUhoseeigenvaluesu,eregreater

Lhan or equal to one u,ere letained for varimax orthogonal rotation

ruith Kaiser normaLization. Results of the factor analysis are

presented in Table 4-6.
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TABLE 4 Principal component analysis: Eigen values and
percent of variance data for the impulsivity,
locus of control and acadenic achievement measures
for first year psychology students.

Eigen values % vatíance Cumulative
% variance

FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

4.84
3.r7
2.23
I .56
1.19
r .03

25.
L6.
11.
8.
6.
5.

5
7

7

2
3
4

25
42
53.

73.

62
68

5
2
9
1

5
9

TABLE 5

Psychoticism
Extraver s ion
Neuroticism
Lie
Sociability
Liveliness
Narrow ímpulsiveness
Risk taking
Non planning
First term statistics PaPer
First Èerm short. anslúer Paper
Second term short ansríer PaPer
Third term short ans\der PaPer
Third term essay examination
Prac t ical s

Tutorials
MFFT ref lectivity-impuls ivitY
l"lFFT ef f ic iency-inef f ic iencY
Rotter I-E locus of control

Unrotated factor matrix of the impulsivity, personality'
locus of control and acadernic achievement for first
year psychologY students.

FACTOR

I II III IV v

-34
-29

03
09

-L7
-27
-33
-54
-36

69
63
67
76
78
84
67

-13
-t4
-13

27
84

-L5
-2t

78
52
13
55
25
08

-05
15
42
28
31
31
33
o7
29

40
-39

59
-2L
-36
-28

36
34
03

-03
-06
-13

24
20
L4

-02
39

-09
46

46
-25
-44

05
-2r

o7
OB

03
67
o7
20
08
11
L4

-13
05

-26
t4

-05

15
10
15

-05
03
L9
29

-L2
-18

34
54
09

-19
-r2
-20
-10

19
30

-04

VI

03
-08
-o7
-r4
-11
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15
03

-15
-34
-L6

25
02
01
07
2L
11
35

-25

decimaf points deLeted
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TABI,E 6.

year Psychology students'

FACTOR

IIIIIIIVV VI

Psychoticism -10 02

Extraversion -02 99

Neuroticism -07 -32
Lie -06 -08
Sociability \ 06 90

Livelines" -05 62

Narrow impulsiveness -19 00

Risk taking -L4 35

Non planning -11 13

Firsi term ãtatistics Paper 43 -02
First term short ansrÀter PaPer 34 -11
Second term short ansü/er paPer 66 02

Third term short answer PaPer 88 -01
Third term essay examination 83 -10

88 -02Prac t ical s
Turorials 77 07

MFFT reflectivity-irnpulsivity 03 15

MFFT efficiency-inefficiency -11 01

Rotter I-E locus of conErol 00 04

decimaL Points deleted,
factor Toadings at or above

( in italics )

43
L4
56

-31
08
09
51
54

-06
-10
-10
-15

09
02
01

-07
60
05
46

61
00

-34
-04

01
18
T9
38
81

-09
-06
-L4

07
04

-1''
-08
-08

04
19

01
-07

08
09

-04
-02

01
-35
-11

70
77
22
L4
,l ",

10
08

-03
o2
00

-11
06
22
06
T2

-22
-20

13
05
13

-L7
-23
2I
15
2L

-05
02

-50
36

.33 significanx at 1% l-evef

Sixfactors\Uereextractedaccountingintot'aIîot7J.9

percent of the variânce. The first factor account for 25.5

percent of variance reflected studentst academic Performance

infirstyearpsychology.Alltheassessmentmeasufessigni-

ficantly loaded on tlris factor. The second factor accounting

for 16.7 percent of variance uas derived from the Eysenck measures

and appears to be extraversion ruith extraverts having a tendency

tc.r be lively and take risks. The third factor accounting for

Il.Tpercentofvarianceappearstobeimpulsivenessuthichis
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associated rsith pathological characteristics. Impulsive

performance on the MFFT aPpears to be associated ruith risk taking

and narroru impulsiveness, neurotic and psychotic beliefs anC an

external locus of control. The fourth factor accounting for

8.2 percent of the variance uras extracted from the Eysenck

measures. The fiftl-r factor accounting for 6.3 percent of

variance appears to be performance in first term psychology

examinations. The examinations in first term may reflect either

studentsr prior knovledge of psychology or perhaps some general

academic examination skill u,hich has a lou relationship urith

specific psychology aptitude. This finding has been discussed

elseuhere (Langer 1981, See Appendix C). The final factor

relating to an interaction betveen MFFT inefficiency and Iocus

of control is probably spurious as it is based on a non-

significant correfation.

The isolation of a specific factor ruhich appears to

describe individuals ulho are impulsive, have external Locus of

control beliefs, are high risk takers and uho have both neurotic

and psychotic tendencies provides some justification for causaf

relationships predicted in this study. '

In order to examine further tlre relationship betueen

impulsiveness and locus of control and academic achievement

the tvo impulsiveness measures of Kaganrs reflectivity-

impulsivity and Eysenckts broad impulsiveness score uere used

as predictor variables in tr¡o multiple regression analyses to

predict studentsr academic performance and locus of control

beliefs. Results of ttre multiple regressions are presented

in Table 7.
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Predictor Variabl.es

1 . MFFT reflectivity-impulsivíty
2. Broad ímpulsiveness

Source

Regres s ion
Residual

Predictor Varíables

1. MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity
2. Broad impulsiveness

Source

Regression
Residual

Dependent Variable

1. RotËer I-E locus of control

-2

Dependent Variable

1. Total f irst year s.core

Multiple R

R square
Adjusted R square
Std. deviation

Sum
squares

110.40
828.84

ldultiple regression results: Using MFFT reflectívity-impulsivity and Eysenckrs broad
impulsiveness as predictors of studenÈd academic perfol:nìance and locus of control beliefs.

.L2

.09
3 .78

34

P<

.05

28

DF

58

Multiple R

R square-
AdjueÈed R square
Std, deviation

Sum

6quares

1308 .21
15800.92

Mean F
squares

55.20 3.86
14.29

Mean F

squeres

654.LL 2.40
272.43

.08

.04
16.51

P<

ns

DF

2

58

@
F
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Tl¡e re.l-ationship betueen impulsiveness and locus of control

ruas significant but the size of the rel-ationship vas refatively

smal-I. There u,as no significant rel-ationship betueen impulsive-

ness and academic achievement. Use of academic performance

measures uras discontinued in furtl-rer studies.

Ir¡ the piJ-ot study urith students it uas possible to

identify individual-s vho appeared to be impulsive, have external-

l-ocus of control beliefls, \uere high risk takers and ruho had

both psychotj.c and neurotic tendencies. Houever, the.correlations

betueen MFFT impulsivity and Eysenckrs impul-siveness measures

vere disappointingJ-y lour. Together, MFFT impulsivity and

Eysenck's broad impulsiven""= t""" no better predictors of locus

of control than MFFT impuJ-sivity al.one. As tl¡e Eysenck impulsive-

ness measure had been shouln to be responsive to a response

acquiescence set (Gloru e!.-a1., l9B0) it vas discarded from tlre

test brattery.
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CHAPTER 3,

METHOD

'.I 
SELECTION OF SUBJECTS

1.1.1 The orisoner qroup

The prisoner gI,oup consisted of male inmates of the Yata]a

Prison, Adelaide, South Australia.

An introductor'y letter uas sent to the Director of

Correctional Services in Soutlr Australia (see Appendix F) and

folloruing the submission of an outline programr access to the

prisoners for the purpose of testing uras granted.

An introductory letter uras distributed to all inmates ofl

the prison asking for volunteers to participate in the experiment.

The confidential nature of the information gathered uas stressed.

Subsequent,ly, an introductory talk ulas given to prisoners vho

u¡ished to participate in tl're Program (see Appendix G). Prisoners

urho u¡ished to participate in the exPeriment submitted their names

to the chief prison officer and a testing time ruas allocated.

Eiqht individuals of Aboriginal descent volunteered to attend

and they participated in the experiment but in order not to

confound the resuLts urith differences arising due to ethnic and

cul"tural factors their results uere excluded from all analyses.

A private room for the purpose of testing uras made available

and testing uras carried out on an individual þasis. t¡lhile prison

officers u,ere reguired to escort prisoners from the maximum

security sections of the jait to thre testing room only the author

uras present in the room during testing. 0n averager the battery

of tests Look LLz-Z hours to complete.
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six ueeks after the completion of the experiment, vhen

preliminary results uere available, all prisoners ruho had

participated in the experiment and urho vere still incarcerated

at Yatala urere given additional information as to horu they had

fared, a more detailed outline of the experiment and any

questions relating to Lhe experiment ansvered,, During this

debriefing stage a random sample of 40 prisoners uras re-

administered the MFFT under varying conditions of instruction

set and feedback. 
i

sixty-one inmates participated in the experiment, mean

age 28.6 years (SO ='8.49 years).

The prisoners urere drarun from three security divisions

ruithin the prison. Fifteen from maximum security, truenty-one

from medium security and turenty-five from minimum security.

Prisoner biographical information u¡as obtained by

examining the South Australian Correctional Services Departmental

Files. A prisoner Personal data inventory uras constructed (see

Appendix H), and information relating to prisoners ruho partici-

pated in the experiment uas coded onto the inventory by a

Department of Correctional Services 0fflicer'

In general only prisoners in south Australia u¡ho have been

sentenced for a period of more than ni.ne months or are

recidivists has biographical information collected on him by

the Department of Correctional Services. ThuSr not all prisoners

ruho participated in the study had biographicaL information

available. Thirty-truo prisoners had biographical information

availabLe for study. A range of categories of biographical
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TABLE 8.

Type of biographical information

. Age of firet offense

. Type of críme commitËed for firet offense. Outcome of court hearíng for fíret offense. Age of fíreË imp,risonment

. Type of críme cornmitted for offenee firet
imprisoned

6. Length of sentence of offense first ímpriconed7. Age of current offenee
8. Type of crime cormnitted for currenË offense9. Date of admiesion to jaíl

10. Number of juvenile offeneee
11. Typee of juvenil.e offeneee comnitÈed l

12. Number of adult offeneeg
13. Types of adult offeneeg co¡nmitted
14. Level of schooling achieved
15 " Number of prímary schoole attended ì

16. Number of secondary echoole attended

TYpes of biographical infornation and tJ:e number ofprisoners wittr recorded data in each category.

Number

I
2

3
4
5

31
31
31
29

30

29
30
32
32
31
31
31
3r
32
22
27

information u,as available from the Prisonerrs personal data

inventory but not all priSoners had complete recorded histories.

The types of biographical information that uas available and

the number of prisoners having recorded information for them are

presented inrTable B.

1.I.2 The police cadet orouo

The police cadet group uas selected as a non-offender

comparison group in order to partially control for the effects

of institutionalization. It, consisted of male police cadets

vho u¡ere completing the final stage of a tuo year training period.

During this time they had spent considerable time living and

training at the South Australian Police Training Academy at Fort

Largs, Adelaide.
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Introductory letters ruere sent to the south Australian

Commissioner of Police (see Appendix I, and Appendix J), and

folloruing a reply (see Appendix K) access to the police cadets

for the purpose of testing uras granted. ì

All members of courses 58 and 59 at the police training

academy vere given an introductory talk (see Appendix L) and

cadets vho volunteered to participate vere ipmediately given

a testing time. Every cadet arrived aÙ his

time.

fppointed testing

A priyate room for the purpose of testiing vas made

available and testing ruas carried out in priVate on an individual

basis. 0n average the cadets took from t-I?, hours to complete

the battery of tests.

One veek after the completion of the experiment the cadets

graduated and follov up debriefing at the academy vas not

possible. Although all cadets had an addres,s to contact the

author for any additional information none availed themseLves

of the opportunity.

Forty-six police cadets participated in the experiment,

mean age L9.O4 years (SD = .02 years). The cadets u'ere very

homogeneous ruith respect to age as only I months separated the

youngest and oldest cadets.

The Porteus Maze Test vas not given to police cadets as

this group uras the first tested and Porteust Mazes vere added

to the test battery uhen testing of cadets had been completed.
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3.I.t The student qroup

The student non-offender sample consisted of male subjects

uho were first year psychology students at the univer'sity of

Adelaide.

Part of the first, yeat psychology course requirements at

The University of Adelaide is that students:participate for a

set period in experimental PDograms. Students u,ere apProached

through their tutors and a brief outline ofl,tho experiment vas

given. Subjects urho volunteered urere arranied ruith a convenient

testing time. Hovever, nearly one quarter of students failed to

attend this, prearranged time and additionat,fotto,u uP U,as required

in order to obtain their participation in the experiment.

A private room \uas arranged for the testing and students

vere tested on an individual basis. Debriefing Uras carried out

at the completion of the experiment ruhere additional information

uras made available.

Thirty-eight students participated in the experiment, mean

age 18.06 years (5D = I.27 Years). I

3.2 TEST ORDER AND ADMINISTRATION

In order to assess the effect of order of test adminis-

tration the tests ulere administered in serial order to subjects

vithin each group according to a tatin squares model suggested

in Fisher and Yates (tgø7\. The five cells: relating to order

of test administration made possible the evaLuation of subjectsl

tests performance on subsequent performance.
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students and police cadets completed all the tests.

Eiqht prisoners refused to complete the attiù.ude touards'

authorit,y inventory and seven prisoners refused to complete the

Rotter internal-external locus of control scale'

3.' AUTOMATED STIMULUS MATERIAL

The MFFT and PPVT items vere replicated in slide format

ruith the slide items retaining the exact dimensions of the PaPer

and pencil version of the original stimuli' i

3.4 APPARATUS

The automated presentations of the MFF.T trere administered

ruiLh an automatic visual display apparatus Lhat ruas designed

and constructed by Professor Glov of the Psychology Department

at The UniversitY of Adelaide.

TheMFFTapparatusconsistedofacompiutercontro].Ied

rãndom access carousel projector situated 7I0 mm from the back

of a translucent screen (472 nn x 472 mm) ' 
'The screen uas

divided into an array ( ¿t x 4) of 16 panels, each l0B mm x l0B mmt'

separated by black strips, 13 mm ruide. A touch sensitive strip

(BB mm x tl mm) allorued automatic recording of response and

latency.Theslidesulereprojecteddirectlyontothescreen

ruith the MFFT standard positioned in a panel in the top rov and

the comparison figures in the bottom tvo rous' A positive feed-

back tone consisting of a 'pipt (2.g KH; ä second duration) vas

given immediately folloruing each correct resPonse' The

apparatus is shovn in Figure 4.



FIGURE 4. The lvÞtching Faniliar Figures Test ex¡rerimental apparaÈus-

@
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:

The PPVT apparatr.rs consisted of the same comPuter controlled

projecLor that ruas used for the Matching Familiar Figures Test.
i

The four PPVT items of each plate vere positioned in the centre

of the screen ruith tvo rous of tvo pictures éach. The subjects

indicated their ansuers by touching the metal strip underneath

the picture of their choice.

t 5 PROCED URE FOR ADMINISTRATIf]N

t .r.I Match Familiar Fioures Test

The MFFT vas administered by presentinq each of the 12

items until the sub¡ject made a correct resPonse (a preset

maximum of 14 errors on any one item ríàs not ireached by any

subject). There uras an interval of I.25 secOnds betveen each

response and the onset of the next stimulus.

Subjects vere given the folloruÍng instructions:-

lllAMGOINGT0SHolr'JYoUASERIES0FPICTURES.INEACH

OF THE PICTURES THERE ARE EIGHT PICTURES ON THE BOTTOÍ{

OF THE SCREEN AND ONE AT THE TOP. ONE OF THE EIGHT

PICTURES AT THE BOTTOM IS EXACTLY THE qAME AS THE ONE

AT THE TOP. I I/ì'ANT YOU TO FIND THE PICTURE THAT I5 MOST

NEARLY THE SAME AS THE PICTURE AT THE TIOP AND TOUCH THE

BAR UNDER THE PICTURE YOU HAVE CHOSEN.II'

[The use of the uordsrrmost nearly the samerr uras necessary since

the close projection produced tiny variations in line thickness

betureen the projected figures.l

''I¡JHEN YOU FIND THE RIGHT PICTURE, THE SLIDE !ì'ILL GO

OFF AND YOU I^,ILL GET A NEÙú SET OF PICTURES. IF YOU
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PICK THE II,RONG ONE THE SLIDE I¡JILL DISAPPEAR FOR A

MOMENT AND ÙúHEN IT REAPPEARS YOU SHOULD TRY ANOTHER

PICTURE. LET'S TRY SOME FOR PRACTICE.I'

IIf the subject chose the right alternative the first time he

vas told I'DO YOU HEAR A rPIPrr. THAT'S VERY G000. NOh, HERE'S

ANOTHER ONE. 'I ]

[If the subject chose an incorrect one he vap told I'NO THAT'S

NOT RIGHT, TRY AGAINT'. trlhen comect he uas told I'HEAR THE'PIP|.

THAT'S VERY G00D. NOIJ HERE'S ANOTHER ONE." , If not correct after

ten tries the correct alternative uas Pointed out. ]

The subject on completion of the second practice item was

asked:

'rt¡loULD YOU LIKE T0 D0 THE PRACTICE SLIDES AGAIN? NO['J

t¡JE I^,ILL D0 SoME THAT ARE HARDER, YoU h'[LL SEE A PICTURE

AT THE TOP AND EIGHT ON THE BOTTOM. FIND THE ONE THAT

IS THE SAME OR MOST SIMILAR TO THE ONE ON THE TOP AND

TOUCHiTHE METAL STRIP UNDERNEATH IT. A5 YOU FINISH EACH

SLIDE ANOTHER I¡IILL COME UP. ARE YOU READY?i|

Subjects took from 5 to 40 mingtes to complete the 12 MFFÏ

it.ems ¡ r

1.5.2 Por Maze Test

The original Vineland Revision of the

administered rvith the alternative procedure

test sheet vas placed urith the print at the

subject. Horizontal lines of the maze uere

perpendicular to the subjectre u,riting-arm.

mazes ulas individuallY

for adults. The

bottom tovards the

þlaced roughly

The fingers of one
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hand vere pressed against the top of the record sheet, in order

to keep it flat on the table and to prevent the subject from

changing the position. Subjects uere Presented ruith the Year V

maze and given the folloruing instruçtions:-

I'THE LINES ON THESE DESIGNS ARE SUPPOSED TO BE SOLID
I

STONE I¡IALLS AND YOU U'ILL SEE ALSO THIS DRAbJING OF A RAT

THAT IS SUPP0SED T0 FIND HIS h,AY T0 HIS F00D. I I¡IANT

YOU TO FORGET ABOUT THE RAT AND IMAGINE THESE ARE

STREETS AND TI-IAT YOU ARE DRIVING A CAB IN AT THIS

ENTRANCE [point to the rat on the left side of the five-

year mazel nuo OUT HERE¡ BUT THERE ARE SPECIAL RULES.

THE qAR CANNOT TURN AROUND OR BACK UP, SO YOU MUST BE

SURE THAT YOU DO NOT GO UP ANY ONE-h'AY STREET' BECAUSE

THEN Y0UR CAR Ùú0ULD HAVE T0 BE TOIIJED OUT t SINCE IT

CANNOT BACK OR REVERSE. YOU CANNOT CROSS ANY LINES.

REMEMBER YOUR PENCIL IS THE CAR, SO BE SURE IT STAYS ON

THE ROAD. YOU CAN STOP THE CAR ANY!''HERE AND LOOK AROUND'

BUT DO NOT LIFT THE PENCIL. YOU CAN START DRAI¡JING A5

SOON A5 YOU ARE READY.I'

t¡Jhen the subject had completed year v, year vI vas presented

in the same manner saYing: i

. ilN0tjr, ùüITH THIS oNE yOU START HERE ANDTG0 0N T0 HERE.rr

t¡lith Maze VIII and higher the start uas pointed out and the

subject vag told¡

'TDRIVE IN HERE AND FIND YOUR [^JAY 0UT.rr
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After the tenth pencil Iifting the subject uras told¡

l'Y0UMUSTNOTLIFTTHEPENCILOFFTHERoAD.YoUMUST

THINK oF rT AS A CAR, NoT A PLANE.T'

,.5.3 Rotter I-E locus of control scale

Rotter I s 29 item internâl versus external locus of control

scale uas individually administered ruith the follouring instructions:

''THIS IS A QUESTIONNAIRE TO FIND OUT THE TCAY IN UúHICH

CERTAIN IMPORTANT EVENTS IN OUR SOCIETY AFFECT DIFFERENT

PEOPLE. EACH ITEM CONSISTS OF A PAIR OF ALTERNATIVES
ì

LETTERED A OR B. PLEASE SELECT THE ONE STATEMENT OF EACH

l

PAIR (AND ONLY ONE) ti',|HICH YOU MoRE STR0NGLY BELIEVE T0

BETHECASEASFARASYoU'RECONCERNED..BESURET0

SELECT THE ONE YOU ACTUALLY BELIEVE TO BE MORE TRUE RATHER

THAN THE ONE YOU THINK YOU SHOULD CHOOSE OR THE ONE YOU

I¡JOULD LIKE TO BE TRUE. THIS 15 A MEASURE OF PERSONAL

BELIEF: THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR IIì¡RONG ANSI¡JERS. THIS IS

NOT A TEST. I

YOUR ANSI^'ERS TO THE ITEMS ON THIS INVENTORY ARE TO BE

RECOdDED ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE PAPER. PRINT YOUR

CODE NUMBER ON THE TOP OF THIS SHEET' THEN FINISH READING

THESE DIRECTIONS. DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD

TO DO SO.

PLEASE ANSI^,ER THESE ITEMS CAREFULLY

MUCH TIME ON ANY ONE ITEM. BE SURE

FOR EVERY CHOICE. IN EACH QUESTION

SPACE AFTER THE LETTER A OR B IIi'HICH

STATEMENT MORE TRUE.

BUT DO NOT

TO FIND AN

PLACE AN X

YOU CHOOSE

SPEND TOO

ANSt¡,ER

IN THE

AS THE
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IN SOME CIRCUMSTANCES YOU MAY DISCOVER THAT YOU BELIEVE

BOTH STATEMENTS OR NEITHER ONE. IN SUCH CASES, BE SURE

T0 sELEcT THE oNE You MoRE sTRoNGLY eËlrEve T0 BE THE

CASE AS FAR AS YOU'RE CONCERNED. ALSO TRY TO RESPOND TO

EACH ITEM INDEPENDENTLY h,HEN MAKING YOUR CHOICE: DO NOT

BE INFLUENCED BY YOUR PREVIOUS CHOICES.II

0n average it took approximately t5 minutes for subjects

to complete the Rotter locus of control scale.

7,5.4 Attitude tourards authoritv inventorvi

The attitude tovards authority inventory vas individually

administered to all subjects by asking theml to indicate hov

i

favourably or unfavourably they agreed ruith each statement on

a 5-point rating scale. subjects uere presented tuith the

inventory and given the folloruing instructiQns:-

'IHERE ARE SOME STATEMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE ABOUT

CERTAIN KINDS 0F PEoPLE AND INSTITUTIoNS. ü\'OULD YOU

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR PERSONAL OPINION TO EACH ONE OF

THEM BY PLACING A NUMBER BETI,,EEN I AND 5 IN THE BOX

OPPOSITE THE QUESTION.

IF YOU AGREE STR0NGLY I¡IRITE

IF YOU AGREE BUT NOT STRONGLY IdRITE

IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN U',RITE 3

IF YOU DISAGREE BUT NqT STRONGLY [¡',RITE 2

IF YOU DISAGREE STR0NGLY !'JRITE I

THIS.IS A MEASURE OF PERSONAL BELIEF: THERE ARE NO

RIGHT 0R U',RONG ANSh,ERS. BE CAREFUL T0 ANSI^JER EVERY

5

4
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ITEM AND'IF YOU CANNOT UNDERSTAND AN ITÉM PLEASE ASK

FOR HELP.II

0n average it took subjects approximately 15 minutes to

complete all items on the scaÌe. No subject required additional

help in completing the inventorY.

3.5,5 Peabodv Picture VocaÞularv Test

The procedure for the automated administration u,as similar

to that of Dunn ¡965). The test uas individualty administered

by the author and testing and scoring time fo¡ the automated

version ìxas approximately l0 minutes. hlords urere given orally

and practice in the correct pronounciation of. each of the vord

items uas undertaken before the test uras given to the first

subject,

Subjects vere seated facing the screen and given the

foJ.loruing instructions:

"I HAVE SOME PICTURES T0 SH0l', Y0U.'r

[Example vas put uP on the screen.]

'ISEE THERE ARE FOUR PICTURES ON THE SCRFEN. I !\'ILL SAY

A t/\,0RD, THEN I IúANT YoU T0 T0ucH THE BAR UNDER THE PICTURE

ÙìIHICH BEST TELLS ME THE MEANING OF THE I¡,IORD. LET US TRY

ONE. TOUCH THE BAR UNDER THE PICTURE IÀ,HICH BEST TELLS

TI-|E MEANING OF IICRIBII. . . NOlfJ I AM GCTNG TO SHOI¡'i YOU SCME

0THER PICTURES. EACH TIME You HEAR A túoRD' YOu TOucH THE

BAR UNDER THE PICTURE h'HICH BEST TELLS THE MEANING OF THE

I"¡ORD. AS l/\,E G0 ALoNG, YoU MAY NOT BE SURE YoU KN0t¡' THE

MEANING 0F SOME 0F THE h,0RD5' BUT I I.JANT YOU T0 L00K
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CAREFULLY AT ALL OF THE PICTURES ANYI',AV AND CHOOSE THE

ONE YOU THII¡K IS RIGHT.

REMEMBER THAT IF YOU DO NOT HEAR A IIPIPII YOU SHOTJLD

TOUCH THE BAR AGAIN. h'HICH ONE I5 CHEMIST?II

Each of tho vord iteme uae then spoken once itmmediately follouing

the presentation of the slide. No praise or gny other type of

feedback rrae given. ùlords urere repeated once again if requested.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF POPULATTONS

4.L COMPARISON OF POPULATIONS

4.I.1 Descriotive statistics

The means and st,andard deviations of age for the prisoner,
o

student, police cadet and combined group are presented in Table 9.

The prisoners u,ere significantty olde" (p . .0I) than the students

and police cadets. The police cadets urere very homogeneous vith

respect t,o age.

TABLE 9. Means and standard deviations of age for all groups'

AGE

Prisoner s

students
Police Cadets

Totals

Mean

28.60

18 .06

19.04

22.80

S.D.

8.49

L.27

.02

7 .42

Reflect ivity-
inpulsivity
Mean S.D.

Effic iency-
ine fficiency
Mean S.D.

The means and standard deviatíons for the prisoner, student,

police cadet anC combined group on each of the five measures are

presented in Tables 10-14.

TABTE IO Means and standarC devíations of Matching Familiar
Figures Test measures for all subject groups.

Prisoners
Studente

Pol. ice
Cadets

Totals

LaÈency

Mean S.D,

32.4L 20.55

45.66 27 .57

45.24 26.t6

39.95 25 ,O4

Errore

lvfean S . D.

20 .7L 13.35

14 .89 9 .4L

15.13 7 .92

L7 .4t 11.16

.60 r.80 -.01 . 98

.00 .81-.45 L.79

-.42 1.56 .01 .88

.00 L.79 .00 .90
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l{eans and standard deviations of Porteus lbze Sest
perfor:nance for all sr:bject groups'

TABLE 11.

Prisoners
SÈudents

Totale

Porteus mental
age (rR)

Mean S.D.

15 .50 I .99

t6.32 .67

L5.82 L.67

Porteus Q ecore

Mean S.D.

39.44 L9.56

31.05 L7 .63

36.22 19.19

TABLE 12.

Prisoners
StudenÉs

Police Cadets

ToÈa1s

TABI,E 13.

PPVT IQ

Mean S.D.

r07 .25 19.51

121.05 L2.48

rLr.26 L0.77

LLz.T4 L6,32

I,leans and standard deviations of Peabody Picture
Vocabu1ary Test (PPw) Perfor¡nance for all groups'

Range

68-136

82-L38

92-r3L
68-138

PPVT firet
response latencY

Mean S.D.

4 .88 L .94

3.76 1,22

5 .11 2 .05

4.65 1.88

Means and standard deviations of Rotterrs internal-
exterr¡a1 locus of control score for all grouPs.

I-E locus of control

Prisoners
Students
Police CadeÈe
Totale

Mean

9.48
11 .55
rl.61
10.76

s.D.

3.35
3.83
3.65
3.7L



TAB1,E 14. Means and standard deviations of the attitude towards authority scal-es for all groups.

Prisonere

StudenËe

Police Gadets

Totale

Attitude tor¡ards
the poliee

Mean S.D.

22.42 7 .72

27 .47 6.82

33 .63 3 .09

27.58 7 .83

Attitude towards
the 1aw

Attitude towards
the army

Mean S.D.

30 .91 5 .79

25.08 7 .39

32.20 4.t9
29.72 6.49

Attitude Êowards
teachers

Mean S.D.

27 .70 4.95

28.63 4.92

28.59 4.37

28.26 4.74

Total attitude towards
authority score

Mean S.D.Mean

25.77

27 ,26

3L.37

28.07

S.D.

6.26

5 "86
4.02

5.97

L06.79

108.45

L25,78

113.63

L7 .77

L9.73

10.81

t8.47

\o
\o
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4.LZ Differences arnonq the populations

The assessment of differences betueen the prisoner,

student and police cadet sarnples urere made by comparing paired

groups by means of unrelated t-tests for each of the independent

measures. Resurts of the t-tests are presented in Tabres r5-!7,

TABLE 15. Differences between prisoners and students on the measures.

Pris oners Students t Significance
Mean s.d Mean

MFFT latency
MFFT errors
MFFT impulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of

control
Attitude towards Èhe

police
Attitude towards the

army
Attitude towards the

law
Attitude towards teachers
Total attitude towards

authority score

32.4L
20.70

.60
- .01

lo7 .25
r5.51
39.44

9.48

22.42

30. 91

25.77

27.70

106 .7 9

20.55
r3 .35

1 .80
.98

r9.51
r.99

I9.56

3 .35

7.72

5.79

6.26

4.95

17.78

4s.66
14.89

.45

.00
121 . 05

16 .33
31.05

11.55

27 .47

25.08

27,26

28.63

108 .45

s.d.
27 .57
9.4r
L.79

.81
12.48

.67
17 .63

3 .83

6.82

7 .39

5.86

4.92

19.73

2 .55
2.54
2.83

.05
4.29
2.96
2.2I
2 .69

3.30

4.05

1 .16

.89

.4r

.01

.01

.01
NS

.001

.01

.05

.01

.001

.001

ns

ns

NS
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MFFT latency
MFFT errors
MFFT impulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ.
RotËer I-E locus of

con tro I
Attitude towards the

police
Attitude towards the

army
Attitude towards the

law
Attitude towards teachers
Total attitude towards

authorify score

Differences between prisoners and police cadeÈs
on tt¡e measures.

22.42

30.91

25.77

27 .70

106.79

7.72

5.79

6.26

4.95

L7.78

t

2.75
2.69
3.11

.07
1 .36

3.02

9.72

r,28

5 .36

.95

6.51

Prisoners
Mean s.d.
32.4L 2C.55
20 .70 13 .35

.60 1.80

.01 .98
L07 .25 19 .51

9 .48 3 .35

Police cadets

Mean s.d.
45.24 26.L6
15 .13 7 .92
- .42 L.56

.01 . .88
LIL.26 L0.79

11 .61

33.63

32,30

3L.37

28.59

L25.78

3.65

3 .09

4.L9

4.O2

4.37

r0.81

45.24
15.13
- .42

.01
Lrt.26

!.0I. .i

Significance

.01

.01

.01
ns
ns

.01

.001

ns

.001

.001

.001

ns

.001

.001

.001

ns

.001

ns

TABLE 17.

MFFT latency
I"IFFT errors
MFFT irnpulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
RotÈer I-E locus of

control
Attitude tor¡ards the

po1 ice
Attitude towards the

army
Attitude towards the

law
AÈtitude towards teachers
Total attitude towards

autltority score

Differences between students and police cadets
on the measures.

Students police cadets t Significance

Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

45.66
14 .89
- .45

.00
121 . 05

r1.55

27 .47

25.08

27 .26

28.63

108.45

27 ,57
9.4t
L.79

.81
12.48

3 .83

6.82

7 .39

5 .86

4.92

L9.73

26.L6
7 .92
1 .56

.88
L0.79

.07

.L2

.10

.02
3 .80

ns
NS

ns
ns

11 .61

33 .63

32.20

31 .37

28.59

L25.78

3.65

3 .09

4,L9

4.02

4.37

10.81

.07

5.15

5.28

3.67

.04

4.85
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0n the MFFT students and police cadets had similar

performance. In contrast prisoners urere significantly more

impuJ.sive taking Less time to select alternatives and making

more errors. All three groups had similar MFFT efficiency-

inefficj-ency test performance.

0n the Porteus Maze Test prisoners had significantly lover

TA and higher Q scores than students. Hourever, the students had

higher and prisoners louer Q scores than those typically found

for non-offender and offender groups. The students u¡ere a more

homogeneous group than prisoners on maze plannlng ability.

The students scored significantly higher for I.Q. than

police cadets and prisoners. The police cadets took longer to

make each selection uhich may indicate either that they uere

more careful in the test, deliberating before making a selection,

or that on average they were not as familia¡ urith the items.

The police cadets also had a much smaller range of I.Q. scores

being a more homogeneous group. This probably results from the

stringent screening procedures used to select cadets for

training.

Prisoners, in comparison to students and police cadets

tended to have more internal scores on the Rotter I-E scale

although the difference vas not significant. It uras predicted

that prisoners urould have a higher locus of controf score than

students or police cadets and their lour internal score may

reflect either the effect or imprisonment for' a period of time

or biasing of responses to portrait a more favourable picture

on the questionnaire.
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In the total attitude tovards authority score police

cadets urere significantty more favourabLe touards institutional

authority than either prisoners or students. The police cadets

urere a more homogeneous group. Differences in the total score

masked differences between each grouP on the four seales. The

police ca'dets had significantly higher opinions of the police

and Lav. The police cadets and prisoners heLd similar attitudes

tourards the army and both vere significantly higher than the

attitudes held by students. Prisoners and students had similar

attitudes touards the laru and all grouPs tended to have the same

attitude tovards teachers. The generaL consensus of opinion

touards teachers suggests that attitudes on this scale may not

be very usefuL in discriminating betrueen various groups. Early

prolonged contact urith teachers through primary and secondarl'

schooL appears to generate robust general attitudes toruards them

urithin the population.

4.L.1 Ef fect of order of test administration

As each of the five measures uras administered to subjects

in a fixed order a one-u/ay analysis of variance uras used to

assess tire eflfect of order of test administration on subjectsl

performance on the measures. Tl'rere uere five Levels of order

to test administ.ration and the criterion variabLes vere MFFT

Iatency, elrors, reflectivity-impuJ-sivity, efficiency-inefficiency

measures; PPVT IQ: Forteus mental age and Q score; Rotter I-E

focus of control total Score and attitude tovards policer armyt

Laur and teachers. Results of the one-uay analysis of variance
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for prisorrer, student, police cadet and con¡bined group are

presented in Tabl-es tB-21.

The order of administering tests prociuced no effect on

subsequent performance.

TABLE 18 anåfysis of variance data for tJle effect of order
of test administration for tJ:.e prisoner sampl-e'

MFFT FIRST RESPONSE LATENCY

Source Sum Square DF ltean Square F P

Order

Subjects within grouP (error)

I'{FFT ERRORS

852.66

24488. 1 0

5 1 70.53

55 445.24

.38 ns

Source Sun Square DF l¡tean Square F P

Order

Subjects within grouP (error)

210.92

104ð3.77

5 42.18

55 1 90.6 1

.22 ns

MFFT REFLECTIVITY . IMPULSIVITY

Source Sum Square DF tJtean Square F P

order 4 '45

Subjects within grouP (error) 185'07

I.IFFT EFFTCIENCY . INEFFICIENCY

5 .89

3.37

.26 ns

55

Source Sum Square DF Èlean Square F P

1 .95

48.53

5

55

.39

.88

.44 ns
Order

Subjects within grouP (error)

PPVT IQ

Source Sum Square DF llean Square F P

Order

Subjects within grouP (error)

PORTEUS I'TENTAL AGE

1942.84

20888.47

5 388.57

55 379.79

1.O2 ns

Source Sum Square DF llean Square F P

Order

Subjects within grouP (error)

10.31

227.43

2.06

{ .14

5

55

.50 ns
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TABLE 18. cont

PORTEUS O SCORE

Source Sum Square DF lqean Sguare F p

Order

Subjects withln group

21 04 .45

(error) 20856.60

s 420.89

55 379.21

1.11 ns

ROTTER INTERNÀT - EXTERNÀL LOCUS OF CONÎROL

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ÀTTITUDE TOWÀRDS THE POLICE

42.50

538.37

8.50

11.46

.74 ns5

47

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects withln group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ÀRMY

150.22

2946.65

30.04

62.7 0

.48 ns5

47

Source Surn Square DF llean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWÀRDS THE LAW

87.94

1 652 .59

1'1.59

35. 16

.50 ns5

47

Source Sum Sguare DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects wlthin group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWÀRDS TEÀCHERS

17 4 .67

1860.61

34.93

39.59

.88 ns5

47

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects wlthln group (error)
70.21

1202.96

14 ,04

25 .60

.55 ns5

47
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TABLE 19. Analysis of variance data for ttre effect of order
of test artnìnìstratlon for the student sanple.

¡"l.F'FT FIRST RESPONSE LATENCY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group

2675.58

(error) 25456.98

5 535.12

7 95 .53

.67 ns

32

I'iFFT ERRORS

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order
Subjects within group (error)

128 -20
3145.38

25.64
98.29

2 6ns5

32

I'4FFT REFLECTIVITY - IMPULSIVTTY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order
Subjects within group (error)

4 .68
119 .97

5 .94
3.75

.25 ns

32

MFFT EFFICIENCY - INEFFICIENCY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order
Subjects within group (error)

PPVÎ IQ

5.26
18.10

1 .05
.57

5 1 .86 ns

32

Source Sum Square DF lvlean Square F P

Order
Subjects within group (error)

PORÎEUS MENTAL AGE

7 42 .44
5023 .45

148.48
1 56.98

.95 ns5

32

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order
Subjects within group (error)

2.79
13.85

5

32

.56

.43

1.29 ns
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TABLE 19. cont.

PORTEUS Q SCORE

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)
711.18

10782.71

5 142 .24

32 336.96

.42 ns

ROTTER TNTERNAI - EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL

Source Sum Square DF lv1ean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTTTUDE TOVTARDS THE POLICE

30.54

510.86

6 .11

15.96

.38 ns5

32

Source Sum Square DF Mean Sguare F p

Ord.er

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ARMY

46 .13

267.76

9.22

8 .37

1.10 ns5

32

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE îO!{ARDS THE LA$¡

72.37

282 .71

14 .47

8.84

1.64 ns5

32

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS ÎEÀCHERS

56.29

263.29

11 .26

8.28

1.37 ns5

32

Source Sum Sguare DF Mean Square F P

Order 15.28

304.93

3.06

9. s3

5

Subjects within group (error) 32

.32 ns
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TABLE 20 Analysis of variance data for the effect of order
of test administration for the police caÉlet sample-

¡4FFT FIRST RESPONSE LATENCY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Sguare F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

MFFT ERRORS

1344.63

29439 .7 4

268.93

135.99

.37 ns5

40

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subject,s within group (error)
341.64

2477 .58

68.33

61 .94

'l .10 ns5

40

}IFFT REFLECTIVTTY - II"IPULSIVTTY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

3.63

1 36 .62

.73

3 .42

.21 ns5

40

I"IFFT EFFICIENCY - INEFFICTENCY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

PPVT IQ

28.55 40 .71

't 1 .21 5 2.24 3.14 .05

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)
521.28

4713.59

1 04 .26

117 .84

.86 ns5

40
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TABLE 20. eont-

ROTTER INTERNA], - EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL

Source Sum Square DF l"lean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)
108.99

491.97

21.79

12 .30

1.77 ns5

40

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE POLICE

Source Sum Square DF lvlean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE TOVIARDS THE ARMY

49.25

37 9 .47

9.85

9 .49

1 .04 ns5

40

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTTTUDE TOV{ARDS THE LAW

29 .44

761 .80

5.89

19.05

.31 ns5

40

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS TEACHERS

1 49 .62

577.09

29.93

14 .43

2.07 ns5

40

Source Sum Square DF lvlean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)
76

782

27

89

5 15 .25

19.57

.78 ns

40
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TABLE 21. Aralysis of variance data for tìe effect of order
of test ad¡rinistratlon for tl¡e cøtbined groups.

I"IFFT FIRST RESPONSE LATENCY

Source Sum Square DF l'lean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group

764.09

(error) 894 86.57

5 1 52 .82

643 .7 9

.24 ns

139

T"IFFT ERRORS

Source Sum Square DF l"lean Square F P

Ord.er

Subjects within group (error)
444.92

17484.25

88.99

125 .7 9

.71 ns5

139

MFFT REFLECTIVITY - I}IPULSIVTTY

Sour ce Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

3 .27 .65

3.28

.20 ns5

456.01 139

MFFT EFFTCIENCY - INEFFICIENCY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

PPVT IQ

6.32

'110.41

1.26

.79

5

'139

1.59 ns

Source Sum Square DF l"lean Sguare F , P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

PORÎEUS MENTAI AGE

1 828 .69

36s18.55

365.74

262 .7 2

1.39 ns5

139

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)

3.95

266.80

.79

2.86

.27 ns5

93
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TABLE 21. cont

PORTEUS Q SCORE

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)
1558.05

34545.06

5 311.61

93 371.45

.84 ns

ROTTER INTERNAL - EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTITUDE ÎOI\IARDS THE POLICE

105.71

1770.35

21 .14

13.51

1 .56 ns5

131

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects within group (error)

ATTTTUDE TOI^¡ARDS THE ARMY

239.10

8106.18

47.82

61.88

.77 ns5

131

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F p

Order

Subjects wlthin group (error)

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE LAW

156.58

5570.88

31 .32

42.53

.74 ns5

13i

Source Sum Sguare DF Mean Sqpare F p

Order

Subjects wlthin group (error)

ATTTTUDE TOI,üARDS TEACHERS

262.05

457 6 .36

52 .41

34.93

1.50 ns5

131

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Order

Subjects within group (error)
126.96

2927.10

25.39

22.34

5

131

1.14 ns
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4,I.4 Relationshio of MFFT oerformânce to other meâsunes

The relationships betveen MFFT performance and the other

measures for the prisoner, student, police cadet and combined

group uere examined by means of Pearson product-moment

correration coefficients. They urere cal.curated for the four

MFFT performance measures and the remaining independent

measures. Results are presented in Tables ZZ-25,

ÎABLE 22. Correlation between MFFT perfornance anil otÏ¡er
measures for prisoners.

MFFT
latency

MFFT
reflectivity-

impul s ivity

-36
21

-33
40

-r3

04

-10

-26

-15

MFFT
effíciency-
inefficiencY

-05

13
-06

-2L

29

-13

18

16

MFFT
error s

Porteus mental
age

Porteus Q score
PPVT Iq
RoÈter I-E locus

of control-
Attitude towards

the police
Attitude towards

the army
Attitude towards

the law
Attitude towards

teachers
Total attitude

towards
auÈhority score

26

-19
24

-41

23

-09

I5

23

I9

-38

38
-36

)o

02

-03

00

-24

-07

05

decimal- points deleted,
coefficients at ot above .22 (one taiLed test)

significant at 5% Tevef (in itaTics)
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TÄBLE 23.

Porteus mental
age

Porteus Q score
PPVT IQ
Rotte! I-E locus

of control
Attitude towards

the police
Attitude towards

the army
Attitude Èowards

the law
Attitude towards

teachers
Total attitude

toÌ{ards
authority score

TABLE 24.

PPVT IQ
Rotter I-E locus

of controL
AÈtitude to¡+¡ards

the Poliee
AtEiÈude towards

the army
Attitude towards

the law
AtEitude towards

teachers
Total attitude

tor¡ards
authority Beore

Correlation between l"lFET performance and other
measrlres for studenLs.

MFFT
latency

MFFT
errorS

MFFT
re flectivity-
impuleivity

-28

25

-11

-08

-01

07

L2

-08

MFFT
efficiency-
inefficiency

29

-20
.L7

01

09

-02

-02

10

-22

26
-02
-13

07

10

20

-05

10

07
18

-16

2L

09

23

07

MFFT
efficiency-
inefficièncY

-06
10

04 11 L9

decimaf poinxs deJeted 'coefficients at or above .28 (one tailed test)
signiticant at 5% TeveL ( in itaiics )

04

CorrelaLion between MFFT perfonnance and other
measures for police cadets.

02

decinal Points deTeted 'coefficients at ot above '24
significant at 5% TeveL

-13

-36

-24

-L4

-32

(one taiLed test)
( in italìcs )

MFFT
1aÈency

T4

32

-02

-38

-23

-2I

-32

MFFT
reflectivitY-

impuls ivitY
-19

-30

-04

24

13

16

19

MFFT
errorg

-20

-22

-10

04

01

08
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ÎABLE 25.

Porteus mental
age

Porteus Q score
PPVT IQ
Rottèr I-E locus

of control
Attitude towards

the police
Attitude Eowarde

the army
Attitude towards

the lew
Attitude towards

teachers
ToÈa1 aÈtitude

to¡¿ards
authority score

20 -06

-15 05

06 01

}ßFT
reflectívity-
impuLsivity

-46

36
-33

-04

-15

L2

-03

-10

MFFT
efficiency-
ine ffic iency

-26

23
-10

04

l8

-13

-04

C.orrel¡.tion between MFFT perforrmnce and other
measures for the combined groups.

MFFT
latency

MFFT
errorS

-49

40
-34

-03

30

-24
25

05

06 -1r

07 -03 -06 05

decimaf points deTeted,
coefficienxs at or above .J-6 (one taiLed test)

significant at 57. Jevel- (in itaLics)

For prisone¡s MFFT errors and refl_ectivity-impulsivity

appear to be the best correlate of MFFT performance ruith the

other measures. Prisoners having many errors and an impulsive

univariate score on the MFFT tended to have high Porteus Q

scores and Lour Porteus mental. age. It appears that prisoners

who had an impuJ.sirre sty.l.e of responding on the MFFT had

considerable difficulty in solving the Porteus mazes and had

poor psychomotor control. In addition they tended to have lour

non-verbal intelligence and external locus of control and lov

attitude tovards teachers.
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For students, the only significant reLationship ruas

betureen Porteus mental age and MFFT latency and refrectjvity-
impursivity scores. Houever, these significant correlations

are lov and rrould probably be unreliabte to make assumptions

about any strong consistent relationship betveen them.

For police cadets MFFT latency and not errors vas the

best correlate vith other measures in the study. The pattern

of correlations differed from that of prisoners and students.

MFFT latency and impulsivity significantly correlated urith

Rotterts I-E locus of control score but in the opposite

direction.

PPVT intelligence failed to load on any of the four MFFT

performance measures. MFFT inefficiency appears for police

cadets to be significantly related to attitude tourards the army.

Cadets urho had an ineflficient performance on the MFFT tended

to hold lory attitudes tovards the army.

For the combined population among the MFFT measures the

best comelate appears to be the total number of errors. Many

errors on the MFFT is significantly related to loru Porteus mental

age (planning ability), high Q score and lour PPVT intelligence.

The pattern of correLations for MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity

uere the same but coefficients vere someuhat Louer vhiJ-e they

u,ere reve¡sed for MFFT latency. Inefficient responding on the

MFFT appears to be moderately related to loru planning ability,

high Q score and favourable attitudes tourards the police although

the latter is marginally significant.
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4.L.5 Effect of intelliqence on MFFT Derformance

As impulsÍve performance on the MFFT is related to lov

verbal- intelligence, statistical control for intelligence is

desired in order to identify ruhether any relationship betveen

MFFT impulsivity¡ and impulsive performance on the Porteus

mazes, ext¡insic motivation and lov attitude tourards institut-
ional authorities may be spurious. Partial correlation analysis

should provide evidence that MFFT performance has trait like
properties additional to that of general intelligence. In a

partial correlation a statistical controL for the effect of

intelligence is possibJ.e by assuming that the effect of PPVT

IQ is l-inear. Tl-re effeðt of the partial correlation is to
simplify the relationship betueen MFFT performance and other

variabl-es by constructing neur variables ryith the effect of

intelligence removed. Such a procedure is suggested by Messer

(I976). Results of controlling for intelligenee of MFFT

performance in a partial correLation for all populations are

presented in Tables 26-29,

For students, police eadets and the combined population

there uras little effect on MFFT performance by controlling for

PPVT intelligenee.

For prisoners, controlling for intelligenee has no effect

on the strength of relationships betveen impulsive performance

on the MFFT, Porteus Maze Test performance and extrinsic

motivation on the Rotter I-E scale. Hovever, the correlation

betueen MFFT impulsivity and lory attitudes tovards teachers

appears to be spurious. Loru intelligence is more likely to be

the true predictor of lory attitudes touards teachers.
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TABLE 26.

Porteus mental
age

Porteue Q score
Rotter I-E locus

of control '
Attitude towards

the po1íce
Attítude Èowards

the army
Attitude towarde

the law
Attitude towards

teachers
Total attitude

towards
authority score

TABLE 27.

Porteus menËal
a8e

Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus

of control
Attitude towards

the police
Attitude tor¿ards

the army
Attitude towarde

the law
Attitude towards

teachers
Total ettitude

towarde
authority Bcore

MFFT
reflectivity-
impulsivity

-41
24

37

-L3

-03

-10

-L7

MFFT
reflectivity-
íopulsivity

-28

25

-09

00

28

-09

-09

06

MFFT
efficiency-
inefficiency

-20
2L

-25

30

-L6

18

09

MFFT
efficiency-
inefficiency

Correlation betçeen MFFT perfomnce and other
measures for prisoners with pp\ZI intelligence
controLled in a ¡nrtial correLation.

19 -05 -15 L7

decinal- points deleted,
coefficients at or above .22 (one taiTed test)

significant at 5% fevef (in italics)

CorrelaLions between MFFT perforrnance and other
measures for studenLs with PP\/II intelligence
controlled in a partial correlation'

U¡'FT
latency

25

-10

-39

23

-04

I6

L6

MFFT
errorg

-47
32

24

04

-L2

00

-L4

It¡FT
errorS

MFFT
latency

30

-2r
02

-04

-24

07

13

-04

decimaL points deleted,
coefficients at or above .28

significant at 595 Ievel

10

07

-L4

-10

03

-01

13

03

(one taiTed test)
( ín itaTics )

-21
26

-13

-04

26

-08

-03

07
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TåBLE 28.

Rotter I-E locus
of control

Attitr¡de towards
the police

Attitude towarde
the army

Attitude towards
the 1aw

Att.itude towards
teachers

Total attitude
tosards
authorítY Ecore

TAB],8 29.

18

decimal Points deleted 'coefficients at or above '24
significant at 5% levef

Correlations bettleen MFFT perfonance and otlter
rneasures for police cadets wittr PP\JII intelligence
controlled in a partial correlation'

MFFT
latencY

32

-04

-36

-24

-19

-37

MFFT
error6

-23

-08

00

02

05

00

MFFT
reflectivitY-
inpulsivitY

-j2

-02

20

15

L4

MFFT
efficiency-
inefficiency

10

-13

-38

-24

-15

-??

(one taiTed test)
( in italics)

CorretaLions betnteen MFFT perfornance and other
measures for the combined group witt¡ PP\Æ intelligence
cont¡olled in a partial correlaLion'

Porteuê mental
age

Porteus Q seore
Rotter I-E locus

of control
Attitude towards

the police
Attitude towards

the army
AttiÈude towarde

the law
Attitude towards

teachers
Total attitude

towards
authority Ecore

MFFT

latency

MFFT
re flec tivitY-
impuleívitY

-?o

29

-06

-L4

03

-04

-05

-08

MFFT

efficiency-
ínefficiencY

25

-J8

07

79

-08

06

03

08

MFFT

errors

-44

3s

-05

-04

-05

00

-07

-05

-25
21

03

l8

-17

07

-02

o4

decÍmal poínts deleted,
coefficients at or above .f6 (one taìIed test)

significartt at 52t Tevel ( in itaTìes )
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4,1.6 Identification of comoonents

In order to examine the underlying pattern of relationships

that exist among the independent measures, subjeetsr resPonses

on all the measures urere intercorrelated and principal component

analysis uras carried out using the Statistical Package for the

Social Seiences; SPSS proqram PA2 (Nie et al., L975). This

method of factor analysis replaces the main diagonal efements of

the correlation matrix urith communal.ity estimates and employs an

iteration procedure for improving the estimates of conmunality.

The resultant factor matrix uras rotated to a terminal solution

using the videly used Varimax nlethod. On1y factors with an

eigen-value greater than or equal to one urere retained for

rotation to terminal solution.

Tvo factor analyses \uere performed on each of the prisoner,

student, police cadet and combined populations. The initial

principal component analysis included MFFT latency and erlors

rau/ scores and the second included MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity

and efficiency-inefficiency univariate scores. Results of the

first factor analyses are Presented in Tables tO-45,'

TABLE 30. CorrelaLion anong tì.e measures for the prisoner
sample including MFFT raw scores.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

to.

IvIFFT latency
IVIFFT errors
PPVT IQ
Porteus rental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
Attitude towards the armlz
Attitude towards the 1aw
Attitude towards teachers

-57 24 26 -L9 -47 23 -O9 15 23

-36 -38 38 29 02 -03 00 -24
32 -25 -20 04 -L9 01 28

-35 -30 03 29 06 20

t7 04 -L7 08 -17
-47 -02 -42 -57

2L 58 50
23 06

42

decittpi points deleted, coefficients at
or above .j4 signífiænt at f% 7eve7
(in italics).
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Factor I
Factor fI
Factor IIf

TABLE 32.

TABLE 33.

I20.

Principal component analysis: Eigen values and percent
of variance data for ttre prisoner sample for all measures
including MFST raw scores.

Eigen Val-ue t Variance Cumrlative
t Variance

3.10
L-92
1. 30

31.0
L9.2
13.0

31.O
50.2
63.2

ïlnrotated factor natrix for tJle prisoner sarçIe
for all measures including MFFT raw scores.

FACTOR

I II III
t
2
3

4
5
6
7

I
9

10

MFFT lntency
MFFT errors
PPVT I9
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
Attitude towards the an¡r
Attitude toward.s the law
Attitude towards teachers

55
-55

38
48

-34
-69
55
23
50
65

26
53

-36
-27

34

-o7
55
4T
53
17

13

-10
-11

32

-26
I7

-18
88

-12
-17

decimaL points del-eted

Principal corqponent solution: Varimax rotated
factor rÞtrix after rotation witJl Kaiser norrnalization,
for tt¡e prisoner sample for all measures including
MFFT raw scores.

FACTOR

II rrrl

99

I
2

3
4
5
6
7

I
9

IO

MFFT latency
MFFT errors
PP\rf IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
Attitude towards tJ:e anry
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers

28
-05

09
08
o4

-60
79
L4
73
62

54
-77

49
58

-52
-38
-05

o3
-o6

29

-15
03

-19
26

-16
o6
o9

13
-03

decinaL points deTeted, factor Toadìngs
at or above .35 (DFíI) signiÍicant at
fl LeveL (in italics)
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TABLE 34. Correlation among the measures for the student sample

including MFFT raw scores'

12345678 9 10

L.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
o

10.

¡'IFFT latency '68
MFFT errors
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude lowards the Police
Abtitude towards the armY
AttÍtude towards Èhe law
Attitude to\^¡ards teachers

17

-o2
29

-22
o2

-20
26
o0

-52

01
-13
-09

40
-25

09
o7
01

-33
t6

-31

-o2
10

-16
-26

25

-2r
57

-02
20

-17
-15

10

-r7
67
66

10
-05

o7
-03

00
-32

36
31
44

TABI,E 35

FACTOR I
FACTOR II
FACTOR III
FACTOR IV

TABI,E 36.

decinaf Points deTeted'
coefficients at or above

( in italics)
.39 signif icant at L% level-

Principal corçlonent analysis: Eigen values and percent
of variance data for the student sarqple for all measures

including lvlFFT raw scores.

Eigen Value Z Variance CumulaÈive
iL Yaríance

3.L2
2.L6
L.42

26.0
18 .0
11 .8
10.8

44.
55.
66.6

-35
30

-24
22

-12
-03
-22
-07
I3
29

26 0
0
I

L,L2

Unrotated factor rntsix'for the student sample. for
aI1 measures including l"fFFT raw scores.

FACTÐR

II IIIT

1
az
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

to

MFFT latency
I{FFT errors
PPVT IQ
Porteus nental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude ts¡rards the police
Attitude towards the arml'
Attitude towards tÏ¡e law
Atlitude towards teachers

-36
49

-06
-61

44
-47

63
61
7T
37

67
-53
-05

2L

-2L
-07

35
39
45

tv

19
01
34
30

-16
-22

06
-24
00
30

decinøl points defeted

4?



TABLE 37.

MFFT latency
MFFT errors ,
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter f-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
Attitude towards the army
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers

L22,

Principal coryonent solution: VarÍmar rotated
facÈor mtrix after rotation with Kaiser norrnlization,
for the student saryles for all neasures including
i{,FFT raw scores.

I

FACTOR

1I rrr rv
1

2

3

4
5
6
7

I
9

o5
o9

-15
-15

10
-13

66
75
89
39

-82
77

-11
-13

18
-o4
-o7
-03

t6
-06

-o2
-10

T2

-18

2L
-17
o0
85

-54
41

-24
-24
03
o4

L7
01
19

-o4
03

-52
20

-03
18
6010.

decìmaf points deTeted, factor Toadings at or
above .47 (Dr=j6) significant at I% levej

TABLE 38. Correlation among the measures for the
police cadet sample including MFFT raw scores.

1 2. 3. 6 7 I4. 5.

1. MFFT latency
2. MFFT errors
3. PPVT rQ
4. Rotter I-E locus
5. Attitude towards
6. Attitude towards
7. Attitude towards
8. Attitude towards

_56

of control
the police
the army
the law
teachers

t4
-20

32
- )')
-o2

-38
o4

-22
-18

11

-23
01
06

-49
39
28

-2r
08

-t4
-28
'32
29
38

deeinal- points deTeted,
coefticients at or above .37 significant at l.% TeveL

( in itaiics)



TABLE 39

FACTOR I
FACTOR II
FACTOR III

TABLE 40.

1. MFFT latency
2. MFFT errors
3. PPVT rQ
4. RotËer I-E locus
5. Attitude towards
6. Attitude towards
7. Attitude towards
8. Atritude towards

TABLE 41.

MFFT latency
MFFT errors
PPVT IQ
Rotter I-E locus
Attitude towards
Attitude Èowards
Attitude towards
Attitude towards

of control
the police
the army
the law
teachers

d.ecimaf points deLeted

rz3.

Principal couponent analysis: Eigen values and
percent of variance data for tt¡e police cadet:-sarq>1e
for all measures including llFfT raw scores.

Eigen Values Z Variance Cuuulative
% Variance

2.48
L.59
1 .09

of control
the police
Èhe army
the law
teachers

31 .0
19.9
t3.7

31 .0
50.9
64.6

unrotated factor matrix for ttre police c'adet sample

ú,or aII measures including MFFT ravt scores'

I
-64
43

-r4
-57

31
5Z
67
50

FACTOR

II
4T

-69
25

-10
4r
01
45
19

III
-01
-27
-29

23
-08

53
-r7

11

III
-35

08
-37
-01
-02
68
04
26

Principal conponent solution: Varínax rotated factor
ratrix after rot¡tion with Kaiser norrnalization for
tìe police cadet sample for all measures inçluding
I',!.FFT ra\d scores.

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

I

I
-22
-05

11
-54

51
29
82
47

FACTOR

II
63

-85
15
30
L2

-05
-07
-07

decimaL points deTeted,
factor Joadings at or above .38 (DF=44) significant

at l-% l-evel- ( in italÍcs )



TÀBLE 42.

I
MFFT latency
MFFT errors
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locys of control
Attitude towards the políce
Attitude towards the army
Attitude Èowards the law
AtÈitude towards teachers

TABLE 43.

Correlation ¡rmong the measures for the couibined
groups including MFFT raw score.

2

-59

3

25
-34

-24
40

-30
-24

05
-03
-05
-03
-09

20
-06

o7
03
01

-09

-15
05

-29
01
11

-15
27

I24.

06
01

-02
o4
06

65
40

4 5 6 7 8 9. r0

-22

I
2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

30
-49

27

06
-11
l5
t5

-L2
-33
37
I7
40

decinal points deTeXed,
coefficients at or above .27 significant at L% l-evef

( in italics )

Factor I
Factor II
Factor III

TABLE 44.

MFFT latency
MFFT errors
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude tor¡ards Èhe police
Attitude towards the armY
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers

Principal component arralysis: Eigen values and

p""".rrl of rrarÌance data for the combined groups

for all measures including I4FFT raw scores'

Eigen Values B Variance Cumulalive
t Variance

25.2
22.6
10.9

57
-70
40
47

-36
-L4
47
08
45
49

-31
46

-29
-24

31

-27
52
47
73
39

24
-L2
-2t
-05

08
32
2L
11
16

-43

2.52
2.26
r.09

25.2
47.9
58.8

Unrotated factor rnatrix for tJre conibined groups for
aII measures including MFFT raw scores-

I
FACTOR

II III
I
2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
0I

decimal points deleted
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TÀBLE 45. Principal component solutíon: Varirnax rotated factor
mtrix after rotaÈion with Kaiser normal_izaLion for
the conbined groups for all measures incluiling MFflf
raw scores.

I
FACTOR

II III
1

2

3
4
5

6
7

I
9

10

MFFT latency
MFFT errors
PPVT IQ .

Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude tor¡ards the police
Attitude towards the army
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers

65
-84

49
52

-47
04
T2

-18
00
19

T4
'04
-13

01
11

-r2
7t
44
83
32

-L7
08
L9
09

-06
-42
I5
10
26
66

decinal- points deJeted,
factor Toadings at or above .25 significant

at L% fevel- ( in -italics )

For the prisoner group three factors vere extracted

accounting for respectively 31.0, 19.2 and 13.0 percent of

variance. The first factor appears to be an instrument related

factor rvithin the self-report measures. Prisor¡ers urith an

internal locus of control tended to have more favor""Ot" attitudes

tovards the police, the lau and teachers. The second factor

identifies a number of characteristics vhich collectively courd

be rabelLed impulsive performance. Prisoners vith short first
response latencies and many errors on the MFFT tended tc have

lov maze planning ability, poor maze psychomotor control, loru

verbal intelligence and an external Locus of control. AII are

characteristics typically displayed by hyperactive children.
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The third factor., attitude tovards the army is likely to be a

residual faetcr.

For' students and police cadets there urere feur significant

correlations betureen the measures. The resuLtant factors may

be spurious. Tl'¡e factor structure appears to reflect performance

on each of,the measures.

For the combined population three factors urere extracted

accounting for 58.8 percent of variance. The first factor

appears to be impuJ.sive responding. Fast, inaccurate responding

on the MFFT tends to be associated vith loru Porteus mental age,

high Q scores and poor verbal intelligence. The second factor

appears to be an instr.ument factor related to positive responding

on the attitude tovards authority inventory. The third faetor,

probably a residual one relates an internal locus of control

vith high attitudes touards teaehers.

Use of the tuo MFFT univariate scores of reflectivity-
impulsivity and efficiency-inefficiency on the second factor

analyses makes very clear the nature of each factor. Results

of these factor analyses are presented in Tables 46-6I.

For prisoners high loading of the MFFT reftectivity-

impulsivity score and the loru loading of the efficiency-

inefficiency score on the second factor adds further justification

for the label-Iing of this factor as impulsive performance by

Prr.soners.

For students and poLice cadets results on the second factor

analyses vere almost identical to that vith MFFT raru scores.
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For the combined population four factors vere extracted

accounting for 67.3 petcent of variance. The factor structure

is very similar to that of the first factor analysis, houevert

the second factor nov clearly relates to impulsive performance.

Impulsive responding on the MFFT is associated urith Poor maze

pLanning ability, poor psychomotor control and lov verbal

intelligence. The additional fourth factor aPPears to relate

inefficient responding on the MFFT rtith high attitudes tovards

the army. Use of the MFFT efficiency-inefficiency score makes

possible the discrimination of this extra factor although its

eigen-value loading is just above the set criterion level. The

fourth flactor is probabì,y artifactual.

TABLE 46. Correlation among the measures for ttre prisoner
samp Ie inc luùi ng MFFT re f lec Èivi ty- impulsivi ty
and eff iciency-inef ficiency scores.

r. 2- 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9- 10

1. MFf'T inPulsivitY
2. MFFT inefficiencY
3. PPVT rQ
4. Porteus mental age
5. Porteus Q score
6. Rotter I-E locus of control
7. Attitude towards the Police
8. Attitude tcr¡¡ards the armY
9. Attitude towards t}Ie law

10. Attitude towards teachers

-27 -33 -36 31 40 -r3 04'LO -26
-06 -05 13 -2L 29 -13 18 05

32 -25 -.20 04 -19 01 28

-35 -30 03 29 06 20
L7 04 -L7 08 -I7

-4r -o2 -42 '57
2L 58 50

23 08
42

decimaf points deTeted, coefficients at ot
above .la "ignificant 

at l-% Tevef (ín itaTìcs)
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TABLE 47.

Factor f
Factor II
Factor fII

TABT,E 48.

TABLE 49.

Principal coryonent analysis: Eigen values and percent
of r¡ariance data for tJ¡e prisoner sanple for all
measures including I{FFT ref 1ecLivitlz-iryulsivity
and efficíency-inefficiency scores .

Eigen Values t Variance Cr¡nulatÍve
t Variance

2.92
r. 81
1.38

29
18
13.

2
1
I

29.2
47.3
61. I

Unrotated factor natrix for the prisoner sanple for
all measures including MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity
and efflciency-inefficiency scores.

FACTOR

I II III

1
2

3
4
5
6

I
9

10

MFFT irçulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PP\/T IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the poJ-ice
Attitude towards the army
Attitude Ècr¡ards the law
Attitude towards teadrers

-49
22
32
43

-26
-7L

66
25
59
67

37
18

-44
-46

4A
04
47
T7
44
03

16
-26
-18

27

-20
16

-05
89
0t

-10

decirnaf points defeted

Principal component solutíon; Varinax rotated
faetor ¡natrix after rotation with Kaiser noranalization,
for ttre prisoner satple for all measures including
MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity and ef ficiency-inefficiency
scores.

FACTÐR

I rI III

-59

I
2

3

4
5

6
7
I
9

10

MFFT impulsivity
I4FFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of cont¡ol
Attitude toward.s tJ.e police
Attituile torards the army
Attitude tcnrards the law
Attitude tcr¡ards teachers

-23
33
05
o4
o9

80
L2
72
58

58
03

-54
-63
55
42
o2

-o2
03

-35

t3
-20
-18

27
-17

05
11
93
16
01

decinal- points deleted, factor Toadìngs
at or above .35 (DF57) significant at
]f Le¡¡el (in italics)
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Correlation among Èhe measures for the sÈudent
sample including MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity
a¡¡d eff iciency-inef f iciency scores.

TABLE 50.

MFFT impulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Port.eus mental age
Porteus Q score
RotÈer I-E locus of control
Atti-tude Èowards the potice
Attitude towards the arny
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers

t2345678910

1.
2.
3.
4.r
5.
6.
7.
8.
o

10.

-01
2T
01

-33
T6

-31

o7
09

-16
-26

25

-2r
57

00 -11
18

-28
10
o2

25
o7
00

-08
:16
-09

40
-25

T2
23

-17
-15

10

-t7
61
66

-03
o7
o7

-03
00

-32
36
31
44

-52

TABI,E 51.

FACTOR I
FACTOR II
FACTOR III
FACTOR IV

decinaT points deTeted,
coefficients at oî above

( in itaTics)
.39 siqnif icant at 7% fevef

Principal coÍU)onent analysis: Eigen values and percent
of variance data for tl¡e student sample for all measures
i ncluding MFEI re flectívi ty-irpulsivi ty and ef ficiency-
inefficiency scores.

Eigen Value 7" Varíance Cumulative
% t'laríance

3.06
1.87
r.37
1.13

25.5
15 .6
11.4
10.8

25,5
4L.L
52.5
63.3
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TABI,E 52.

TABLE 53.

Unrotated factor nat¡ix for the student sanple
for alJ. measures incluðing MFFT reflectivity-
irçulsivity and efficiency-inefficiency scores'

FACTOR

I II III IV

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

I
9

10

!{FFT irçulsivitY
IfFflI inefflciencY
PP\rI TQ

Porter¡s nental age
Porteus Q score
Rott€r I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the Po1ice
Attitude towards the armlz

Attitude tcn+rards t]le law
Attitude tov¡ards teachers

26
I9

'04
-58

40
-48

70
65
78
44

o2
2t

-11
-12

IO
-19

69
72
93
44

-42
08

-15
42

-32
t1
19
32
4L
39

-25
o5

-01
97

-54
45

-26
-23
-01
-03

14
10
00
38

-r7
-13
-16
-22

10
35

31
-16
-51

IO
-01

36

-L2
I6
28

-26

decinË.l Poínhs deTeted

Principal component solution: Varirnax rotated factor
rnatrix after rotation wíth Kaiser norrnalization, for
the student sample for all measures including MFFT

reflectivity-impulsivity and effÍciency-inef ficiency
scores.

FACTOR

I II ITI IV

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

I
9

to

IIEFT impulsiviq'
l,tFFT inefficiency
PP\¡I IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of cont¡oI
Attitude towards tJle police
Àttitude towards the arml'
Attitude towarils the law
Attitude tor¡ards teachers

49
06

-o4
-04

14
-L7
-04
-I0

T8
09

-2t
26
58
o7

-03
-tq

¿z

-13
-10

23

decinel points deleted, factor Toadings at
or above .47 (DF.=36) significant at f% 7eve7
(Ín italics)



TABLE 54.

1. MFFT impulsivity
2. MFFT inefficiency
3. PPVT rQ
4. Rotter I-E loaus of control
5. Àttitude toward.s the police
6. Attitude towards the army
7. Attitude towards the law
L Attitude towards teachers

TABLE 55.

lJl.

Colzelation âmonçtr the measures for the police
cadet sample, including MFFT reflectj_vity-inpuls ivity
and efficiency-ineff iciency scot€s.

t

oo

2. 3. 4. 5 6. 7

13

-21
06

-49
39
28

Cumulative
7" Yaríance

30,2
47 .3
61 .0

-t9
-06

-30
10

-02

-o4
-13

T2

-18

24
-36
-22
-18

11

I

T6

-14
-t4
-28

32
29
38

decìnal points deleted,
coeffícients at or above .37 sÍgnÍficant at l.% l_evel_

( in italics)

Principal corçonent analysis: Eigen values and
percent of variance data for the polÍce cadet
sample for all measures including MIFT reflectÍvity-
irçulsivitlz and efficÍency-inefficiency scores.

Eigen Values "Á Yaríance

FACTOR I
FACTOR IT
FACTOR III

2.42
L.37
1 .09

30.2
L7 .L
L3.7
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TABLE 56.

1. MFFT impulsiviÉy
2. MFFT ínefficiency
3. PPVT rQ
4. Rotter I-E locus of control
5. Attitude Èovards the police
6. Attitude tor¡ards the army
7 . Attitude tordards the law
8. Attitude towards teachers

TABLE 57.

MFFT impulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
AtÈitude Èorvards the army
Attitude towards Èhe law
Attitude towards teachers

Unrotated factor netrix for the police cadet saruple
for all measìrres including I{FFT reflectivitlz-
irpulsivity and efficienry-inefficiency scores.

I
FACTOR

II III
33

-34
-08
-56
40
64
73
52

-30
04
38

-16
34

-55
35
03

-45
-30

13
33
16
31

-o2
-o2

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

I

decimaL points deLeted

Principal component solution: Varirnax rotated factor
nat¡ix after rotatÍon wit]l Xaiser nornalization for
the police cadet sample for all measures including
MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity and efficiency-
inefficiency scores.

FACTOR

I II
-03
-42
-10

00
20
79
24
26

IItr
25

-16
09

-63
44
L4
77
44

-58
-07
39
22
25

-39
07

-L2

decinaf points deLeted,
factor Toadings at or above .38 (ÐF=44) significant

at L% feveL (in itaLics)
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TABLE 58.

MFFT impulslvity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
PorÈeus mental age
Porteus Q score
RoËter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
Attitude towards the army
Attitude towards the law
AËtitude towards teachers

Correlation among the measrrres for ttre co¡ibined
groups including MFEI ref lectivity-irpulsívi þz
and efficiency-inef fÍciency scores .

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

1.
2.'
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

-46
-26

27

36
23

-30
-24

-04
04

-05
-03
-09

-15
18
07
03
01

-09

L2
-13
-29

01
11

-15
27

-03
08

-02
04
06

-22
65
40

-10
-04

15
15

-L2
-33
37
L7
40

00 -33
-10

decimaL points deLeted.,
coefficients at or above .26 siEnificanx at l-% feveL

( in itaTics )

TABLE 59. Principal component analysis: Eígen values and
Percent of variance data for the combined groups for
all measures including MFflf reflectivity-imputsivity
and efficiency-inefficiency scores. .

Eigen Values 7" Yaríance Cumulative
Z Variance

FACTOR I
FACTOR II
FACTOR III
FACTOR IV

2.3L
2.t3
r.24
I .05

23.2
2t.3
12.4
10.5

23.2
44.s
56.9
67 .3
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TÀBLE 60.

MFFT impulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
PorÈeus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards the police
AÈtitude towards the army
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers

TABLE 61.

1 . MFFT irnpuls ivity
2. MFFT inefficiency
3. PPVT rQ
4. Porteus mental age
5. Porteus Q score
6. Rotter I-E locus of control
7. Attitude tor¡ards the poliee
8. Attitude towards the armY
9. Attitude towards the law

10. Attitude Èowerds teachers

Unrotated factor matrix for tl¡e combined groups for
all mea sures inc Iuôing trllFT ref lectivity-inpulsivity
and efficieney-inefficiency scores.

FACTOR

II III IV

-15
52
13

-2L
07
16
32

-44
06

-08

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

01

I
-16

03
o7
I6

-02
-30

77
47
78
58

65
25

-57
-56

52
-05

c5
33
15

-r4

-22
00

-18
11

-06
38
15
27
04

-35

IV

decimaL points deleted

Principal component soluLion: Varirnax rotated factor
rnatrix after rotation wittr Kaiser norrnalization, for
the cornbined groups for all measures including MFFT

re f Ie ctivi ty-impu1 sivi ty and e f f i ciency- ine f f ic iency
scores.

FACTOR

II IIII
-18

28
-03

00
o7

-07
83
33
7t
32

68
28

-53
-60

53
-05
-07

18
03

-18

L2

-r4
T7
06
00

t4
10
3I
59

10
-40
-26
t8
00
06

-01
66
19
04

-50

decimal- points deTeted,
factor Toadings at oî above .25 significant at

7% Level- ( in italics )



4.2 THE PRISONER BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

4,2.I Descriotive statistics

The means and standard deviations for the prisoner

biographical information are presented in Table 62.

TABLE '62.

rt'.

Means and standard deviations for the prisoner
biographical inf orrna tion.

Measure

Age of fírst offenee (yeare)
Age of first imprisonment (years)
Number of juvenile offenses
Number of adult offeneee
Types of juvenile offenses
lypes of adult offenses

N Mean

L6.25
22.29
3.00
4.81
L.77
2.7L

s.D.

31
30
31
31
31
31

6
8
2
I
1

I

68
25
46
83
45
44

The types of juvenile and adult offense measures is a

measure of the number of different types of juvenile and adult

crimes the individual has committed and been sentenced. High

scores on these measures indicates that an indiviciual has engaged

in a broad range of criminal activity.

The frequency distributions for type of first offense,

outiome of first offense, type of offense first imprisoned,

outcome of first imprisonment and obtained education level are

presented in Figures 5-9.



FTGURE 5.

L56.

Frequency distribution for Qrpe of firsÈ offense
for prisoners wittr records available. (N=31)
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Frequency distribution for outcome of first
offense for prisoners with records available. (N=31)
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FIGURE 8.
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Frequency distribution for tlpe of offense for
tirJt imprisorunent for prisoners wittr records
available. 1¡=30)
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Frequency distribution for length of first
impiisonment for prisoners wittr records
availa.ble. (N=29)
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FIGURE 9.

15

Frequency d.istril¡ution for level of sctrooling
for prÍsoners wittr records arraiLable. (N=32)

YEARS YEARS
7,9,9 10,11

MATRIC- PARTIAL
ULATþN UNI.
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PROFFESS.
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20
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=fz

5

LESS
7 YRS

EDUCATION LEVEL

The most popular offense committed for the first offense

and for the first time imprisoned rvas that of theft. This is
not surprising because according to the recent =u"r", of crime

in South Australia (Bureau of Statistics survey, 1975) theft
uras by far the most frequently committed crime in this state.

0n these measures the categories of offenses ü/ere grouped to

create bivariate scores indieating violent versus non-violent

crimes. Homieide and assault urere grouped as violent offenses

vhile robbery, theft, property damage, driving, drugs and other

offenses urere categorized as non-violent crimes. High scores
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on these measures indicates that the individual has committed

non-violent type offenses.

The most common outcome for the first contact vith the

lav uas for the individual to be placed on either a bond or have

fhe charge dismissed. 0f the 1I prisoners vith records available

only 4 veré imprisoned for their first offense and all had

committed a vioLent offense. The tendency uithin South Australia

is clearly not to imprison the individual for the first offense.

Interestingly r the length of sentence given for the first
time that the individual is incarcerated falls into either a

Iight or very severe category. L9 prisoners vere sentenced for

tuo years or less for the first time they uere imprisoned while

L0 vere imprisoned for more than 4 years for tl're first time.

No individuaLs fell in tl-re micjdle 2-4 years range. The severity

of sentence probably indicates the type of, offense conrmitted.

None of Lhe 32 prisorrers had obtained a professional

education level and only 2 had reached their matrieulation year

or beyond. A disproportionate number of prisoners had failed

to even reach a secondary level of education. High scores on

tl-ris measure indicate a high obtained level of education.

4,2,2 Dif ferenc for orisoners with and vithout

biooraohical information

Only prisoners in South Australia urho have been sentenced

for a period of more than nine months, or are recidivists have

biographical information collected on them by the South Australian

Department of Correctional Services. Thus, not all prisoners
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urho participated in the study had biographical.information

available. By crassifying prisoners according to uhether they

had a correetional Services Department file it ulas pcssible to

obtain turo groups.

An assessment of differences betveen prisoners u¡ith and

without bioþraphicar data uas made by comparing the tuo groups

cn each of the measures by means of unreLated t-tests. Results

are presented in Table 6f.

TABLE 63. Differences ¿rmongst prisoners wittr and without file
inforration.

Biographical data
not available

Biographical data
available

Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t
MFFT latency
IÍFFT errors
MFFT impulsivity
MFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of

conÈrol
Attitude to¡sards the

police
Attitude towards the

army
Attitude towards the

1a¡^r

Attitude towards
teachers

Total attitude
towards euthority

28
28
28
28
28
28
28

33
33
33
33
33
33
33

37.54
t7 .29
-.51
- .01

111 . 93
L6.29
35,32

8.60

23.04

31.00

26.44

29.20

109 .68

p<.05
p < .007

24.tL
10 .86
L.79

.93
18 .93

.73
L6.94

3 .58

7 .95

6.72

6.36

4.78

17.83

28.06
23.6L

.43

.01
t03.27
14.85
42.94

L0.24

2L,86

30.82

25.L8

26.36

LO4,2T

16.09
L4.69

1 .68
o,

L9.39
2.45

2L.T6

2.98

7 .6L

5.43

6.2L

4.79

t7 .65

25

25

25

25

25

25

29

28

28

28

28

28

L.77*
1 .93*
2.09*

.05
t.76*
? ,1 ***
1 .56

I .81*

.55

. 1.1

.73

2,L6i<

L.T2

*
rt*
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Prisoners vho had biographical data available, in
comparison to prisoners urith no file irrformation, uere

significantly more inipulsive on the MFFT taking less time to

respond and making more emors. They had significantly roruer

Porteus test ages, louer verbar interrigence, a more external

locus of cóntrol score and less favourable attitudes tou¡ards

teachers. As a group prisoners uho are either multiple offenders

or have committed a serious offense appear to have problems in
impulse controL.

4.2,3 Correlation amono the measunes

Pearson product-mdment correlation coefficients urere

caLcul-ated betveen al1 the measures for prisoners vho had

biographicaL information avaiLable. The correLation matrix is
presented in Table 64.

Among the biographical measures a r.oru age of first offense

vas related to a non-violent flirst offense, a less serious outcome

for first offense, loru age of first imprisonment, non-violent

type of offense for urhich he uras first imprisoned, shorter

sentence for first imprisonment, having many juvenile offenses

vhich urere of a uride variety anc a poor education level. This

portraits a picture of an individual urho commits frequent non-

violent type offense at an early jurrenile age, vho gets a light
sentence, and vho gravitates into the same types of non-violent

offenses at an early adult age. As a consequence he is first
imprisoned at a relativety lour age.



TABLE 64. Correlation among all the measures for prisoners with biographipal inforrnation available.

1.

2.

3.

a.

5.

6.

7.

E.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

1{.

15.

r6.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

llFPl Lnpulslvlty

I{FFT lnefflclency

PPl¡t IQ

PorÈeua rental age

Pcrteus Q score

RoÈter I-E locus of control
Àttitude tosàrds the pollce

Àttltude tosùda the arny

Àttitude Èosardg the lar

Àttltude touards teachers

Àge of flrst offense

Type of flrst offense

OuÈcoæ of flrst offense

Age of fl,rst lnprlsonnent

Type of offenae first irprlsoned

Outcoæ of flrsÈ inprlsoned

Types of juvenl¡.e offenses \

Nuûber of juvenlle offenaes

Types of adult offenaes

Nunber of adult offensee

Educatlon level

2. 3.

09 -1?

-1{

t.
-57

-10

a5

6.

50

-08

-04

-31

30

11. 12

-29 -09

08 01

29 22

4a -34

-31 13

-06 22

-24 -1 I

-18 -18

14 -21

-o2 l1

_71

ll. ta. 15

35 -]t 17

00 39 33

20 t5 12

-40 6t -01

25 -25 -03

-37 02 09

05 -14 12

-27 -33 -0{
06 t0 01

05 -19 12

a3 77 -49

-5¡ 67 59

-19 -{0
_59

5.

55

33

-46

-al

7.

-11

30

-26

08

o7

-48

8.

-29

-06

00

46

-06

-25

29

9.

-17

-15

-17

0¡l

06

-56

6¿

3'l

10

-22

-0{

2't

18

-22

-43

62

l9

34

16

-19

l5

02

-04

17

19

-45

-23

-27

-2ø

47

-17

-03

37

-27

11

25

1¡¡

22

-33

16

o7

08

24

03

-16

-73

-17

-28

-54

34

-37

1C.

25

09

-19

-35

10

o2

27

26

o2

01

-73

-20

-24

-57

30

-46

90

19.

-0E

03

-09

-31

17

-21

17

o2

-13

04

-25

24

-16

-29

29

-68

12

23

20

03

-12

OE

ll

05

-17

36

-26

27

08

-04

'I 0

0{

-o2

19

-51

17

24

62

21 .

-13

34

46

50

-23

-42

01

-06

26

-23

47

-70

40

32

-30

03

-24

-23

-09

-16

AactE¿7 Dotn¿s del,eÈeit. coetficients at or .bova .al

ttEnttic.nt.t ¡¡ laea.l lin lta-ljcs,/

l-Js
l\)
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As expected for adults, those ürho uere first imprisoned

for a relatively short period tended to have many juvenile

offenses, many different types and a high number of adult

offenses.

Among the biographical data the only significant correlate

tuíth the MFFT reflectivity-impulsivity score uas age of first
imprisonment ruith impulsives having a significantly lover age.

The performance measures urhich best correlated ruith the bio-

graphical data vas Porteus mental age. Individuals ruho had a

lov maze test age had a signifi.cantly lourer age of first offense,

louer age of first imprisonment, and a lov education level.

High scores on the PPVT verbal intelligence test vas

significantly related to a higher achieved education level.

4.2,4 Identification of components

Subject scores for all the measures for prisoners vho had

biographicaL data available were factor analysed by the principal-

components method, retaining for varimax rotation to a terminal

solution those faetors ryith an eigen-value greater than one.

Results are presented in Tables 65-67.

TABLE 65. Principal component analysis: Eigen values and percentof variance daÈa: Ar1 the measures for prisonerl witt¡biographical inf orrna tion avai lable .

Eigen Value 7. Yaríanee

5.35
3.88
2.72
2.0L
L.40

Cunr¡1at ive
7" Yatíance

FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR

I
II
III
IV
v

25
44
57.
66

5
0
0
6
2

25.5
18 .5
13.0
9.6
6.6 73.



TABLE 66

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
o

I0.
11.
12.
13.
L4.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2r.

TABLE 67.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
L2.
13.
t4.
15.

16.
I7.
18.
l_9.
20.

Unrot¿ted factor ¡natrix. All the me¿su¡es for
prisoners with biographical infomaLion available.

I II III IV V

o7
32

-36
-46

29
29
L7
16

-16
-o7
-87
8I

-56
-73
60

-43
72
72
40
L7

-65

-56
oo
50
52

-42
-4L
42
27
34
10

-L7
-]-7

25
27

-09
-53

31
4L
16
29
44

15
-o4
-07
-o7
I5

-67

44
19

-30
-29
46

-7L
64

-26
54
52
L7

-22
o4
25

-01
-33
-32
-20

27
3Ì
o2

03
-57
58

-59
-27

19
-36
-23
-20
01

-63
-01
-06
-L7

4T
-25
-61
-62

39
43
30

L44.

-03
47
00
08

-11
01

-16
-36
-36
-32
-01
-r3

48
22

-22
-09

39
32
06

-70
08

MFFT irçulsiviQr
MFIT inefficiency
PP\Æ IQ
Porteus mental age
PorÈeus Q score
Rotter I-E }ocus of control
Attitude tcn*ards the police
Attitude towards tlre army
Attitude towards the law
AtLiÈude tonrards teachers
Age of first offense
fipe of first offense
Outcome of first offense
Age of first imprisonnenÈ
Tlpe of offense first imprisoned
outcome of first' imprisonment
Ilpes of jrxrenile offenses
Nr¡mber of juvenile offenses
Ilpes of adult offenses
Number of adult offenses
Education level

decinaT points defeted

Principal co¡rPonent solution¡ Varimax rotated factor
ratrix after rotation with Kaiser nor:nalfzation, for
pris oners with biographi ca I Ínformation ar¡ai labIe .

06
o7
23
46
00

-28
00

-I5
20

-II
89

-85
53
78

I

26

-31
-54
-26

T9
60

59
01

-60
-54

48
32

-o2
05
13

-26
-03

05
1I

-24

-27
-01
-L2

2L
-o2
-62

80
32
75
56

-o4
-16
-01
-].4

-34
-l-0

05
08
13
22

-28
24
o1
45

-o2
-o2

L2
22

-05
-10

57
16

-19
-34

-24
89
82
0t
l3
03

-L2
-80

05
30

-30
05

-30
L7
05
I3
24

-¿o
-L7
-o4

II TTT IV V

l'lFF1 1*rrlsivity
MFEI inefficiency
PP\rI IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
Attitude towards ttre Police
Attítude towards the army
Attitude tou¡ards tl¡e law
Attitude tovrards teachers
Age of first offense
Tlr¡pe of first offense
outcome of first offense
Age of first imprisonment
T\pe of offense first

imprisoned
Outcome of :first iruprisonment
Tlrpes of juvenile offenses
Nr:mber of juvenile offenses
Í)pes of adult offenses
Nu¡rber of adult offenses
Education level

-66 14 -r2 08 L7

05
-l-5
-l-8
-01

77
322L.

decinal points defeted, factor 7ædings at or
above .47 sigrLíficant at 7* level (ín ital:ics)
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Five factors urere extracted accounting for 7r.2 percent

of the total variance. t¡lhile the impulsive performance factor
(factor 2) u,as again apparent, the only measure from the bio-
graphical data to load significantly uras the obtained level of
education. Impulsive responding on the MFFT vas related to lour

PPVT intelligence, Iour porteus planning ability, high Q score

and a Loru level of schooling.

The first main factor appears to be reLated to subjectsl

history of offenses and porteus mental age. prisoners vith a

lou mental age tended to have an early age of first offense,

non-vioÌent type of first offense, an early age and non-vioLent

type of olfense for ruhich first imprisoned, many juvenire

offenses and a poor education level.

The third factor uras again an instrument factor ruith a

significant interaction betueen the self-report inventories.

The fourth factor appears to be related to juvenile criminal

activity as the significant loadings are age of first offense,

types and number of juvenile offenses and porteus mental age.

High maze pranning abilÍty is related to high age of first
offense and many juvenile offenses of difflerent varieties. rt
refLects prisoners uho begin their criminal activities at an

early juvenile age and vho have a history of a uride variety of

different juvenile oflfenses. The fift.h factor appears to

identify prisoners urho respond inefficiently on the MFFT and

vho have a Lou number of adurt offenses. Houever it is probably

spurious as it is derived from a rou non-significant correl.ation.
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4.t
4.J.1

INCIDENTAL RESULTS

Aqe effects

As the prisoner sample uas the only sample heretogeneous

vÍth respect to age (Mean = 28.59 years¡ SD = 8.49 years) it
uras possible to assess the effect of chronological age by

correlatin! test performance vith age. The resuLts of the

Pearson product-moment correlation are presented in Table 69.

T.ABLE 68.

Measure

MFFT latency
MFFT errors
MFFT ref lecriviry-ínpu1s ivity
MFFT ef f iciency-inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Porteus mental age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locus of control
AtÈitude towards the police
Attitude towards the army
Attit.ude towards Èhe law
Attitude towarde teachers
Total aÈtitude towarde authority Bcore

@rrelation among all tJ:e measures and age for theprisoner sarnple.

Age

-.05
.13
.10
.08
.L6

-.5Q*tlr
.04

-.32r,
.2L

-.29*<
,L6
.27*
.13

* p < .05
p<.07**

0lder prisoners had significantly lover maze test age, hel.d more

internal beliefs, tended to have an unfavourable attitude tovards

the army but held favourable attitudes tovards teachers. There

u/as no significant relationship betureen the impulsivity measures

of MFFT performance, Porteus Q score and chronological age.
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4,t.2 Differences amono orisoners in different

securitv sections

Prisoners uere drau¡n from the maximum, medium and minimum

security sections vithin the jail. Differences in test

performance betveen individuals betonging to the three security

sections urere examined by means of a series of unrelated t-tests.
Results of the t-tests are presented in Tables 69-7I,

TABLE 69. Differences among prisoners beÌonging to
¡naxÍmun and ¡ninimr¡m security divisions'

}fExio¡n Security
Me¡n S.D.

24.67
23.53

.59
-. t6

97 .47
15.30
45.27
9.31

r9 .61
30.23
23 .08
25.46

98 .38

2.00

1.r3

3 .54
.67

r .09
2.24
1-.76

.44

1 .55

35

Hinio¡n SecuritY

He¿n S.D. NN

15
15
15
15
15
r5
15
13
13
l3
13
13

13

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
2L
20
20
20
20

20

L2
L2
t2
t2
L2
L2

t
r.81

.61
1.30

.92
L.92

.06
L,34
I .31
l.40

.36
2.02
I .83

1 .59

n¡
n¡
n¡
n8
na
nt
n6
fl5
n8
na
ua
na

n¡
n¡
n¡
r¡a
n8
n¡
na

n8

n¡

Sígn.ificanee

MFFT letency
üFFT errore
}ÍFFT iopuleivity
MFFT inefficiency
PP1rt IQ
Porleus lnntel sge
Porteu3 Q score
Rotter I-E locus of conÈrol
AtÈitude tosardt the police
Attitude Èoward¡ the arE)¡
AtÈiÈude Èos¡rds the le¡r
AttiÈude tot¡ards te¡chers
Tot¡l ¡!tiÈude toeerd¡

euthority rcore
Age of firrt offçnte
orÈcsæ of fir¡t' offenae
Age of firrt inprieonnent
Nuober of juvenile offen¡ee
Nunber of ¡dult offencea
Education level
Nuober of prinary ¡choola

¡ttended
Nuober of recondary ¡choolc

¡ttended

98
92
64
08
42
25

19.r1

9.51
.67

12. l9
2.35
2.02

1.31
.47

I .86
.47
.57
.07

r3.23
L4.92
L.33

.99
20.43

1.35
26,30
2.t4
8.45
6.81
6.25
5.62

20.64

35 .08
20.64
-. 13

23.L2
13.80
r.96

.92
r9 .68

2 .80

9
9
6
9
I
9

6

8

r.22

05
78
0l|
56
89

15

1

.L2
1r0.08

15.26
35.28
I .05

23.80
29.40

18
I

2S
2
l+

a

15.30
3.47
8.33
5 .98
6.L9
5.11

27 .55
29,00

r09.75

I.14

t.00

38 7 L.32

1.07 I 31
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TABLE 70. Differences among prisoners belonging to
maximum and medium security divisions.

t{¡xiq¡o security l4edium Security

l,le¡n S.If. N l'lEAll S.D' Significance

MFFT lrtency
ÌIFFT ertor¡
I{FFT iopnrlaivitY
I{FFT inefficiencY
PPVT IQ
Porteu¡ ænÈ¡l .ge
Porteus Q ¡core
Rotter I-E locu¡ of csntrol
AttiÈude tov¡rd¡ the Police
AÈtitude torrórd¡ the ¡rEY
AtÈitude log¡¡ó¡ the law
AttiÈude Èo¡¡ard¡ te¡cher¡
Tot¡l ¡Etitude tø¡rd¡

¡uÈbority ¡core
Age of firtt offrnre
OutcoÉ 9f firrt offen¡e
Age of firet iuPrironætrt
Nuuber of juvenile offen¡e¡
Nuober of adult offen¡e¡
Educ¡tion level
Nuober of griorrY ¡chool¡

¡ttended
Nu¡ber of reconderY ¡chool¡

¡Ètended

TABLE 71.

24.67
23.53

.59
-. 16

97 .47
r5 .30

L3.23
L4.92
I .53

15 34.76
15 18.76
15 -.26
15 -.03
15 110.86
15 15.95
15 40.24
13 11.I0
13 22.85
13 32.E5
13 25.75
13 27.85

2L
1l
I

18
3

.06

.85

.70

.89

.01

.95

.32
,26

N

2L
2L
2L
2L
2L
2L
2t
20
20
20

t
L.76
I .03
r .57

.42
2 .08
I .61

.64
I .91
1. r8
L.23
L.22
I .33

I .70

.67

.25
I .98
1.88

.39
1.96

0

tra
tla
l¡¡
n¡
05
na
n¡
n3
na
n¡
na
na

nc

n¡
n¡
na
na
n¡
flt

na

n¡

45.27
9.31

19 .61
30 .23
23.08
25.46

98 .38

15 .05
r .78

19.04
2.56
4 .89
2.22

20

L7
.99

20.43
1 .35

2ó .30
2.L4
8.45
6.81
6.25

6.40
4.46
5 .99
3 .96

67
09
24
76

I
2
1

5.62

20.&
3.54

.44

I .55

.35

109.30

14 .06
1 .70

20.4L
4 .50
5.20
2.64

2.00

I .18

L2.92

3.20
.68

t.75
2.27
L.75

.51

t.23

13

9
9
6
9
I
9

6

I

20

20

r0
10
11
10
IO
11

I2 .00

1.13 .41 11 .33

Differences among prisoners belonging to mediun
and rúnimùm security divisions.

l{ediu¡ Seeurity
l,lean S. D.

Minirn¡o Security
lle¡n s.D

r09 .75

r .14

r .00

N

2L
2L
2L
2L
2L
2L
2L
20
20
20
20
20

20

l0
l0
1I
10
10
ll

7

N

25

?5
25
25
25
25
25
ZL
20
20
20
20

20

t2
L2
L2
L2
T2
T2

9

t S ignif i cance

HFFT latency
MFFT error¡
ìIFFT inpuleivity
HFFT inefficiency
PPVT IQ
Porteu8 Dentel age
Porteus Q score
Rotter I-E locue of control
AttiÈude torrårds Èhe police
AttiÈude towård8 the erÎy
AtÈitude toeards the ler'
Attitude toeards teachers
Tor6l etÈiÈude to¡¡arde

authority ecore
Age of firet offenee
OuÈcome óf firet offenee
Age of fiist iroprieonuenÈ
Nuuber of juvenile offense¡
Nuober of ¡dult offensee
EducaÈion leveI
Nuober of prinery echool¡

et tended
Nuober of eecondary ¡chool¡

¡t tended

21.06
11.85
1.70

.89

11.I0
22.85
32.85
25.75
27 .85

109.30

3.26
6 .40
4.46
5 .99
3.96

. )¿

L7

l8

34.76
r8.76
-.26
-.03

1 10 .86
15 .95
40.24

14.06
r .70

20.4L
4 .50
5.20
2.64

.05

.50

.23

.58

.14
r.16

.99
2.90

.40
2.07

.93

.80

.09

r .68
.75

L.47
2.44

.97
I .01

I .982.00

r.18

35 .08
20.&
-. 13

.L2
rr0.q8

L5.26
35.28
8.05

23.80
29,40
27 .55
29.00

01
95

n8
n6
n€
n8
na
n9
n8

.01
na

.05
ng
n6

n8

23.L2
13 .80
L.96

.92
19.68
2.80

15.30
3.47
8 .33
5 .98
6.19
5.lr

L2.92

3.20
.68

r.75
2.27
L.75

9.5r
.67

t2.r9
2.35
2,02
t.22

.38

19.1r

na

r8.98
1.92

25.64
2 .08
4,42
2.25

n5
ns
n8
05

I r.07 11 .46

.51

L.23

.4r

ns

n6

n8
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Very fev differences betueen prisoners of different

security sections occurred. Betveen the maximum and minimum

security groups there urere no differences on any of the measures.

Betveen maximum and medium security divisions the only difference

uas on PPVT IQ ryith maximum security prisoners tending to have

a Lover IQ.' Hovever the difference, uhile significant is only

marginal.

The same appears to be true for differences betveen

prisoners of the medium and minimum security divisions.

Prisoners in medium security tend to have a higher locus of

control, more favourabl.e attitude tou¡ards the army and more

juvenile offenses.

ït is possible that as a large number of t-tests \uere

performed, some of the above differences betueen security

sections urithin the jail are due to chance.

4,3.3 Differences among police cadets in different courses

Police cadets vere dravn from tvo parallel training

eourses each in their final stages of training before graduation

from the academy. Differences in test performance betureen cadets

belonging to different training courses u,ere examined by means

of a series of unrelated t-tests. Resutts of the t-tests are

presented in Table 7.2.

The only significant difference betureen the cadet courses

vas in performance on the MFFT uhere cadets from Course 58 uere

more impulsive. Reasons for such a difference betueen the tvo

courses is unclear.



TABI,E 72.

MEASURE

¡,IFFT latency
MFFT errore
MFFT irnpulsivity
MFFT inefficiencY
PPVT IQ
Rotter I-E locus of conÈrol
Attitude towards the Police
Attitude Èowarde the army
Attitude towards the law
Attitude towards teachers
Total attitude towards

auÈhority score

Differences among police cadets belonging to different
intake groups.

150.

COURSE 58 COURSE 59

MEAI{ S.D. }'IEAN S.D. t Signif'

55 .88
L2.69
-.72

.10
LLL.25

L2.L9
34.50
32.88
32.L3
29.00

39.57
L6.43

.38
-.05

LLL.27
11 .30
33.17
31.83
30.97
28.37

29.29
7,TL
1 .70
1.10
9.70
3.76
3.22
5.52
4.O4
4.t9

.85

.12

.70

.85

.48

.62

.96

.33

.01

.51

L,94
L.62
2,O8

.47

.01

.77
L.37

.69

.93

.47

ns
ns

.05
ns
n8
ns
ns
na
ns
ns

22
I
I

11
3
2
3
4
4

128 .50 LL .66 L24 .33 lO .23 L '20 ns
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CHAPTER 5.

MEASURE RESULTS

.I EFFECT OF INSTRUCTIONAI SET ANN FFEDRAI'K ON

MFFT PERFORMANCE

5.I.1 Introduction

5

Evidence has been presented that impulsiveness is a

biologicaL trait. The MFFT has been used as a measure of

impuJ.siveness and it should display trait properties. The test

should be robust and be resistant to environmental changes.

SeveraL attempts have been made to modify experimentatly

Lhe reflective-impul-sive dimension by altering MFFT instructions,

either by introducing more cognitive controL either through

direct training of a strategy for systematic scanning or by

training impuJ.sives verbaLly to instruct themsel_ves.

Kagan et a1_. (1964) and Kagan, Pearson and tnlelch (nee)

examined the effect of telling subjects to either ans\uer as

fast as possible or to take their time to think about their

ansuers. By training subjects to go slour the time of first
response uras made ì.onger but it did not produce " "o."""Oonding
change in the number of errors made. Kagan g!j!. (1966) also

reported that high perceived similarity u,ith the experimenter

had no effect on MFFT performance.

A number of studies have attempted to change an impulsive

tempo by teaching reflective strategies of probJ.em solving.

One difference betveen impulsives and reflectives on the MFFT

is that impulsives do not examine the array of alternatives
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as carefulJ-y as reflectives. Nelson (1968) reported that

reflectives employed a globaL scanning strategy vhere they

looked at each of the alternatives and compared them to the

standard. Impulsives took less time to look at the standard,

took less tíme to ]ook at the alternatives and scanned across

the alternate stimuLus array tending to choose the first
aLternate item that differed from the stimulus. He varied the

instructional set and again obtained J.onger Latencies for

impulsives vith no change in the number of errors. Hovever,

by training impulsives to scan the stimulus array he obtained

significantly longer latencies and fever errors. Reflectives

also improved their performance vith training but not to such

a large extent as impulsives. Similar results vere obtained

by Albert (lgee).

Briggs (1966) and Peters (I979) made revard contingent

on MFFT responding. Reurards uere given for eorrect responses

and a penalty for incorrect responses. Impulsives shoured more

change in performance under the penalty condition than the

reuard condition. Refllectivesr performance \uas the'same under

both conditions.

Meichenbaum and Goodman (lglt) trained impulsive second

grade children to talk to themselves in an attempt to increase

self control. Impulsive subjects trained to verbaLly instruct

themselves became significantly more reflective in their

responses than did controL subjects on immediate retesting on

the MFFT.
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Heider (fgZf) compared the effects of incentives for

accuracy, enforced delay of responding and training in a

reflective strategy among impulsive middle and lourer class boys'

For the louer class boys only, task instructions significantly

reduced the number of errors and delayed responding. Providing

incentives,for accuracy increased latency but had no effect on

errors.

Egeland (1974) demonstrated that both training tc delay

responding and using an effective scanning strategy changed

the performance of impulsive children on the MFFT. Immediately

after training both groups had significantly feurer errors and

longer latencies. In a folloru up study tvo months later only

impulsive subjects given the training in effective scanning

techniques maintained the changed reflective performâñce. Those

ruho had been taught to cJelay responding still had a longer

response time but made more errors'

Zelniker, Jeffrey, Ault and Parsons (I972) attempted to

changeMFFTperformancebychangingthestimulusmaterials.

TheychangedthealternativeitemssothatallbutoneU,as

identical to the standard. After ten items urith this format

impulsive subjects had significantly feurer erroI'S but no change

in latency on immediate retest on the MFFT. Their results may

have afso been caused through the effect of practice on the

MFFT. trlright and Vlietstta (1977) using the univariate method

of scoring MFFT performance found substantial practice effects

on the efficiency-inefficiency but not the reflectivity-

impulsivity score. Similarly, Glour g!il' (I9BI) found that
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the reflectivity-impulsivity univariate score shoved small

change urith immediate retest ruhile the efficiency-inefficiency

score shoured substantial practice effects. I'Jith retestt

subjects beeame more efficient.

Researchers have also attempted to modify impulsivesl

performanÇe by having them model reflectives' scanning

techni-ques. Ridberg, Parke and Hetherington (1971) exposed

children to a film model of a cognitive style urhich vas opposite

to their ourn. The cognitive style of reflectives vas unchanged

but impulsives had significantly longer latencies and fever

errors. These changes urere stabfe over e one veek follou, uP

period.

It appears that impulsives in responding to MFFT iterns

vere employing a different scanning strategy than reflectives

and this scanning strategy possessed trait like qualities as

it is resistant to simple task instruction change. The training

procedures that have produced the most lasLing chanqes in both

longer latencies and feurer errors for impulsives have been

those that provide training in systematic methods of scanning

the MFFT visuaL array. By simply changing MFFT instructions

to emphasize accuracy impulsives changed their game plan in

an attempt to ansuer right the first time but there u,as no

evidence to suggest that they had increased their discriminative

ability. For both MFFT latencies and errors to be changed a

change in task instructions had to be accompanied urith

environmental feedback. This feedback may take the form of

direetly teaching more efficient scanning strategies or by
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making relrard contingent on delayed responding. Variation of

the instructional set or providing feedback should modify

latency but not error performance on the MFFT.

5.L.2 Method

From a sample of 6I prisoners incarcerated at Yatala jailt

Adelaide, vho had been given an automated version of Kaganrs

Matching Familiar Figures Test with standard instructions six

ureeks previously ¡ 4O ruere randomly assigned to one of eight

experimental groups and the MFFT uas re-administered on an exaet

parallel form.

The experimental "design uas a 2 x 4 factorial urith ttuo

Levels of instruction (standard and refLective) and four types

of feedback (none, positive onl.y, negative onlyr positi.ve and

negative). Five subjects urere alfocated to each of the

experimentaJ. groups.

The standard set of instructions consisted of the same

set of instructi.ons that had heen Eiven at the first testing.

The reflective set of instructions uas designed to emphasize

the necessity for subjects to look closely and eompare the

al.ternatives and check back to the standard before responcling.

It ruas stressing a gJobal pattern of scanning the stj.mulus array.

The positive feedback consj-sted of a 'PiP' (2.8 KHZ:

ä second duration) given immediately follorui.ng each correct

response. The negative feedback consisted of a buzzer

()¡ second duration) given immediately follouing each incorrect

response.
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The complete set of instructions for the eight experimental

groups are presented in Appendix M.

5.L.3 Results

The measures derived from MFFT performance for both

administrations vere first response latency to each neu stimulus
a

item, the total number of errors made on the 12 items, a

reflectivity-impulsivity univariate score conputed from the

standardized errors minus the standardized ratency and an

efficiency-ineffieiency univariate score computed from acding

the standardized error and lateney scores.

The first admj.nistretion results of the MFFT, vhich had

been given ruith standard instructions to all groups urere grouped

in the eight ceLl-s to vhich the subjeets had been assigned for

the second administration.

The data uere anal.ysed by use of e Z x 4 analysis of

variance. The resuLts for all four MFFT performance data are

presented in Table 7f. As expected there vas no significant

differences as all subjects had the same administration.

Prisoners appeared to have been randomly allocated to tn"

second administration condition.

The performance data for the second administration,

urhere the instructionaL set and the amount of feedback given

varied, urere anal-ysed for all four MFFT performance measures

by a 2 x 4 analysis of varj-ance. The results are presented

in Table 74. There uere no main or interaction effects for

the second administration.
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TABLE 73. Analysis of variance data for the retesting of prisoners
on tt¡e MFFT: Scores for the first aðnìnistration
grouped under the procedural conôitions applied for the
second adminis t¡ation.

FIRST RESPONSE LATENCY

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback ¡{ instructlons
Subjects within group (error)

'1297.10

1144 .90
1326.50

1 1 786.00

3

1

3

32

1.17
3.11
1 .20

432.57
1144.90

442.17
368.31

ns

ns
ns

TOTAT ERRORS

Source Sum Square DF Mean Sguare F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructions
Subjects within group (error)

306.08
31 9 .23
262.28

52',t5.20

REFLECTIVITY IMPULSIVITY

3

1

3

32

.63
1 .96

.54

1 02.03
319.23

87.43
162.96

ns

ns

ns

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructÍons
Subjects within grouP (error)

9.01
8.91
5.72

87 .46

3

1

3

32

3.00
8.91
1 .91

2.73

1.10 ns

3.26 ns

.7O ns

EFFICTENCY INEFFICIENCY

Source Sum Square DF l.lean Square F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructions
Subjects within group (error)

.57

.10
3.50

26.87

.19

.10
1 .11

.84

.23

.11

1.39

3

1

3

32

ns

ns

ns
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TABLE 74. Analysis of variance data for retesting prisoners
on the MFFT: Effect of altering instruction set
and feedback for the second adnrinistration.

FIRST RESPONSE LATENCY

Source Sum Square DF l{ean Sguare F P

Feedback
fnstructions
Feedback x instructions
Subjects within group (error)

TOTAL ERRORS

1 1 56.68
93. 03

1 159 .28
1 0038.00

1 .23
.30

1 .23

3 385. 56

1 93.03
3 386 .43

32 313.69

ns
ns
ns

Source Sum Square DF Èlean Square F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructi-ons
Subjects within grouP (error)

REFLECTIVITY - TMPULSIVITY

149 .90
1 .60

1 14 .00
221 0 .00

3

1

3

32

49 .97
1.60

38. 00

69.06

.'12 ns

.02 ns

.55 ns

Source Sum Square DF Þlean Square F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructions
Subjects withln group (error)

ETFICIENCY - TNEFFTCIENCY

11.14
.49

'Ì .28
101.26

3

1

3

32

3 .71

.49
2 .4?
3 .17

1 .',t7

.15

.77

ns

ns
ns

Source Sum Sguare DF Mean Sguare F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x lnstructlons
Subjects wlthln group (error)

ns
ns
ns

.83

.15
3.58

31 .28

3
.I

3

32

.28

.15
1.19

.98

.28

.15
1 -22
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The difference scores for each of the four MFFT

performance measures lrere calculated by subtracting the

resul-ts of the second administration from t.he results ofl the

first administration, Means and standard deviations for the

difference scores for the four MFFT measures are presented in

Table 75. 
,

Large scores indicate a substantial change in performance

on the second administration. These dat.a uere then analysed by

a 2 x 4 analysis of variance. Results are presented in Table 76.

Only the main effect of instruction set for the difference

scores betveen the first and second administration u,ere

significant fo¡ the first response latency and the reflectivity-

impulsivity measures. The F for reflectivity-impuJ-sivity \uas

considerably reduced from that of the latency rau/ score flrom

ruhich it is in part derived.

5.1.4 Discussion

The results supported those found in previous studies.

By changing MFFT instructions to emphasize accuracy prisoners

changed their strategy in ansvering the first time by responding

slouer but still made as many errors. There \uas no evidence

that they had improved thei¡ discriminative ability.

The MFFT uras found to be a very robust measure. 0n

examining the resuÌts for the second administration there vere

no significant effects produced by altering either the

instruction set or the amount of feedback given. A comparison

of the second administration performance data to that obtained

from the first administration, by exarnining the difference



TÀEI,E 75 Means and standard deviations for the difference scores between ttre first and
second adnrinistration of t]re ¡,IFFT.

No feedback

FTRST RESPONSE LÀTENCY

Posl,tlve feedback Negàtl.ve feedback Po8l.tlve and negatlve
feedback

Standard
Lnstructlons

Ref lectlve
lnstructions

Standard
Lnstructlons

Reflective
instructions

1.00 (sD = 10.37) - 5.00 (sD = 10.37) -6.20 (sD = 17.84) 12.20 (sD = 17.28)

-8.40 (sD = 18.58) -15.80 (sD = 10.13) -8.f0 (SD = 11.93) -2O.4O (sD = 20.23)

No feedback

TOTÀL ERRORS

Posltlve feedback

9.80 (sD = 10.03)

15.40 (sD = 14.521

12.40 (SD = 16,65)

10,00 (SD = 1O.771

REFLECTIVITY - T!4PULSIVITY

No feedback Positlve feedback

EFFICIENCY - INEFFICIENCY

No feedback Positlve feedback

.47 (sD = .82) .09 (sD = .75)

-.17 (sD = .711 - .14 (sD = 1.1s)

Negatlve feedback

{.40 (sD = 5.32)

11.60 (sD = 1.22)

Posltl.ve and negatlve
feedbacl

2.60 (SD = {.39)

15.40 (sD = 12.38)

Standard
instructlons

Ref lect lve
instructions

Standard
instrucÈlons

Ref lect ive
instrr:cÈions

Negatlve feedback

.42 (SD = 1.66) 15 (sD = 1.10) .49 (sD = 1 .33) 1 .50 (sD = 1 .01 )

.07 (sD = 1.80) - .89 (sD = 1.771 .11 (sD = 1.2o1 -1.38 (sD = 1.62)

Negatlve feedback

-.53 (sD = .98)

-.15 (sD =.71)

Posltlve and negatlve
feedback

PosLtlve and negatl-ve
feedback

.27 (sD = .91)

H
o\osnål¡er særes irdlcåte longet laÈencíes, 'ßte 

ettozSt

rrcEe teflectlve an¿t flþte efflclcn¿ petfotnance'

¿árger særes inilicaxe shottet leteacles, ¡cs6 elro¡s,

nr,te lnpulslve üà Íûoze tneffTclent EêtfozÉnæ'

NOÎE:

- .12 (sD = 1.31)
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TABLE 76. Analysis of rrariance data for retesting prisoners
on ttre MFFT: Effect of altering instrucLion set
and feedback on the difference score between the first
and second adn-inistration.

FIRST RESPONSE LÀTENCY

Source Sun Square DF ltlean Square F p

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructions
.Subjects withln group (error)

TOTAL ERRORS

3

1

3

32

.43
8.24
1 .88

293.88
1 890.63
1 290.88
7340.00

97 .96
1 890.63

430.29
229.38

ns
0l
ns

Source Sum Square DF Èlean Square F P

Feedback
fnstructions
Feedback x instructions
Subjects within group (error)

REFLECTIVITY IMPULSIVITY

3

1

3

32

.45 ns

3.17 ns

.86 ns

1 56.28
366.03
296.48

3694.00

52.09
366.03

98.83
115.44

Source Sum Square DF Mean Square f' P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x instructions
Subject within group (error)

EFFICTENCY INEFPICIENCY

2.77
13 .57
1 0.64
68. ?5

3

1

3

32

.92
13.57
3.55
2.15

.43 ns

6.32 .05
1.65 ns

Source Sun Square DF l.lean Square F P

Feedback
Instructions
Feedback x lnstructions
Subjects wlthin group (error)

1 .38
.48

1.43
29 .06

.46

.48

.48

.91

3

1

3

32

.51 ns

.52 ns

.53 ns
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betveen the turo, produced significantly longer first response

latencies and hence more refLective performance for instruction

set on1y. No significant effects urere found for the number of

errors on the difference scores. Providing feedback to the

subject on his performance by giving positive and negative tones

for respeotively aceurate and inaccuraLe responding had no

effect on MFFT performance. The effect of altering the

instruction set uas to induce subjects to go sloruer vithout a

corresponding reduction in the number of errors. By telling

subjects to compare alternative items, to check back to the

standard item and to stress accurate responding subjects changed

their plan of action vithout being able to better discriminate

for errors.

It appears that error performance on the MFFT has trait

like properties as it is highly resistant to instruction or

environmental feedback. It is possible that individuals are

setting a toLerance level for the amount of errors that they

urill accept and it appears that they are reLucant to change

the number of errors they vill allov themselves to make. Ïhis

suggests that the error measure on the MFFT is the most

important component in the speed-accuracy trade-off.

Results of this study confirm this. Errors on the MFFT

related to the other measures to the extent of the impulsivity

univariate. The latency measure had lover correLations with

other measures and added little to the impulsivity univariate.

It appears that errors should be the main measure derived from

the MFFT.
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5.2 METRIC PROPERTIES OF THE PORTEUS MAZES

The metric properties of the Porteus Maze Test have

received little attention. No information is currently

available about the internal consistency of the nine items that

collectively make up the Q scone.

The rueighting system used in computing Q has been

questioned by Docter and hjinder (L954), Fooks and Thomas (1957)

and Riddle and Roberts (tSll¡, They suggested that the use

of veights did not appear to improve the ability of Q to

differentiate betrueen offender and non-offender groups. Riddte

and Roberts found that the mean ureighted Q score could be

accuratefy estimated from tuice the unueighted sum ofl the

components.

An unveighted Q (Unw Q) score u/as comPuted by summing

the nine components. The correlations betureen Q and Unur Q vere

,99 for students, .98 for prisonersr and .99 fot both groups

combined.

The internaf consistencies of the Q scores urere found

using Cronbachrs alpha (Cronbach, Schðnemann & Mckie, 1965),

The internaL consistencies (g :.tems) of Q vere ,63 for students

and .55 for prisoners and they urere not, significantly different.

As no subject made any errors on the year V Maze and only

tvo prisoner subjects made errors on the year VI maze these

scores vere eliminated.

The remaining seven components of Q and TA flor prisoners

and students vere intercorrelated and the correlation matrices

are presented in Table 77.



TABLE 77.

1. Errors in t]le first ttrird
2. Errors in the last tt¡ird 10
3. Cr:tting corners L7

.a: Crossing lines 13
5. Lifting pencil 28
6. Wavy lines I0
7. Going in the \drong direction 03
8. Porter:s TA -75
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2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Prisoners above ðiagonal

Correlation a¡nong tlae Q score component ite¡rs
and Porteus nental age for ttre prisoner and
student samples

1

38

20

43
12
45

18
-68

01
-03

38
39
50
18

-39

15
o7
53

30
38
1t

-24

19
OI
22
39

41
T9

-46

-11
23
20
L7
23

09
-19

57
18
19
32
37
o2

-l-2

-67
-65

11
-01
-11
I4

-37

Students belor diagonal

decitral points deieted, correl-ations at or above .29
lor prisoners antd .36 for students sígnificant at 7%

7eve7 (ìn italics)

0n examining the pattern of correlations the truo items

errors in the first and last third had many insignificant

correl-ations. This indicates that the reliability of the Q

score could be improved by eliminating these items. Factor

analysis confirms this. The matrices uere subjected to

principal components analysi.s. Results of the factor analyses

are presented in Tab1es 78-81. Three factors vith eigen-values

greater than one vere extraeted accounting before rotation for

students and prisoners respectively 39,2, 16.8, 12.7 and 12.4,

23,8, 14.0 percent of variance.



T¡BLE 78.

Factor I
Factor II
Faötor III

Principal component analysis: Eigen values and
percent of variance data for tl¡e e score corçonent
items and Porteus mental age for the prisoner and
str¡dent samples.

L65.

STUDENTS

Eigen Va1ues B Varia¡rce

3.t4
1.35
t.02

-11
-30
6I
7I
42
29
24
37

-23
6I
08
03

-05
4t

-26
11

33

-65
13
29
06
36

-03
L2

PRTSONERS

Eigen Values S Variance

T2I

2.59
1.90

32 -4
23.8
14. O

75
73
L4
33
29
06
56

-81

2
8
7

39
l_6

T2

TABLE 79

Errors in the first third
Errors in the last third
Cutting corners
Crossing lines
Lifting pencil
Itravy lines
Going in the srong direction
Porteus TA

TåBLE 80.

Errors in the first third
Errors in the last third
Cutting corners
Crossing lines
LifÈing pencil
fJavy lines
Going in tJle wrong direction
Porteus TA

Unrotated factor natrix for the Q score component
items and Porteus mental age for prisoners.

FACTOR I FACTOR II FACTOR III

decimal- poínts deTeted

Unrotated factor natrix for ttre g score coq)onent
items and Porteus mental age for students.

Factor I Factor ff Factor IIf

58
75
61
39
6t
48
2I

-89

-68
16
35
25
16
44
11
4L

decÍtt'ø-7 points deleted



TABLE 8I.

Errors in ttre first tfrird
Errors in ttre last third
Cutting corners
Crossing lines
Lifting pencil
Wavy lines
Going in the wrong direction
Porteus TA

Principal component solutions: Varimax rot¿ted factor natrix after rotation with Kaiser
nor¡nalization for tJ:e Q score component items and Porteus mental age for the prisoner
and student sanples.

FACTOR I FACTOR II

Prisoners Students

FACTOR ITI

Prisoners Students Prisoners Students

82
43

-o7
10
L7

-20
54

-8i

I1
11
10
23
a2
o2

-78

10

-05
62
78
49
31
38
L2

11
16
63
53
48
74
L7

-19

03
90
o4
05
01
35

-04
-29

-o2
98
32
05
35
08
L7

-56

95

decimaT points deTeted, ite¡r¡s significant at f% 7eve7 in itaTìcs

ts('\
(
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The first factor appears to be a measure of the

individualts ability to soLve the mazes. It can be labelled

a measure ol planning ability as both early errors in mazes

and poor overall test performance have high loadings on this

factor in each of the student and prisoner samples. The second

factor includes the items (cutting corners, crossing lines,

lifting pencil and uavy lines) that reflect the individualrs

style of response. The second factor can be labelled psychomotor

control. tdhile the item ruavy lines only loaded significantly

for students on this factor it did have a relatively high loading

for prisoners. For this reason it ruas decided to include it
in tl-re psychomotor control factor. The third factcr appears to

reflect individuaLrs overconfidence on the mazes as it incLudes

the item of making errors in the last third of the mazes for

both prisoner and student samples. Hourever, it is likely that

this is a residual factor.

The four unrueighted comporrent items (cutting corners,

crossing lines, Iifting pencil and vavy tines) uere summed to

provide an overall measure of styJ.e of responding on the mazes.

The correlations of the psychomotor control- measure ruith Porteus

Q score urere .98 for students and .97 for prisoners. The

correLations are high enough to suggest that the psychomotor

control measure and Porteus Q score are the same measure. The

internal consistencies of the four items that make up the

psychomotor control factor as measured by Cronbachrs alpha,

urere .69 for students and .61 for prisoners. Although they
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are not significantJy' different from the internal consistencies

for Q (9 items), both are higher.

The use of assigning ueights to compute Q cannot be

justified by the results of this study. The Q score may be

accurately estimated from the unueighted items as there is a

very high Correlation betueen ueighted and unureighted Q.

Porteusf ureighting scheme does not seem to add to the efficiency

of the test.

For prisoners, TA and Q scores are largely independent

measures. The Q score may best be described by the four items

cutting corners, crossing lines, lifting penciJ. and uravy 1ines.

Seoring of Q may be simplified by summing the unveighted scores

on these items. The simplified unruei.ghted Q has a high corre-

lation vith Q and the four items have higher internaL consis-

tencies for both the student and prisoner samples, This

simplified method of scoring Q leads to a large reduction in

the subjectivity and amount of time required to score the

Porteus Maze Test.

Factor analysis of Q component items and TA prÒvides

evidence that TA is a measure of planning ability as it is

siçniflicantly related to early maze errors. The items that

best describe Q (cutting corners, crossing 1ines, lifting pencil

and vavy lines) Load on separate factors for both the student

and prisoner samples and are measures related to psychomotor

control. This indicates that they are measuring mainly

independent dimensions of Maze Test performance.
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5.3 ROÏTER I-E LOCUS OF CnNTRnr qf'at r

5.1,I Dimensionality and reliability of the Rotter Scêfe

Lange and Tiggeman (1981, see APpendix A) examined the

dimensionality and test-retest retiability of the Rotter scale

for a sample of 9J students over a turo year trvo month period.

Two distiíct factors relating to personal and political controL

beliefs vere extracted.

0n retesting, I of the 9 General Control items loaded on

the same first factor. All 5 of the Political Control items

loaded on the second factor.

The correlation b.etween the turo factor scales for both

administrations vas lou vhich indicated that they u/ere measuring

ì.argely independent aspects of internaL-exte¡nal locus of control.

The test-retest retiability of the I-E scale vae .61. The

resuÌts suggest that for students the Rotter Scal-e and its turo

factor etructure vas stable oveD a considerabLe period of time.

5.7, 2 Factor strueture of t Rotter Seale in diffenent samoles

Testing of the prisoner, student and police cadets made

possible the examination of the Rotter tvo factor structure

in different samples.

Responses to the 2l items for the three groups ulere inter-

correfated and the correlation matriees a¡e shown in Tables 82-84,

The correlation matrices uere factor analysed by the principal

components method, retaining for rotation the number of

principal components urhose eigen-values u,ere greater than or

equal to orre. The number of factols extracted uas restricted

to turo.
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T.ABLE 82. correlaLion among the Rotter scare items for prísoners.
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TABI,E 84. Correlation anong the itens for políce cadets.scaleRotter
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Meaningful factors lrere identified mainly through an

examination of magnitude of the eigen-values of each factor.

Items \yere considered to load on a rotated factor if their

loading on that factor ruas .40 or greater and if the item had

no comparable loading on another factor (Armor t L974). ResuÌts

of these factor analyses for the three samples are presented

in Tables 85-93.
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TABLE 86.

FACTOR I

FACTOR II

TABI,E 87.

TÃBLE 85.

FACTOR I

FACTOR II

FACTOR I

FACTOR II

3 .06

2.39

EIGEN VALUE

3.87

2.48

EIGEN VALUES

3 .42

2.84

13.3

10.4

% VARIANCE

16.8

10 .8

% VARIANCE

14.9

L2.3

Principal coryonent analysis: Eigen values and
percent of variance data for tJ:e Rotter scale
items for prisoners.

EIGEN VALUES Z VARIANCE

Princi¡nl corponent anal-ysis: Eigen values and

p"t""ni of variance data for the Rotter scale
ítems úor students.

Principal component analysis: Eigen values and
percent of variance itata for the Rotter scale
items for police cadets.
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TABDE 88.

ITEM

TABLE 89.

I5
16

18
20
2L
22
23
25
26
28
29

Uuotatêd factor ,mat¡ix for the Rotter scale
iteurs for pr:i.soners.

FAqTOR II FACTIOR IT

2
3
4
5
6
7
9

10
11
L2
I3
15
16
T7
18
20
2L
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23
25
26
2A
29

2
3
4
5
6
7
9

t0
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L2
13
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-23
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o7
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09
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-o8
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-4L
08

-15
29
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40
48
05

-59
-13
-25
-03
-27

27
-27
-o2

44
t1
19

ItrEM

decínaL points delet'ed

Unrotated factor natríx for ttre Rotter scale
itens for students.

FAqT9R I FACTOR II

38
37

-03
33
32
60
27
29
16
44
76
40
23
24

48
23
27
31
o7

-06
22
34
54
50
5I
o7
50
33
53
2L
37
32

-32
65

-10
48
30

L2
-36

31
38
13
49

-o4
27
L7

-68
31

-l-7
2A

-32
o4
05

-0r
-40

o8
13
09

-04
-32

decinu.l ¡nints delefed
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TABIiE 90

. rrEM

Unrotated factor ftltrix for ttre Rotter scale
items for police cadets.

FACTOR I FACTOR II

-03
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2T
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28
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t5
40
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29
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-L2
20
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13
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I3
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decimal points deleted
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T4
53
o2
34
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-05
65
t5
27

-01
OI
o4
49

-L7
34

-03
77

-10
33

-38
51

-03
56
44

-19
51

-L2
o7
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TABLE 91.

ave little influence

fmpossible for me to believe
pLay an lmportant role in my

to merll vs. rrlt ig
that chance or luck
Ilfe.rl

rrMost people donrt reelize the extent to whÍch
Èheir lives a¡e controlled by accfdental
happeníngs,rrvs.ttThere really 1s no such thing
ås r1.,r.¡trf.
ilBecoming a success is a matter of hard work;
luck has little or nothing to do with it'r,
vs. rrGetting a good job depends mainly on being
in the right place at the right tlme.rl
ItIn my case, gettlng what I want has little or
noÈhing to do with luckrtt vs. rrl'lany times we
might Just as well decide what to do by
fllpplng a coin.rl
rrllho gets to be the boss often depends on who
vas lucky enough to be ln the right place firstrrl
v6. rrl,,rho gets to be boss depends on who has
the sk111 and ability; Iuck has lÍttle or
nothing to do r.?ith it.rl
I'I have often found that what is going to happen
will happen,rr vs. rtTrusting to fate has never
turned out ås well for me ss maklng a decision
to teke a defÍnlte course of action.rl
rrl^lhen I make plans, I am almost certain that
I can make the¡n workrlr vs. lllt Ís not always
wlse to plan too fa¡ ahead because many things
turn out to be s måtter of good or bad fortune
anyhow. rr

rrl.Ihat happens to me is my own dofngrrr vs.
Itsometimes I feel thet I donrt have enough control
over the direction my life ls taking-tt
rrThe idea that teachers are unfair to students
1s nonsenserr, vE. rrlùst students donr t reellze
the extent to which thefr grades are influenced
by acc idental happenfngs.rl
ttMsny of the unhappy thfngs ln peoplers lives
are partly due to bad luck, tt vs. trPeopler s

misfortunes result from the miqtakes they make.¡r

Itsometimes I canf t understand how teachers arrlve
at the grades they glverr, vs. rrThere is a direct
connection between how hard I study and the grades
I getrr.

Princi¡n1 conponent solution: Varirnax rotated factor
natrix after rotaÈion with xaiser nomlization for tlle
Rotter scale ite¡ns for prisoners: Number of factors
extracted liurited to two.

ITEM FACTOR FAETOR
rIr

25. rrl'lany times I feel that I h
over the things rhat happen

lE.

11.

15.

16.

c

13.

28.

s

2.

23.

5i 55

25 60

46 25

o2 -06

-19 08

25 45

60 -08

08

47 L2

-33 73

24

l2 50



TÀBLE 91. cont.

ITEM

rrln the long run, the bad things that happen
to us are balanced by the good onestr, vs.
rrMost misfortune6 ere the result of lack of
abillty, ignorance, laziness, or all three.'r
trl.lithout the rlght breaks one cennot be an
effectÍve leaderrrr vs. rrCapable people who
fail to become leaders have not taken advantage
of their opportunities.rt
rrAs far as world affairs ere concerned, most of us
are the vlctims of forces we can neither
unde¡stand npr controlrrt vs. ttBy taking an
active part in political and social affairs,
the people can control world eventsl.
rrWith enough effort we cen wipe out polÍcical
corruptionrrr vs. I'It is difficult for people to
have much control over the Èhings políticians
do in office'r.
f'The averåge citízen can have an fnfluence in
government dec is ions, tt vE. ttTh is world is run
by the few people in power, and there is not
much the l1tt1e guy can do about ít.rt
rrOne of the major reâsons why we have wars is
because people donrt take enough Ínterest in
politics,rrvs.ttThere will ahrays be wars,
no matter how hard people try to prevent them.rr
r!Most of the tirne I canrt understand why
politicians behave the way they dorrl
vs. I'In the long run, the people âre responsible
for bad goverrunent on a national as well as on
a I oc al 1 evel.rr
rrln the long run, people get the respect they
deserve in this worldrtt r". ttUnfortunately,
an individualrs worth often pas6es unrecognized
no matter how hard he Èries.rt
ItNo matter how hard you try, some people just
donlt like you," v.. I'People who canrt get others
to like Èhem donrt understand how to get along with
other s . rl

trln the case of the well prepared student there is
rarely if ever such a thing as an unfair testrr,
vs. rrMany times exêun questions tend to be so
unrelated to course wo¡k that Etudying ts really
useless.rl
rrlt Ís hard to know whether or not a person rea). ly
likes you,tr vs. rrHow many friends you have depends
upon how nlce a person you are.rr
I'People are lonely because they donr t try to be
frlendlyr" vs. ItTherers not much use ln trying
too hard to please people: if they llke you
they l ike you.rl

r77.

FACTOR FACTOR

0l

-23

13 3I

31 -08

55 -o2

-2L -09

30 04

34 -24

-11 -22

44 03

L7 2t

60

r II

40

36

2t.

6.

17.

J)

t2.

?

29.

4.

7.

10.

20.

26-

Decimal ¡roints deleted; items loading above .40 in italice.
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TABLE 92. Principal corçonent solution: Varim.x rotated factor
untrix after rotation witll faíser norelization for tlle
Rotter scale items for stucþnts. Nr:mber of factors
extracÈed liuritecl to two.

ITEM

trl'lany times I feel that I have Ilttle influence
over the things that happen to merrr v6. rrlt 18

tmpossible for me to believe that chance or luck
play an lmportant rol.e ln my 1f fe.rr
ttMost people donrt realize the extent to which
their lives are controlled by accidental
happenings,rt vs. rrThere really is no such thfng
as rluckrrr.
ItBecoming e success Ís a matter of hard work;
luck has little or nothing to do htith itrr,
vs. rrGe'-ting a good job depends mainly on being
in the r ight place at the right t j:ne.rl

rfln my cåse, getting what I ¡{ant hes líttle or
nothing to do with luckrt' vs. rrMany times we

mlght just as well decide what to do by
f I ipping a coin. tr

rrllho gets to be the boss ofÈen depends on who
was lucky enough to be in the right place firstrrl
vs. rrì"Iho gets to be boss depends on who has
the skÍ11 and ability; luck has litt1e or
nothing to do with it.tt

'rI have often found that what Ís going to happen
will happen,rr vs. rrTrusting to fate has never
turned out as well for me as maklng a decision
to take a definite course of acÈion.rl
Itl.lhen I make plans, I am alrnost certaln Èhat
I can make them work,rr vE. lrlt is not always
wise to plan too far ahead because many thlngs
turn out to be e matter of good or bad fortune
anyhow. tr

trWhat happens to me is my own doingrrr vs-
rrsometírnes I feel that I donrt heve enough control
over the dlrection my life is taking-rr
t'The idea Èhat teachers are unfair to students
1s nonsen6etr, v6. ItMost students donrt realÍze
the extent to which their grades are influenced
by accidental happenings.rl
t'Many of the unhappy things in peoplers lives
are partly due to bad Iuck,rr vs. t'Peopler s

misfortunes result fror¡ the mistakes they make.tt

I'Sometlmes I cenr t underetand how teachers arrive
at the grades they giverr r vs. rtÎhere f s a direct
connection between how hardl study and the grades
I ¡ie trr .

FAETÐR FAqTOR

62 23

47 24

55 L4

-03

54 01

T7 15

59 00

40 29

46 -16

48 L4

IIr
25.

tt:

1r.

t5.

16.

9.

13.

2E.

q

2.

23.

18

-23 -24



TAB¡E 92. cont-

IIE¡,ÍS

2I.

17-

12-

10. "In the case of the well prepared student
rareLy if ever such e thing es an unfair
vs. "llany times exam qu5stions tend to be
unrelated to course work that studying is
use Iess .rl

20. ilIt is herd to knou ¡¡hether or not
Iikes you,tr vs. ilHow manv friends
upon how nlce e person you are.l

FACTOR

179,

FACII'OR
III

6

"In the long run, the bad rhings that happento us are balanced by the good onesrt, r,rr.'
'rl'1ost rnisfortunes âre the resul,t of Iack ofabil1ty, ignorance, lazlness, or aLl three.,,
rrh'ithout the rÍght breaks one cennot be aneffective leader,', vs. r'Capable people whofail to becone leaders have not taken advant.ageof their opportunitÍes.rr
I'As far as world affairs are concerned, most of usare the victims of forces we cen nefther
understand nor control rtr vG. ttBy taking anactive part irl politÍcal and social afiairs,
'the people cen control world eventsr.
ftir'ith enough effort ue cen wipe out political
corrupt ion, r vs. rrlt is difficult for people to
have much control over the things politici.ans
do Ín office".
rrThe average citizen can have an lnfluence in
Bovernment decisionsrttvs. ilThis world is runby the few people in power, and there is not
much the littte Buy can do about it.il
t'One of the major reasons ùhy we have wars is
because people donrt take enough interest inpolitics,tt vs. rrThe¡e will always be wars,
no matter how hard people try to prevent them.I
?rMost of the tir¡e I cenrt understand why
politicians behave the u¡ay they dorrl
vs. I'In the long run, the people are responsible
for bad government on e natlonal as well as on
a locaI Level.rl
rrln the long run, people get the respect they
deserve in this world,r vs. ilUnfortunately,
an individualrs worth often passes unrecognized
no matter how hard he tries.rl
ItNo matter how hard you try, some people just
donrt like you,,, vs. r'people h,ho canf t get others
to Like them donrt understand ho¡r to get along with
other s . rl

there 1s
te6ttr,
so
real Iy

å person real1y
you have depends

3I 2L

T2 -o7

L2 44

06 57

o7 84

OI 43

08 43

39 -12

2T -45

43 -05

2T o7

22

3

!1

7

29.

rrPeople ere lonely beceuse they donrt try to be
f r iendl Y, tt vs. ttThere I e not much use tn try ingtoo hard to please people: if they like you
they I ike you.rl

-04 -13

26

decinaf points defeted; jtems Joading above .40 ín jtaLjcs
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TABLE 93.

rrMany times I feel that I have lÍttle influence
over the things that happen to merrr vs. rrlt is
lmpossible for me to believe that chance or 1uck
play an Ímportant role in rny life.rl
rrMost people donrt realize the extent to which
their lives are controlled by accidental
hbppenings,rr vs. rrThere really is no such thing
es rluckril.
rrBecoming e success is e matter of hard work;
luck has little or nothing to do with itil,
vs. rrGetting a good job depends mainly on being
in the right place at the right time.rl
rrln my case, gettlng what I want has little or
nothing to do with luckrtt vs. rrMany tlmes we
mlght just as well. decide what to do by
fl. lpping å coin.rl
ItWho gets to be rhe boss often depends on who
ieas lucky enough Lo be in the right place first,rl
vs. rrWho gets to be boss depends on who has
the skil,l and ability; luck has lirtle or
nothing to do with it.rt
rrl have often found that what is going to happen
w111 happenrtr vs. rrTrusting to fate has never
turned out as rcell for me as makfng a decision
to take a deflnite course of action.rl
rrlllhen I make plans, I am almost certain that
I can make them workrrr vs. ilIt is not alrvays
wf se to plan too far ahe_ed because many things
turn out to be a metter of good or bad fortune
anyhow. rl

rrWhat happens to me is my own doing,rr vs.
rrSonetímes I feel that I don't have enough control
over the directÍon my life is taking.rt
trThe idea that teachers are unfair to students
is nonsensetr, v6. rllbst students dontt realize
the extent to whlch their grades are influenced
by accidental happenings.rt
t'l'bny of the unhappy thlngs ln peoplers lives
sre partly due to bad luckril vs. trPeoplets
misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.rl
lrSometimes I cenft understand how teachers arrive
at the grades they givert, vs. lrThere is a direct
connection between how hardl study and the grades
I getrr.

Principal coryonent solutÍon: VarÍrtex rotated factor
matrix after rotation with raíser normlization for the
Rotter scale itens for ¡rclice cadets. lüunber of factors
extracÈed liniteil to tro.

ITEM FACTOR FA TOR
rI

25.

18.

11.

15.

16.

9.

13.

28.

q

2.

23.

I

60 :13

46 :33

42 -13

-30 74

30 -06

-o4 o4

40 -08

64 -06

-01 27

16 -o4

4509



TÀBIE 93. cont.

TIIEM

'rln the lon¡i run, the bad tl,ings that happen
to us a¡e bal=nced by the Eiood ones,'r vs.rrHost nisfortunes are the result of lack oí
abi),Ít¡-, ignorance, laziness, or all, three."
r''*ithout the right breaks one cannot be an
effective leaderrt' vs.'rCapab).e peopie r.rho
fail to becone leaders have not taken edvantage
of their opportunities.fi
t'As far es world affairs are concerned, most of us
are the victims of forces ue cen neither
understand nor control rtt vs. t'By taking an
active part in'political and social affairs,
the people can control world eventsil.
rrl^'ith enough effort r.¡e can wipe out political
corruption,rrvs. t'It is Cifficult for people to
have much control over the things polÍticians
do in off ic e".
I'The averaEle citizen can have an influence Ín
Soverrunent decisions," vs. t'This world is run
by the few people in power, and there Ís not
much the little guy can do about it.rl
Itone of the najcr reasons why we have wars is
because peopì.e donrt iake enough interest in
politics,rrvs. I'There wilI always be wars,
no matter how hard people try to prevent Èhem.?r

"Mosi of the ti¡¡e I canrt understand why
politicia¡s behave the way they dorrl
vs. "in the loag run, the people are responsible
for bad govet¡LT¡enr- on a n¿t1ona1 as weli as on
a loc¿1 leve1."
r'1n the ).ong run, people get the respect they
deserve in this world,rt vs. ttUnfortunately,
an individualrs worth often passes unrecognized
no matter how hard he tries.r'
rrNo matter how hard you try, some people just
don I t 1 ike you,,t vs. ttPeopl e who canrt get others
to like then dontr unde¡stand how to get along with
cthers.I'
rrln the case of the we1l. prepared student there is
rarely if ever such e thing as ên unfair test'r,
vs . r'l'1,eny t ines exam qu: s t i ons tend tc be so
unreJâted to course rlork that studying is really
useLess.t'
t'It is hard to know wheiher or not a person real1y
l ikes you, " vs. ttilow many f riends you have depends
upcn hor^'nÍce e person you are.rt

"People are lonely because they donrt try to be
fr iendl y, " vs. trThere I s not muc h use ln trying
too hard to please people: if they like you
th ev I i ke you. t'

2r.

6.

1r- .

)')

72.

2

,o

4.

7-

10.

20.

26.

181.

FACTOR FACîOR
III

20 -o1

33 o3

53 38

-L7 55

42 38

o7 66

74 L4

57 20

63 I

10 57

-16 49

5208
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The student factor structure closely resembfes the tuo

factor structure found previously. The first factor included

B of the general control items (items 2, 5r I1, L3r 16r l8t

?5r 28) and all 5 of the political control items (items 5, L2,

I7 , 22, 29). Again truo distinct factors could be found for

students. .

Both the prisoner and police cadet samples failed to

replicate the truo factor structure uithín the Rotter Scale.

In Table 94 the item loadings of the student, prisoner and

police eadet samples on the tvo factors are compared. The

pnisoner and police cadet item loadings differed ruit.h each

other and no consistent þattern of loadings could be found for

these groups.

The tvo factor structure uas not replicable in the

prisoner and poì-ice cadet populations. This may be due to the

highly seLected nature of these populations. They could have

a different set of vorld vieurs or failed to understand

instructions. It appears that in this study it ruas not possible

to generalize from the student population to the prisoner or

police cadet populations.

It appears that only students are consistently making

a distinction betrueen beliefs concerning the importance an

individual places on his oun and the action of others in

determining the events in their Lives and the eontroÌ they have

over pol-itical institutions and u¡orld affairs.



IB3.
TEBLE 94 Colçaring students, prisoners and police cadets:

Principal coryonent solutions: Varima.x rotated
factor matrices after rotation witll Kaiser
normalization of ttre Rotter scale iters.

I Ècms

FACTOR I
Stud- Pri¡- Police
cnts onera Cadetg

FACTÛR II
Stud- Pri¡- Police
eDÈa oDera C¡deÈE

25.

Ið.

rt.

15.

16.

9.

13.

2ð.

5.

2.

n1

rrüåny tlmcs I flel thet I have llttle lnfluence
over the thtngE Èhat happen to nerrr vs. 'rlt Ls
lnpocalble fo¡ ma to bclleve thát chence or luck
play an lmportañt rolc ln my lffe.rl
rrl,bst people donrt reallze Èhe extent to which
thefr lfves are controlled by accldental
happenlngs,rr vs. trThere really le no such thlng
as rluckr'r.
rrBecomlng e succeas fs s måtter of hard work;
luck has llttle or nothlnB to do wlth itrr,
vB. rrcetting, a good Job dcpends rnrlnly on belng
fn the rlght plece at the rl8ht tlne.'l
ilIn ny ease, gettfng whât I want has llttle or
nothlng to do rlth luck,tr vs. rrl.låny tlmèE we
r¡lBht Just ¡e well declde vhat to do by
flfpplng e coln.rl
rrllho get8 to be the boes ofÈen depends on who
uas lucky enough to be in the rlght plåce flrst,rt
vs. rrl.Iho gets Èo be boee depen.Js on vho has
the sklll and abtllty; luck hes little or
nothing to do wtth ft.rr
rrl hgve often found thet whåt le golng to happen
wlll happen,rr vs. 'ilruetlng to fste has never
turned out ae uell for me as nåklng a decision
to teke e definlte couree of action.rr
I'I,lhen I nake plans, I stn elmst cerlaln Èhât
I cen make thm uork,'r vs. rrlt ls not always
wlee Èo plan too far ahead because meny thlnBs
turn out to be e nâtter of good or bad fortune
anyhou.rl
ÍWhat happens to me ls ny om dolng,rr vs.
Itsonetlmee I feel thst I donrt have enough control
ove¡ the dl¡ectfon nry llfe le Èaklng.rr
ItTh¿ ldea Èhet teechers ¡re unfalr to êtudents
ls nonsenset!, ve- rr16st students donrt realize
thr extent to uhich thelr grades Ere lnfluenced
by accldentel happenlngs,rl
r'Ìlany of the unhappy thlngs ln peoplers llves
åre partly due to bad luck,rr vs' rrPeoplers

misfortunes result frm the ni6tek€5 they nake.rl
rrsometlmê6 I canrt under6tånd hov teachers arrfve
at the ¡,rades they giverr, vs. rtThere fs e dlrect
connectlon betwe€n how hardl 6tudy and the grades
I get".

62 53 60 23 55 -t3

47 25

55 46 42

-03 02 -30

s4 -r9 30

t7 25 -04

59 60 40

40 24 64

46

48 -33 16

-23

46 24 -3360

47 -0r -t6 t2 27

14 25 -13

t8 -06 74

0t 6s -06

t5 45 04
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29 08 -0ó

t4 73 -O4
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TABLE 94. cont.

Itøî s

2L. r'In the long run, thc brd thlngr thet heppcn
to u3 ¡rÊ bal¡nccd by the good on:s'r, vl.rrlbst nlsfoltunca ¡rG ÈhG rlsult of lrch of
eblllty, lgnor¡ncr, lezlncrs, or rll threc.,'

6. rrltlthout thc rtght bre¡k¡ onc c.nnot b¿ tn
rffGctlve leeder,r' vs. rrCepeble pcoplc vho
f¡ll to becone ,J.erders hrve no! trkcn adv¡ntrge

. of thcir opportunltles.r'

FACTOR I
Stud- Pris-
ent8 onera

FACÎOR II
Stud- Prie- Police
enta oners Cådeta

Police
Cêdet6

31 0r 20

t2 -23 33

08 30 74

39 34 51

2l -ll 63

43 44 l0

2t t7 -16

-04 60 08

2t 40 -0t

-07 36 03

44 31 38

57 -08 55

84 -02 38

43 -09 66

43 04 t4

-t2 -24 20

-45 -22 08

-05 03 51

07 2t 49

- 13 -02 52

17. rrAa far ¡a yorld eff¡lr¡ ¡rc
lre the vlctlns of forcc¡ ue
underst¡nd nor controlril vc.
¡ctlvê p¡rt ln polittc¡l ¡nd
thc pcoplc can control vorld

corÉcrnad, rBoSt of ug
c¡n nelthcr
rrBy trklng an
roctrl rffelra,
¿vcntBrl.

trwfth rnough cffort vc c¡n rlpc out polltic¡I
corruptlon,tr va. rrlt 1s dlfftcult for p¿oplr to
h¡ve nuch control over thc thtngs pollttctrns
do 1n offlcer'.

'rThe averege cfÈ12"n c¡n have ¡n lnflucncc in
g,ovcrnnent' declslone,rrva. ilThlc vorld l! ¡un
by the few peoplc ln pov:r, end therÉ Ls not
much the llttlc guy cen do ¡bouÈ 1È.rl
I'One of th. nsjor rcaaons why wc havc rara 13
bec¡uac people donrt tekc :nough lntlre8È ln
polltr,cs,rr vs. rrlherc rlll alvays be wars,
no matter ho¡r h¡rd people lry to prcvcnt. lhel!.il
rrlbst of thê tfne f cenrt understand why
polltlclans behavc the way they doril
vs. rrln the long run, thc people are reapnnslble
for bed Bovernment on å nâtlon¡l as vcll ¡s on
a local level.rl
rrln thc long run, people get the respect thêy
d¿scrve ln thls vorld,rrvs. rtUnfortunetely,
¡n lndivlduelr¡ vorÈh oftrn pesse6 unrecognlzed
no ro¡Èter hov hard hG trlês.rl
rrNo Ír¡tÈer hoy h¡¡d you try, sofie people Just
donrt llL¿ yourrr vs. rrPeoplc vho c¡nrt tc! othêaa
to llk! lhm donrt undêrsÈ¡nd hn to geÈ ¡long wlth
othcrt. rl

"In th€ c¡Ee of thc rcll prepered ltudênt ¿herc lr
rercly ff cvcr ¡ueh r thlng ¡r tn unf¡1r tlrtil,
vr. rrllrny tl$ca exm que8tlons tend to bê so
unrcl¡t"d to cour3e yorl th¡t etudylng le rcelly
usÊle¡s.rl
rrlt fs h¡rd to knoy whcther or rct ¡ peraon retlly
llkes you,t' vg. ilHow many frlendc you hav: depênds
upon hcv nlce ¡ person you lre.rl
t'Pcople ere lonely beceuge they donrt try to bc
fri,endly," vs- "Therers not much usc ln Èry!nB
too hard to please people: lf thcy like you
!hry IikÊ you."

t2 13 53

06 3r -t7

o7 55 42

0r -2t 07

22

L2

29
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l0
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The factor analyses provides justification that for

students the political control items should be kept separate

from the general control items especially if a researcher is

interested in the political efficacy aspect of internal versus

externaL controf.

The'factor structure of the three populations urere very

different. It is possible that there are so feur items in the

Rotter Scale and they sample from so many settings that there

is not enough items to shov up in any reliable subscaLe. The

factor structure of the Rotter Scale has also'been found to

vary urith item content and method of administration. These

results cast doubt on the generality of the truo factor structure

in the general population. t¡lhile the total score may be masking

different ccmponents of locus of control and thereby J.ose

specific predictive ability it is suggested that for the general

population it is the most appropriate score derived from the

present scale format..

',4 
SECULAR CHANGES

It uras postulated that beliefs such as l-ocus of controL

and attitude tourards authority could vary in the general

population according to tl-re prevailing economic cl-imate or

current social and poJ.itical issues. Changes in these beliefs

maybe distinguishable over time.

The Rotter locus of contr'ol scaJ.e has been used in many

different studies ruith varying setting, cuLture, context and

time. lrJhile there have been consistent reports of variation



Lg6.

in structure over many studies there has usually been an

acceptance of the stability of the norms derived from the sca1e.

Gorman, Jones and Holman (f980), hovever, questioned the

generality of the American focus of control norms to the

Australian popuJ.ation. They found that a sample of Australian

undergraduate university students urere substantially more

external in their average locus of control beliefs.

In a revieur of mean locus of control scores for Australian

undergraduate samples Lange and Tiggemann (1980, see Appendix B)

confirmed that Australian students uere consistently scoring

higher than the American norms. 0ver a considerabl-e period

of time the Australian students had shovn a stron-o secular trend

tourards external beliefs.

The data provided strong evidence that l-ocus ofl controL

beliefls urere not stable across diflferent cohort groups and that

the American norms u/ere no longer applicabJ.e to Australian

samples.

flne of the exptanations put forvard by Lanqe and Tiggemann

(1980) for a change to more external perspectives arnonq

Australian students u/as that it is a consequence of the

prevaiJ.ing economic conditions. tr/ittr high unemployment limiting

job prospects and high inflation eroding standards of J.iving it

may be reasonabLe to assume tlrat the AustraLian and possibly

the l¡lestern popuJ-ation has shifted to a more eonservative vieu-

point. If this is the case then it is reasonable to expect

social influences to affect other higher order beliefs such

as attitude to authority.
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Rigby (tglS) derived the attitude tourards authority scales

from students in the early l970rs. This vas a time of significant

student political activity and unrest. Issues such as opposition

to conscription and condemnation of the Vietnam urar urere current

sociaL topics. Many students participated in political demon-

strations and often came into conflict vit.h both student

authorities and the police. Such contact urould inevitably eause

a lowering of their attitudes tovards institutional authorities.

Flacks (lgøl ) and Morgan and Osmond (1970) pointed out that

this ruas a time when anti-authority movements had considerable

influence amongst st.udents.

Attitude tourards authority is embedded in the general

construct of authoritarianism. It has been suggested that threat

is related to an individuaLrs level of authoritarianism (Adorno

et al. , 1950). Rokeach (1960) reported the more threatening

a situation \uas for adults the more autho¡itarian their beliefs

became. He found a significant positive relationship betveen

anxiety and authoritarianim. A similar significant positive

correlation betureen anxiety and the Califo¡nia F Scale, a

particular measure of authoritarianj-sm, vas reported by Davids

(rs¡s).

Seve¡al other studies have indicated that threat leads

individuals to become more suspicious and conservative. Sander

and Havelin (1960) found that under threat individuals tended

to reject persons urho u¡ere perceived to be different and

Berkovitz and Knurek (1.969) found that threat increased hostility

by group members to individuals seen as outsiders.
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Direct evidence linking the prevailing economic conditions

to the level of authoritarianism urithin a population has been

reported by Sales (1973). Analysis of archival data shoued

changes in social themes to be correlated ruith economic climate.

The data indicated that environmental threat evoked increased

authoritarianism in that perioci. Sales and Friend (197t) found

that perceived success and failure led to individuals having

respectively less and more autt¡oritarian beliefs.

SaLes (L972) found that for both authoritarian and non-

authoritarian churches there uas an overall significant corre-

lation betveen per c.apita disposable income and estimated

conversion ratio. During hard times the number of converts to

authoritarian churches increased ruhile the number for non-

authoritarian churches declined. Ccnversely, in gocci years

the number of converts to norr-authoritarian churches increased

vhile the number of authoritarian churches declined.

These flindings support the prediction that in economic

bad times individuals vill be draurn to authoritarian organizations.

Recent evidence suggests that they aLso become more partial to
community authority figures.

Rigby and Rump (1979) in a partial replication for

university students on the attitude to authority scales found

that betveen 1972 and 1975 there uas a change in the evaluation

of the army and the lav as institt¡tional authorities.

Rigby (tglS) obtained scores for B0 Adelaide University

students tested in 1972 and 15 prisoners at Yatala jail. Mean

scores vere 90.49 (SD = 18.19) for students and 9O.5t (SD = 22.70)
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for prisoners. The present study conducted in L979, a bad

economic year, found scores for fB Adelaide university under-

graduates and 54 prisoners at Yatala urhich vere significantly

higher. The mean scores vere 108.45 (SD = 19,73) for students

(t = 2O.76, p <.001) and 106.79 (SD = !7,77) (t = 12.16r p (

.001) for prisoners.

If such disparate groups as this reflect more favourable

attitudes tourards the authorities then it seems reasonable to

assume that uithin the general poputration there has also been

a change tourards more conservative beliefs. It is not as yet

possible to say ruhether this sruing is totally a consequence of

the prevailing economic conditions.

Evidence has been presented that, ruithin a culture, higher

order beliefs such as locus of control and attitudes towards

authority are not necessarily stable over a number of year.

Norms do change, and may velI be dependent upon social infl.uences.
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CHAPTER 6,

SUMMARY AND CONT]LUSIONS

6.L MAIN FINDINGS

The motivational theory of hyperactive impulse disorder

in children proposed by Glov and Gtoru (1979) uras used to

generate pfedictions relating to aduLt behaviour. It u¡as

postulated that H.I.D. children, vho are characterized by

impulsiveness and problem behaviour in school, would not simply

outgrov their problems. Having left school H.I.D. children

vould gravitate into delinquency and adult crime. They vould

become problems for the juvenile, police and Laur authorities.

It rvas postulated that impuLsiveness, a major characteristic

of H.I.D. children, vould persist from childhood in adult life.
If this occurred, impulsiveness uould be a biological trait

and measures of it ulould have trait-like properties.

If H.I.D. children tended to develop anti-social behaviour

an examination of a prisoner population vould reveal a substantial

subgroup vho had problems in impulse control. This urould result

in prisoners, as a qloup, in comparison to othersr bÞing

signifÍcantly more impulsive on average.

It vas al.so postulated that trait impulsivity couJ.d either

initiate or disinhibit violence and other forms of criminality.

A retrospective approach examining prisonersr history of offenses

should identify any relationship betureen trait impulsivity and

specific criminal behaviour.

Comparison of prisoners ruith other qroups shorued that

prisoners vere significantty more impulsive. They took less
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time to select alternatives and made more erros on the MFFT.

Prisoners had significantly poorer planningr foresight and motor

control on the Porteus Mazes.

Among prisoners there appeared to be a general trait of

impulsiveness rvith the characteristics of hasty resPonsiveness,

many erroré, poor planning and foresight, poor psychomotor

performance and external locus of control. These vere related

to lorv intelligence and poor education level. It appears that

trait impulsivity together ruith intelligenee and locus of

control urere suceessful in identifying among prisoners those

vho had poor impulse control. All the predicted relationships

betueen impulsiveness, intelligence and locus of controf urere

confirmed for prisoners.

The predicted relationships betveen impulsivenesst

intetligence and locus of control vere not confirmed for either

the student or police cadet populations. The correlations

betureen the MFFT impulsivity univariate and PPVT intelligence

for students and police cadets vED€ rìorl-significant. For

students, the correlation betveen the MFFT impulsivity univariate

and the Rotter I-E locus of control score uas non-significant.

For police cadets, the correLation u,as siEriificant but in the

opposite direction to the predicted relationship. Police cadets

vho responded impulsively on the MFFT tended to have internaf

Locus of control beliefs.

It is likely that a Particular institutional context

influenced performance. The prisoners urere in a closed

institution. Prisonersr impulsive resPonding on the measures
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maybe in part due to their living in a day to day setting.
rn studies ruith prisoners it is difficurt to control for the

possible effects of institutionalization. Poputation context

may also be a major factor in the different correlation for

police cadets between the Rotter scale and MFFT impulsivity.

It maybe pgssible that either overtLy or covertly the police

cadets vere biasing their responses in a systematic vay to

portrait more favourable charaeteristics. The cadets vere in

a highly competitive, examination setting. Their results at

the academy urould in part determine the course of their police

careers. Even though anonymity uas assured they urould have

been more likely to viev the measures as tests of personal

characteristics uhich could be used for assessment and futur.e

reference. In the context of a police officerrs role in the

communityr impulsive performance could be revieved as undesirabLe

and such characteristics could be seen to be mollified by internal

control beliefs.

The predicted relationship betueen impulsiveness and

prisonersr record of criminal behaviour vas not confirmed.

Impulsive responding on the MFFT and Porteus Mazes uas not

related to any of the biographieal measures.

A major problem encountered ruith the biographical

infcrmation !/as the incompleteness of the data. The South

Australian Department of Correctional Services only had data

available for prisoners vho had either been recidivists or had

been sentenced for a a period of nine months or more. 0n1y

half of the prisoners in the study had biogrephical information
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available. The interpretation of results from those prisoners

urith biographical information u,as limited as they represented

a restrj.cted group comprising multiple and serious offenders.

This affected the generalizabiJ.ity of the data to all prisoners.

In addition, the biographical information that ryas available

vas subjective and unstructured. There is no point in having

data of this nature uhen it has no use for the penal establish-

ment for assessment and referral purposesr It appears essential

that a retrospective approach has a complete data base if
meaningful results are to be obtained.

Hourever there uas an interesting pattern of relationships

among the biographical data centred on the age of the first
reported offlense. A prisoner \uho had an early age of contact

tuith the 1au tended to have engaged in repeated non-violent

types of juvenile offenses. They had relat.ively J-our planning

ability on the Porteus Mazes and a poor education level. As

adults they continued to engage in non-violent offenses and

vere imprisoned at a reLatively early age. The early offenders

appear to have difficulty in adjusting successfully'to society

and further investigation in this area aPpears uarranted. If

these individuals could be identified then it may be possible

that remediation could be contemplated at an early age.

6,2 TRAIT PROPERTIES OF THE MFFÏ

One of the important findings uras that the MFFT vas a

very robu*measure and appears to be measuring a general trait.

Providing feedback to the prisoners on their performance by
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providing positive and negative tones for accurate and

inaccurate responding respeetively had rittle effect on MFFT

performance. rnstructions urhich emphasised the need to respond

sloruly induced prisoners to have longer first response ratencies

to the MFFT items ruithout a corresponding reduction in the

number of érrors. It appeared that IIFFT errors vas resistant

to both changes in instruction and the provision of' feedback.

This suggests that for prisoners the error measure is the most

important component of MFFT performance and scoring by the

univariate method is not necessary. It could be possible to

vieu this process as a settinq of a leveL for the amount of

errors they made. This may not be an active conscious decision,

especially for individuals concerned uith their degree of

impuJ-sivity. Further research is necessary to determine urhether

the prisoners' MFFT results generalize to the entire population.

The pattern of correlation among the independent measures

confirmed that MFFT errors related better to other measures

than either latency or MFFT impulsivity for all subjects in

the study. MFFT errors significantly correlated vith Porteus

Maze performance and PPVT intelligence. In contrast MFFT

latency shoued litt1e externaL validity and MFFT latency

appeared to contribute little to the MFFT impulsivity univariate.

It substantially reduced the correlations betureen MFFT

impulsivity and externaL measures. Errors appeared to be the

principal measure of MFFT performance.

The correlation betureen the truo impulsiveness measures

uas disappointingly lov. For prisoners the correl.ation betu¡een
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MFFT errors and Porteus Q score uras significant but may not

have much psychological meaningfulness as the proportion of

shared variance uras lorv. For students there uras no significant
reLationship betrueen the truo impulsiveness measures. These

results indicate that MFFT performance and porteus Q score

cennot be eeen as measuring the same aspects of trait
impulsiveness for a student. population.

The lov correLation betureen MFFT ancl porteus performance

may have been due to structural differences betureen them. t¡lhile

boLh are vieved conceptuarly as measuring trait impulsivity the

test procedure for the Forteus Mazes u,as very diffenent to that

of the MFFT. changes in the context of the test setting may

infLuence impulsive performance and Lead to a reduction in the

correLation betueen the tuo. As the MFFT uras shovn to be a

reliable behaviouraL measure and the Porteus uas someu¡hat

subjective in nature, the MFFT appears to be the more appropriate

measure of trait impulsivity.

There vaa a strong interaction betveen impulsive

responding and intelligence for prisoners. The correlations

betueen MFFT errors¡ Q score and PPVT IQ uere around the median

report.ed in previous studies. The tvo intelligence measures

uere unrelated. The correlaùion betureen Porteus mental age

and PPVT IQ for prisoners \uâs ñoo-significant. There uas

confirmation that Porteus mental age u,as more than a simple

index of intelligence. Controlling for intelligence by a

partial correlation analysis should have resulted in a loruering

of the correLation betureen MFFT errors and Porteus mental age.
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Instead the correlation vas substantially increased. Further

investigation is needed to clarify the relationship betueen

intelligence and Porteus mental age. There is little

information available on ruhat Porteus mental age actually

measures for prisoners.

There uas no relationship betureen the tuo impulsiveness

measures for students. Studentst MFFT performance did not

significantly correlate urith their performance on the mazes.

Houever, the students u,ere a much more homogeneous group than

prisoners on the Porteus mental age measure. This may have

reflected the restricted age range for students. They also

had a very high correlation betrueen Porteus mental age and Q

score. It vas possible that studentsr performance on the mazes

indicated a ceiling effect. Most u,ere successful in completing

the mazes and vere cl-ustered at the top end. As the students

did not have a ruide spread of maze performance it appeared that

for students the mazes \uere not difficult enough and uere easily

solved. This vould. have limited the predictability from

studentsr maze test results to Performance on related tasks.

The results cast doubt on the usefulness of the Porteus Maze

test among students. It appears that for students additional

maze items of increasing difficulty urould need to be added

before meaningful results \uere Possible.

The failure of MFFT and Porteus Performances to relate

highly cast doubt on the validity of each to measure

impulsiveness. There uras also Ìoru correlations in the pilot

study betveen MFFT performance and Eysenckrs impulsiveness
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measures of narrou, impulsiveness, risk-takinÇ¡ non-planning

ability and broad impulsiverìêss¡ Results of this study

indicated that both the Eysenck and Porteus tests were reLatively

poor measures of impulsiveness in comparison urith the high1y

refined MFFT. Impulsiveness apPeared to be a complex concept

with many factors contributing to it. Intetligence u,as a major

component and needs to be considered vhen the impulsive constnuct

is being investigated.

For the Prisoner, student and police cadet PoPu1ation

there uras no relationship betrueen attitude touards autlrority

and impulsiveness. There aPPears to be tittle Point in further

investigating this relationship.

6.1 MEASIJRE RESLJLTS

6.7,I MFFT

The MFFT appeared to be the best measure of impulsiveness.

The MFFT vas found to be robust and the trade-off betueen sPeed

and accuDacy had stabilized for adults. The MFFT uas found

to be an internally consistent, reliable measure. jn its

automated format the MFFT provided a very precise measure vhich

uas resistant to exPerimental influences.

6,3.2 Porteus Mazes

Measures derived from the Porteus Mazes u/ere comPlex and

contained unrelated components. The scoring method on the mazes

appeared to require revision. The use of assigning veights

to compute Q score could not be justified' The Q score could
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be accurately estimated from the unveighted items. Factor

analysis of the Q score component items indicated that Porteus

mental age uras a measure of planning ability urhile Q vas a

measure of both intelligence and psychomotor control.

The Q score could be best described by the four items

of cuttinq, corners, crossing lines, Iifting pencil and uavy

lines. AII vere measures related to psychomotor controL.

Scoring of Q could be simplified by summing the unweighted scores

on these items. For both prisoners and students the four

unureighted items had higher internal consistencies than the

nine items that made up Q score.

The simplified Q measure vas internally consistent, mainly

independent of planning abiJ-ity and did not lead to any loss of

information. Its relation to impulsiveness requires further

investigation.

6,3.3 Rotter locus of control scale

The Rotter I-E locus of control scale u,as found to be

an internally consistent, reliable measure.

For students, turo distinct factors relatinq to personal

control and political control beliefs uere identified. Thj-s

truo factor structure uas stable over a ñumber of years. It

appeared that students uere making a distinction betureen beliefs

concerning the importance they placed on their ovn efforts and

the amount of control they had over political insti.tutions and

vorld affairs. The truo factor structure provided justification

that for students the political control items should be kept

separate from the general control items. This is important
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if the researcher is interested in the political efficacy aspect

of internal verus external control.

The tuo factor structure uas not replicated in either

the prisoner or police cadet populations. The scale items

sampled from a vide variety of areas and it appeared that there

. u/ere not enotrgh items to shory up in any reliable sub-scale.

It is possible that additional items need to be added to the

scafe. Reviev of the literature also indicated that the Rotter

scale structure varied ruith item content and method of

administration. These results cast doubt on the generality

of the tvo factor structure in the general population. !úhile

the total score may be masking different components of locus

of control and thereby lose specific predictive ability for

the general popuJ.ation it appeared to be the most appropriate

measure derived from the scaLe in its current format.

6,t,4 Attitude touards authority scale

There vere marked differences amonq the pooulations on

the attitude tourards áuthority subscale ruith the polic.e cadets

being much more homoqeneous and havinq significantly f'avourable

attitudes tourards the laur, police and army. There u/as a general

consensus of opinion touards teachers. The total seore masked

differences and similarities among lhe populations. In the

context of this study there uras no predictability from the

attitude tovards authority scale. Its self-report formatt

obvious item content and absence of a lie scale left it open

to faking of responses.
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6,3,5 Secular chanqes

Evidence uras found that changes in beliefs such as locus

of control and attitude tovards authority vere distinguishable

over time.

A revieu of the mean locus of control scores for Australian

students oonfirmed that they u/ere scoring higher than the

American norms. There appeared to have been a consistent secular

change touards more external eontrol beliefs amonq Australian

students. It appeared that the American norms established by

Rotter in the mid-sixties urere not applicable to Australian

samples. It is possible that similar drift has occurred in

other populations.

Prisoners and students held more favourabLe attitudes

tovards authorities than comparable groups tested from the same

institutions in the earj-y seventies. There appeared to be a

strong trend tovards more conservative beliefs tuithin the

Australian population. It urould be uorthurhile to note uhether

similar changes occurred in other countries and vere dependent

on social inffuences.

6.4 SAMPLING PROBLEMS

Sampling problems u,ere evident in the study. It uas

necessary to restrict subjects to volunteers and among the

populations t,here appeared to be different reasons for parti-

cipation. For prisonersr boredom urith the recurrent daily prison

routine and relief from ruork duties aPpeared to be main factors

in volunteering. It uras not difficult to obtain participants
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and nearly aII sought their results. Prisoners ulere simply

escorted to the experin'ent and none missed their allotted time.

In contrast, it ruas extremely difficult to get students tc

participate even though participation in experimental urork is

a notional requirement of their course. Many missed their

appointed Jimes and continual follou, up vas required. None

bothered to folloru up results even thotigh the results uere

readily available. For police cadets participation rvas complete.

After the introductory speech, given in the Presence of a senior

police instructor, all cadets volunteered. It ruas clear that

cadets ìuere conrplying to a request from an authority figure.

None missed their allotLed time but fev cadets folloured up

results. The cadets vere tested just prior to graduation from

the academy and considerable effor't on their behalf u¡ould have

been required to obtain resuLts.

Differences in insti.tutional context may have influenced

performance. The populations vere not equivalent in the degree

of their insLitutional setting and the prisoner results may

have reflected effects of institutionalization. Having to live

day by day in a closed prison system couLd result in an

impulsive style of responding. 0n release from 9ao1 the

prisoners urould revert back to their for'mer style of responding.

A study comparing prisoners vith parol-ees uroufd help identify

effects due to institutionafization. It ryould also be useful

to examine the effect of institutionalization on prisoners by

examining other areas such as perceived lenEth of time. It

is plausible to expect that a prisonerst perception of time
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tuould be J.ong at the ccmmencement of his sentence and diminish

tl'rroughout the duration of confinement.

The samples u,ere not ideal and vere highly selected and

restricted. This confounded resul.ts and limited generalizations

that could be made. For conclusive results to be obtained it
vouLd be ngcessary to have complete samples and make comparisons

vith results obtained from the general populatj.on.

It ruas also híghly like1y faking of responses occurred,

even though complete anonymity uras assured. The self-report

measures in particular uere open to manipulation. Item content

in the Rotter and attitude tourards authority scales u,as obvious

and they did not have any built-in Lie scale to measure social

desirability. Prisoners and police cadets uere likely to see

these scales as tests that could be used for aesessment purposes

and respond in a sociall-y desirable ruay. Faking of responses

on these measures may have as much or more relevance to

inferences about personality than the actual item content.

6.5 IMPLICATICN FOR INVESTIGATI0NS [¡,ITH PRISONERS .

One important role correctional psychologists fu1fil is

the assessment of inmate characteristics and attitudes fsr the

purpose of assignment to institutional vocational and/or

treatment programs. This assessment may also have reference

fsr clinical diagnosis by psycho-medical staff and post-release

educational and voc'ational counselling. Thus, it is evident

that this type of assessment tras important implications for

the clientand the correctional administration.
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This study shed some light on the utility of impulsiveness

measures for providing an understanding of some of il-re factors

leading to criminal behaviour. !úhile prisoners urere found to

be significantry more impursive than comparison groups there

u,as so much overrap in the distribution of ttre MFFT and porteus

measures tt-rat they could not be used for individual prognosis.

Although tlre relationship betveen impulsiveness and criminal

behaviour appears to be a varid orre, iL is probably not cr.ose

enough to have much practical value for prediction in the

individual case. Only extreme impulsives are rike].y to be

reliabry predicted by the MFFT and Porteus measures and they

constitute onj-y a smal-L percentage of the range. There exists

a vide middle range of scores so that no predic'tion is available

for the majority. using the MFFT and the Porteus as predictors

of future criminaL behaviour urould resuLt in the unvarranted

labelling of many non-offenders as potential offenders. There

appears little possibility that both the MFFT and the Porteus

mazes urilI prove useful in detecting individuals at an early

age before they engage in criminaL behaviour.

The retrospective approach used in this study uas limited.

Studies urith prisoners in South Australia t¡ill not be able to

use this approach until the file information kept on prisoners

is restructured and complete. A possible solution to the

identification of relationships betureen hyperkinesis and crime

urould be a longitudinal study over a considerabre period of

time. All icientified H.I.D. children could be folloved up and

assessed at reguJ.ar intervals until they reached adulthood.
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Comparisons couLd be made to the general population. Hovever,

it does not appear feasible to engage in such a study. At the

present time it is against public policy to categorize offenders.

The funding expenses of such a study vould al.so be immense.

There is little likelihood that sufficient funds to sustain

the projecL could be obtained.

One difficulty vith the assessment measures used uith

prisoners has been the lack of validity. No single trait in

isolation has been found to be a determinant of criminal activity.

It, is possibLe that interactive relationships exist betveen

traits and criminal behaviour. In this study prisoners could

be distinguished from other grouPs in terms of impulsiveness.

Houever, it could not be determined horu this vas associated

ruith an individualrs specific crimes or record of crimÍnal

behaviour. The relationship betueen impulsiveness and crime

or delinquency needs to be systematically investigated further.

The evidence suggests that impulsiveness is not a det,erminant

of crime, rather than just an occasional concomitant of it.

For some peopte impulsiveness is a contributing factor in crime.

Investigation of impulsiveness may Prove ruorthruhile in identifying

its interaction ruith other factors which collectively cause

criminal_ behaviour. It has yet to be determined urhether

impulsiveness can either initiate or disinhibit violence and

other forms of criminal behaviour.

A conclusion to be dravn from this research is that, vhile

a battery of self-report measures does not shov a great deal of
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promise in dÍfferentiating a criminar population from other

groups, on the basis of impulsiveness, there is promise in the

value of performance measures such as the automated version

of the MFFT. The MFFT deserves further attention in tracking

doun the role played by the trait of impulsiveness in the

determination of criminal and anti-social behaviour.
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¡}PPENDIX C Assessrent of perfolrnance in first year
psychology and nntt¡enntics. i

Robert V. Lange

Department of Psychology,
fhe University of Adelaide.

Pivót, 1981, I (2) ' 39-41.

Little is knosn about how students academic perfonnnce
ín f irst year may vary across courses. One might erçect ttraÈ
perforrmnce in tertiary subjects sÈudied previously at high
school would be consistent throughout first year wittr initial
scores relating quite highly with end of year examir¡,ation nnrks.
Where a sr:bject has not been studied before one might 'e:çect
ttrat early perforrnance m¿ry not be such a good predictor of
later achievement. High scores in the fÍrst term rnay be highly
dependent upon school knowledge and skillsr'bot later perforrnance
nay be more dependent upon the growttr of skills and interests
acqrrired d,uring the course of the academic year.

This may be one of the reasons why correlations typically
found between rnatriculation marks and'overall performance in
first year subjects have been sligÈtly higher for science and
engineering than for arts. In Table 1, Otto (L974) gives

eot narks atthe correlation between rmtriculation and
Adelaide University for 1971.

s,ubj

TABI,Þ 1. Correlations between first year university
marks and rnatriculatlon exam scores at tTre
University of Adelaide for L97L.

Faculty Matriq Exam

Engineering
Architecture
Science
Economics
Agricultural Science
Arts
Law
I'ledicine
Dentistry

.74

.69

.67

.60

.58

.56

.47

.4L

.4L

For dentistry and medicine, correlations are reduced by the
small range of nntriculatíon IIBrks created by high selection
criteria 

".
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fn tJle present study marks in first year psychology and
matl¡e¡natics at ttre University of Adelaide were examined to test
ttre hypothesis ttrat where a subJect had not þeen previ,ously strrdied,
earLy scores in the course woutd be less valÌd preélictors of
final perforrnanee tltan later scores.

Measures

lltre Psychology Department used continupus assessment.
Therefore several mêasures of acadernic performance ttrroughout
the year were available. .I'hese were one shbrt ans!Íer e:<a¡nination
given at ttre end of each term, a statistÍcs Paper including
botl1 multiple choÍce and corçutation answers', (given in first
term), a 3 hour essay examination in ttrird tþr., a ¡mrk for
practical assignments based on three brief reports' and a Íurrk
for ¡rerforrnëìnce in Èutorial,s based on a small tutorial assignment
and on the tutorfs rating for participation throughout t}¡e year.

lrhe results of a random sanple of 96 flirst year psychology
stud,ents were available. Matriculation marks from t]re
preceding year were obtained for 55 bf thesq students. (ttre
remaind,er matriculated in other years) . 

,

lltre t¿Iatfiernatics Department also used dontinuous assessment,
ín ttreir case a Èwo hour term e:¡amination and a rmrk for class
exercises assigned throughout the year. AlL first year students
who sat for two of ttre three examinaLions !ìIere included in ttre
analysis, N = 388.

Method and Results

product moment correlat'ions t¡'tere calcullated beÈween ttre 7

independent: measures for first year psycholdgY students' fhe
correlation mtrix was factor analyged usíng principal components
method. ït¡o factors wittr eígenvalues greater than or equal to
one were extracted, accounLing for 63.3 and 14.6 per cent of
variance. The correlation and ltem factor natrix are presented
in Tab1e 2. Factor I appears to be overall academic perforrnance
in first year psychology. lftre statistics paper had a lcn'r

significant loading "ttit" the first term shqrt answer examination
had a non-significánt loadíng. ftrese two tests had theír híghest
loadings on tf,le second factor.which could be called first term
perforlance. lltre examlr¡atíong in first term may reflect either
ãtudentsr prior knorledge of psychology or perhaps some general
academic skill which has a lor relationchip wfttr specific
psychology aptitude. Irtre effect is ¡narked during fírst term
with some carry over into tlre Eecond and ttrlrd term.
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TABLE 2. Factor analysis of psycholog,y examir¡,ation results.

o/" ai
Assessment 1

Correlation matrix
3. 4. 5.2. 6.7

1. Statistics
Term'l

2. Short answer
Term 1

3. Short answer
Tqm 2

4. Short answer
Term 3

5. Essay
Term 3

6. Practicals

7. Tutorials

I

5

10

10

40

12

15

.45

.40

.50

.73

.69

.73

.45

.36

'55

'78

.74

,52

.46

.66

'84

'46

'36

.65

.36

.42

.66

p<.01

Rotated factor matrix
Factor

1.

.35

.19

.62

.91

.85

Prac-
ticals

2

Statistics
Term 1

Short Answer
Term 1

Short Answer
Term 2
Short Answer
Term 3
Essay
Term 3

.66

.90

.29

.2'l

.34

.23

.28

Practicals '83

Tutorials '73

All lactor loadings greater than '28 signilicant at '01 level'

InSupPortofthisviewt}rernatriculationrnarksfort}re
psychology students showed a trend in the direction of higher
correlation with later ttran first term rnarks

TABLE 3. Correlation between rnatriculation nnrks and the
first year psychology ass¡essment mesaures'

Statis- Short Short Shorl
tics answer ansrYgr answer EssaY

Term 1 Term 1 Tørm 2 Term 3 Term 3

Total
Tutor- Assess'
ials ment

Matriculation
Mark .40 .39

p<.01
.24 .24 .39 .34 .27 .41
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Product moment correlations were calculated between
the four assessment measures for first year rnathematics. Ttre
correlation rnatrix was factor analysed and the correlation
and factor mat¡ix are presented in Table 4.

TABI,E 4. Factor analysis of rnathematics e><amÍnation
results.

1

Gorrelation matr¡x
2. 3.

1, First Term
Examlnation

2. Second Term
Examination

3. Third Term
Examination

4. Class
Exercise

30

30

30

10

p<.01

.51

.51

.65

Rotated factor matrix
Factor

1.

First Term
Examination
Second Term
Examination
Third Term
Examination
Class
Exercises

All lactor loadinge significant at '01 level

one factor with an eigenvalue greater than one was

extracted and it accounted for 75.9 per cent of the variance.
AII the assessmenÈ measures for first year rnathernatics have a

high degree of validity as predictors of overall academic
performance.

The internal consistemcies of the first year narks were

found using Cronbach's alptr,a (Cronbach¡ Schonemann and McKie,
f965). The internal consístencies of the 7 psychology and

4 mathernatic assessment items were respectively .69 and .88.
The psychology assessment items had significantly lower
internal consistency tl.an the rnathematic assessment items.

o/o Ol
assessment 4

79

77

80

.87

.86

.93

.63
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Discussion and Conclusion

comparison of tl"e arialysis of tnarks of first year psychology
with rnattrernatics supported the hypothesls that where a subJect
has not been previously studied, early scores in the course nBy
be less rzalid overall indÍces of perforrnance than later scores.
Possible implications aÈe that fÌrst term e:<amination of subJects
which are studied for the first time at a tertiary level should
be treated as introductory papers and nede redeernable-

In contrast, the weighting of tJ:e four measures Ln
mattrematics appears to be justified by ttris analysis. A

further implication of this study is that this type of analysis
of the relationships amongst marks can help University teachers
Èo ¡nake betÈer decisions about the,weighting of ilif f erent
assessment components. This is especially important as
continuous assessment in increasingly used.
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Sunmary

An autonated version of ttre MFFT was administered to
undergraduates, along with a parallel form. r llhe latency-
errors correlation (-.6I) was higher than that reported for most
studies in children, and weakly supports tt¡e view that the
correlation increases with age. Repeated exposure resulted
in improved performance, which was faster, more accr-lrate and
more efficienct, but there was no effect on iÍtpulsiveness.
Retiability and internal consistency of both lforms vlere
acceptably high and the forms vùere comparable. Use of the
univariate measures (impulsiveness-reflectiveness and
efficiency-inefficiency) is superior to other scoring methods.

a Tntroduction

Cognitive inpulsiveness or reflectiveness is observable
in situations of high response uncerta.intyr in which impulsive
subjects tend to respond quickly with many errors, and reflective
subjects tend to delay responding and to nnke few errors.,
Kagan's Matching Fanr"íliar Figures Test (Wnt; I7) has achieved
wide acceptance as a measure of ttris cognitive style characteristic.
In the MFFT, ttre subject selects, from an arfay of closely
similar alternatives, the one which rnatches a standard figure.
The latency of the first response to each of the twelve items,
and the total number of errors maile before the subject makes
each correct choice are ttre two basic scores from which
impulsiveness-ref lectiveness is computed.

Data have often been reported on the correlation between
I¿tency and errors, moderate, negative correlations being
generally reported. Toner' Holstein and Hettrerington (28)
expected the negative correlation between latency and errors to
increase throughout childhood. Wright and Vlietstra (33)
suggested that cognitive style crystalizes with age. It has

The measurement of cognitive impulsiveness:
Psychometric properties of two auto¡nated
adult versions of the l4atching Fanr:iliar
Figures Test. r

J.A
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also been hypothesised (25) ttrat the increading stability
of latency from preschool to middle childhood might result
in an increased negative correlation between latency and
errors.

To test the hypottresis of increasing correlation, we
perused all available reports of tJ:e latency - errors correlation
on ttre MFFT and selected studies in which age or school grade
were both stated and limited in range. Grqdes at which there
were four or more sü¡dies were retained for analysis. The
correlations between latency and errors vrere transformed,
(Fisher's ô), and r computed fo,r each age-gqade level, and for
the total sample (r = -.54, N = 2300, d.f. = 2189).

FIGURE 1. Correlations betvreen latency and errors: 54 data
points from 17 studies and the weighted average
correlation for dat¿ at each grade level.
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FIGURE I cont.

Bentler & McCIain, L976
Bush & Dveck, 1975
Egeland & !{einberg, L976
Kaskins & McKinney, L976
Kagan, 1965
Kagan, 1965
Kagan, Pearson & tùelch, L966
Kagan, Rosman, Day, A1bert o Phillips, 1964
KendaII & Finch, 1978
Mann, L97L (data kindly supplied by author)
Iulann, L973
Meichenbaum & Goodnan, L97L
Messer, 1970
Stein & Prindavale, 1976
Toner, Holstein & HeÈherington, L977
trleiner & Adams, L974
Barnett, L976. Unpr-rbtished data, available from

author.

Figure I shows ttre correl.tion data transformed Eo Ç fot
each of the 54 samples, and the 6 at each grade level. It can
be seen tJlat there are large èifferencgs between samples at
various grade levels, however the trend towards increasing
(negative) correlation with age is apparent. Alttrough the Ns

for each sample varied from 22 to 109, appropriate staLisLical
tests which would take into account the sanpling error of each
data point virere not available. We thus computed the Pearson
correlation coefficient between grade and zeta, and found t = .37,
(l¡ = 54, p ( .o5) when kindergarten was treated as zero grade-
Thus about 148 of the variance in the data of Figrure I are
accounted for by school grade. this analysis clearly supports
the assertion that the negative correlation between latency and
errors on tJ.e MFFT increases during tlre primary school years,
although tt¡e variabitity of sanple data is noteable.

In a study of tt¡e effects of ageing on MFFT perfornnnce'
Denney and List (7) found that both time and errors but not
their correlation, increased from the fourth to the eighth
decade of life. unfortunately in tfiis study the elementary
version of tl.e MFFT appears to have been usê'dr and this nay
have reduced response uncertaånty below that ex¡lected.

Also the apparent failure to screen ttre subjects for
ability to see tl.e test ¡naterial is a major short-coming in
the studies'of visual task perfornance in tJle aged. $Ienger
(personal communícatíon) found ttrat while all of his oldest
subjects had spectacles, correction was required in order to
prod,uce adequate acuity for the precise conditions of his tasks,

3

5
I

L2
L4
15
I6
L7
T8
20
2L
23
24
27
2A

29
*
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where the viewing distance was greater Èhat the norrnal 'reading'
distance. Five, six and ten out of twelve of his 50, 60 and
70 year olds required this additional correction (dt¡e to
presbyopia). Taking these ttro factors into account, Denney
e Lists' (7) findings of latency-errors correlations ranging
from -.24 Eo -.64 may be of limited relevance.

Problems have arisen from the meÈhod of scoring the MgnT.

Studies of validity have concentrated on tt¡e bivariatæ score
(I, 4), the metric properties of which have received little
attenÈion. In this procedure, subjects are assigned on the
basis of perfor¡nance, to one of ttre cells in, a fourfold table'
each of tl.e two mesaures (latency and errors) being split at ttre
median. Impulsive subjects are those belov¡ median latency and'

above meùian errors, while reflective subjec,ts'are those above
median latency and below meùian errors. Ittese two groups
comprise about 1/3 each of subjects in most studies. the
rernaining two groups, wittt about L/6 of sr:bjects in each' are
designated fast-accurate and slow-inaccuratel.

AuIt, Mitchell and Hartrnann (2) assessled tt¡e reliabitity
of assignment of subjects by ÈÏris proced.ure, and calculated
that 24å of cases would be differently categorised upon retest.
C,enerally the psychometric properties of tl1e bivariate score
have been little studied, and it is being abandoned.

!

stuôies of reliability have focussed on the two basic
measures, latency and errors. lltre short-term stability of
latency has been assessed several times, with values ranging
from .58 toj .96 for elementary school children over a one to
eight week period (1) and .I9 for preschool children (4) while
in tÌ¡e case of errors, values ranging'from .39 to '80 for
school children (2) and .2L fot preschool chíIdren (34) have
been reported. Internal consistency has been less often
studied, although Block et aI. (4) found coefficient alpha of
.86 for latency and .52 for errors on ttre elementary form.

frre use of the two basic measures can obscure important
relationships in the data, and tt¡e negativer correlation between
them rnakes the interpretation of the results of statistical
analysis difficult (26). use of univaríate scores computed
from tlte standardized latency and errors scgres (imPulsiveness-
reflectiveness is z score latency mínus z score errors:
efficiency-inefficiency is z score latency plus z score errors)
overcomes many problems in assessment of the test's psychometric
pfoperties. llhey are superior to the birra"riate score, and in
rntrny cases, to úrã latency and error scores' as the two univariate
scores are, orthogonal and continuously mesaured and allow all
subjects Èo be included in the analysis'
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The utility of this scoring rnettrod is illustrated by
!ùright and vlietstrats (33) finding of substantial practice
effects on the efficiency-inefficiency but noÈ on the
impulsiveness-re f lectiveness score .

The usual method of adninistering the MFFT has some
inherent problems. Since ttre sr:bject continues responding
to each stimulus fígrure until he ¡nakes a córrect choice, he
is able to continue scanning the stimulus array while the
tester gíves feedback ar¡d records response,time and accuracy.
The first response tíme is ttrus the only one recorded, unless
the tester shields the stim¡lus array fromlview, a diffícult
operation when combined wittr recording the latency of each
response. Subjects can also make use of memory for the position
of rejected alternatives, even by using cues such as placing
their fingers over alternatives previously'chosen. Consístent
use of these strategies by some indivídua1s could reduce
tÏ¡e construct validity of ttre test. As the tester must obsen¡e
the sr:bjectrs chosen alterr¡ative, subjects¡nay nìake use of
the testerrs eye pointing as cues. Of evèn greater importance
is the fact that the repeated trials procedure allows differing
amounts of encouragement to be given. Onê would e>çect
impulsive and reflective subjects like hyperactive children'
to differ from others in their susceptibilíty to boredom and
frustraticín and in the e,xtent to which they seek feedback (10) -

This feature of MFT'T adninistration ¡nay reêluce the sensitivity
of the test to individ¡al differences affected by motivation.
Computer controlled adrninistration of the MFFT provides invariant
feedback, improves the accuracy of recording, especially of
short latencies¡ and facilitates the rerpvàl of the stimulus
array following each response, thus enabling tf.e valid recording
of every response latencY.

1rhe availability of a single test form wittr but 12 items
makes assessment of the testsr repeat reliability difficult.
Repeated use of tlre same form rnay reduce rÊsponse uncertainty
to the point where the second administration is not a valid
mesaure of impulsiveness-reflectiveness (25). use of a

parallel form could overcome SOme of the problems of repeated
use.

1¡

The aims of this studY are ;

to test ttre hypottresis that the corrêlation between
latency and errors is higher in first year undergraduates
ttran in school children

to devise an autornated version of ttre MFFT and to
refine the administration and scoring of the test

a
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3 to develop and assess a parallel fonlt of the adult MFFT

4 to assess t}re reliability and, internal consistency of
the test

5 to assess the utility of a method of presentation
designed to reduce reliance on memory, feedback from
the tester and non-cognitve stategíes.

b. Method

1. Subiects

Forty eight rnale and forty eight fenrale fírst year
psychotogy students (age x = 19.68, sd, = 4.4Lt range 16 to 39)
chose to parÈicipate in ttris erçeriment. i

2. Stimul-us rnaterial

Form I was the adult version of ragan's MFFT. A parallel
form, Form 22, was prepared from the original by choosing a
new standard figure from each set of alternatives and ctranging
the remaining figures so as to maintain thé existing
relationship between the standard and the dlternatives' Ttre
position of the Form 2 correct alterriative was assígned in a
quasi-random fashion and ttre remaining alternatives were
randomly assigned to the remaining positions.

3. Apparatus

A random access carousel projector 720 ¡nn from the
back of a translucent screen (472mm x 472 nm) was computer
controlled. fL¡e screen was divícled into an array (4 x 4)
of 16 panels, each lO8nrn x l08mm, separated by black strips,
t3 mm wide. A touch sensitive metal strip (88nun x l3nun)
allowed autornatic recoding of response and latency- The
Ì"IFFT standard was positioned in a panel in the top row, with
the comparison figures in the bottom two rows. A feedback
tone (2.8k]f.z¡ L second dr:ration) was given immediately
following each correct response. Ifhe apparatus is sho!'tn
in Figure 2.

4. Procedure

In the standard mode of presentation each of the 12 MFFT

iterns \^rere presented until the subject made a correct response
(tlre preset rnaximum of, 14 errors on any item was not reached
by any sr:bject). In the nonstandard mode of presentation
each item lvas presented once, followed by the next item until
all twelve had been presented. At the end of the first
series, incorrect items were presented again (correct items
being dropped from the series) to a maximum of 14 cycles.
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FIGURE 2. Experimental apparatus.

22t)

f

r'lt ¿")'
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In ei mode, there was an interval of 1.25 seconds
between each response and the onset of the next stimulus'

Subjects were given the followinq instructions.

Ì "This is a test to see how people make difficult
perceptual judgements. I'm going to show
you a series of slides of faniliar fig-ures.
Each slide wiII have a standard figrure in one
of the top windows of the toucTr screen. You are
to touch tfie metal strip beneath the picture on
ttre bottom of the screen t]:at is the same as or

' most similar to tle item at ttre top of the
screen. You will hear a tor¡e if your choice is
the correct one".
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(The addition of the words "or most similar to" was

necessary since the close projection produced tiny varíations
in line thickness between the projected figures.

"Vùe will use two items for practice. You
will see that if you nake a mistake you wíll
have additional opportunities" - '

Subjects were allowed repeated trials on the practice
items, and then told

"Nov/ \n¡e will do some that are harder, you
will see a picture at the top and eight on
the botÈom. Find the one that ís tl:e same

qs, or most similar to tt¡e one on the top
and touch tJ:e appropriate strip".i

After their first run there tìtas a IO minute rest period,
and. subjects were instructed thaÈ the exercise would be
repeated with a different set of slides-

5. Experimental design
I

Each subject was given t]le two forms of the;test in one of
four possible orders of mode of presentation. The experiment
conformed to a repeated measures 2 x 2 x 4 counter balanced
partially crossed design, (rirkrs (19), SPF-pru'q design
an extr)ansiçn of winer's (321, model 2) with the runs' two levels
of sex, two levels of sequence of forms and four of mode

order. Each group consisted' of 6 subjecÈs''

a. Measures

Itre measures computed were

f) 1fhe sum of latencies of the first response
to each of L2 stirmrlus items :

2) fhe mean of all response latencies
3) Tkre total nr¡riber of errors made to 12 items
4, The impulsirreness-reflectiveness score
5) The efficiency-inefficiency score'

Exanination of the results shor^¡ed tl:at the ,first response
Iatency measure (I) was no less sensitive than the mean

response latency (2) so the results of tJ.e latter are not
reported here.

(
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Resultsc

1. Correlation between latency and errors

A specific prediction of this study t¡tas that the
correlation between latency and errors would be above that
found for chifdren (r - -.54, df = 2189r N.= 2300) -

The first run correlation between latency and errors
was found to be -.61. This was not significantly greaÈer
than the weighted average r for ttre 54 chitd samples.
Hov,/ever a one sample X2 test showed that the significant
preponderance of child studies hap lower nqgative correlations
than -.6I (X'= 7-69, df = 1, P ( 'Of) 26 values being lower
than, 2 equal to, and 16 higher than the young adult value
found by us.

2. Effects of control variables and repeated measurês on
perf orrnance

The results of the repeated measurestanalysis of variance
are shown in Ta_bte I for all four measures. Because of the
Iarge number of F tests, I% was chosen as the appropriate
significance level. I

Neither sex nor any of the control variables (between

sub,jects effects) was significant. The repeated measure was

significant for three of the four,measures, subjects tending
to improve their performance, which was fa5terr more accurate
and more efficienct on the second run. The proportion of
variance accounted for by ttre repeated measure is directly
computable from the Anova results (I9). TLre effect of ttre
repeated runs was greatest for efficiency-inefficiency (a : .36;
13% of variance). rt was intermediate for errors (¡ = '24;
62 of variance) and lower for latency (t ='.II; I% of variance)'
It was negligable for impulsiveness-reflectiveness (r : .o7¡
( Is" of variance) .

The interaction between sequence of forms and runs was

significant for first response latency and for efficiency-
inefficiency. Comparison among the means showed that there
was no overall superiority of performance on either form
and the slight tendency for Form 2 to be responded to faster
than Form I on run 1 was not sigrnificant (t = I.48). Form 2

was responded to more efficien'tly than Form I on run 2

(L = 2.4'7, df = 47, p ( .05), while the opposite tendency
on run I did not reach significance (t = 1.58).

There \¡¡as no overall difference between the two modes

of presentation. The mean errors and latency were 9.84 and

55.33 (sd 9.25, 30.74) for R¡n I and 5.86 and 49.4O (sd 7.07'
24.83\ for Run 2.



TABLE 1 Resufts of analysis of variance for each of four perfornìance measures.

First response
Iatency

MS F

Total errors

MS F

Impulsiveness-
reflectiveness

Efficienry-
inefficiency

MS FF

32

DF

95
1
I
3

I
3

3

3

80

96

AxB

SOURSE

Between subjects
A Sex
B Seguence of forms
C Method of

presentation

AxC
Bxc
AxBxC
Subjects within group

(error)

Wit}rin sr:bjects and
interaction

xAxBxC
x subjects within
groups (error)

2 3.08
663.43

2138.83

25.49
65 3 .01

94.86
2867.82

L4L2.60

1686. 38
448.83

L470.86
556.94
IO2.2L
59.24

264.It
139 .5 I
l-53.19

o.o2
o.41

o.o2
o.46
0.07
2.O3

11.01**
2.93
9.60**
3.64
o.67
0. 39
r.72
0 .91
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2. Reliability

The correlations between scores on r\lns one and two were
computed to assess parallel forrns reliability. The correlations
were then compared, using, tÀthere appropriate, a metltocl for
non-independent correlations, (formula Io.7, McNemar, (22)
p. 14o).

TABLE 2. A.

B

I. Latency

2. , Errors
3. Impulsiveness-

reflectiveness
4. Efficiency-

ine fficiency

Parallel forms retiabilitids for each of
four measures
Comparisons among correlations.

B

Correlation Differences Among Correlations

A

t

.78*'k

.'l g ¿r),

.83**

.63**

I t2 4

**
**

tr tr

3

NS

NS

NS

It car¡ be seen in Table 2 tutraiu the parallel forms
reliabilities were signíficant for all four measures, and

acceptably high (.83) for the impulsiveness-reflectiveness
score. The efficiency-inefficiency score was significantly
less reliable than each of the other measuÈes'

3 Internal consisten

The internal consisÈencies of each Form were computed by means

of an approximation of Kuder Ríchardson formula 20 (tr')
using Cronbachrs alpha '(6). Table 3 shows that the
internal consistencies were acceptably high, for all significant
(13).

The contributíon of each item to the r.^ was then
assessed, a¡d it was found tl¡at neither the '" impulsiveness-
reflectiveness nor the efficiency-inefficiency measure could
be rnade more consistent by eliminating any of the 12 items'
This was despite substantial differences in item difficulties.
The interr¡al consistency of the combined 24 item test was also
high on each of the four measures.



TABLE 3. Internal consistenq ftZO coefficients) of the MFFT by Form and Measure.

Form 1
12 items

Form'-2
12 iÈems

Form l- & 2

combined 24
Ítems
r

2A

.95

.87

.94

.80

t2O 90% confidence li¡nits t2O 9O% confid.ence limits

ì4easure

I-atency

Errors
I npuls ivenes s - Re f lec tivene s s

E f ficiency-Inef fi ciency

.93

.79

.91

.70

.95

.84

.93

.77

.90

.81

.89

.73

.91 to

.73 to

.89 to

.62 to

.87 to

.76 to

.86 to

.66 to

.91

.85

.92

.79

t\)
Nvl
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Unlike the. case of Pearson r, no simple method' for
comparing r^^'s is available. Hor¡rever, Fe1ilt (9) gives a

method for éätculating the sampling distribution of p2O

(the parameter corresponding to r"r.r) using ttre F distribution.
To test the hypothesis that any túö r"^'s r\^tere sampled frcm
different populations, \¡te calculated tñe 9Ot confidence intervals
oÍ. p2O and compared the upper limit of the srËlIer p20 with
the lower limit of the larger p2O. If these limits were
not overlapping we rejected the hypothesis of no difference.
Table 3 shows that the internal consistencies are not different
from forms 1 and 2 on any of the four measures. The reliabilities
for the 24 iten test were at or beyond the upper confidence
limit of each 12 item test for a1l four measures.

If mesaures, rather than forms, are compared, it can be
seen ttrat Iatency is more interr¡ally consistent than errors
and that impulsiveness - reflectiveness is more consistent than
efficiency-inefficiency. This holds whether Form I or Form 2

is considered.

To compare a basic measure (.latency or errors) with a

univariate one (impulsivenéss-reflecLivene5s or effíciency-
inefficiency) it is necessary to make use of the coefficients
from non-overlapping data, as ttre two sets of scores are
non-independent. Form I and For¡n 2 results are independent'
and allow such comparison. i

pe^isal of Table 3 shows that l-atency and impulsiveness-
ref lectiveness \,ì¡ere not significantly different in internal
consistency (i.e. the confidence intervals were overlapping)
and nor were errors and efficiency-inefficiency. However, all
other differences \^lere significant. These results suggest
that the r-^ coefficients h¡ere sampled from two populations.
one being €He internal consistency of latency and impulsiveness-
reflectiveness and the other being that of errors and efficiency-
inefficiency.

The internal consistencies of Forms I and 2 were

compared with the highest previously reported internal
consistencies of ttre 12 item MFFT, those reported by Block et al,
(3). The comparisons are shown in Table 4'

It can be seen that the interrr,al consistency of t}re

Iatency score is not different from tt¡at previously reported'
while for the errors score it is Significantty greater, rfhether

Form I or Form 2 is considered'
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TABI,E 4.

Measure

Iatency
Form I

Present Study

,2O 9OE C.I.

Block et aI (4)

,2O 90% C.I

.86 .89 to .92

52 .62 to .7L

Internal consistencies of the MFFT: Com¡nrison
with previous findings.

.93

.90

.79

.81

.9I to

.87 to
.95

.9rForm 2

errors
* Form f
* From 2

.73

.76

to .79

to .85

tr Present study and Block's are significantly different
since confidence interval-s are non-overlapping'

d. Discussion

I. Correlation between late errors

The correlation between latency and errors found in this
study with adults \^ras higher than that typically foun'il with
children. fhis tends to support Vlright ånd Vlietstra's (33)

and Toner et alrs (28) view that the speed-accuracy trade off
crystaliz"" arrrittg childhood. Cross-sectional studies using
property chosen samplesr êrìd with sizeable numbers woulcl be

iequired to demonstrate a growth function in the correlation,
wf¡ite longitudinal studies are needed to resolve the issue of
the contribution of cohort, sample, and task to change in
speed-accuracy trade-of f -

Although the I{FFT has overwhelmingly been used with
children, it appears to be suitable as a test of cognitive
style for adults.

2. Control variables and rePeated measures

Themainfindingof|åisanalysiswasthatalttrough
repeated exposure to the MFFT task resulted in improved
p"iforr..r,ce there was no significant change in the impulsiveness-
reflectiveness measure with practice. Ädditionally the two

forms were found to be highly similar despite some apparant
learning effects when Form 2 followed Form 1 after a l-0 minute

interval.

The absence of an overall sex difference in performance

contrasts wit]- previous finòings using children, since boys

have sometimes been found to be slightly more impulsive t-han
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girls (25). this difference could be due to any or combination
of a number of factors. The undergraduates used in this
study vtere sampled from the highest achieving I2s of their age
cohort who became university students. It is possible that a
broader sampling would show sex differences. Alternatively,
the sex difference found in children nìay disappear witl
maturity.

3. Reliability

The parallel forms reliability of the MFFT adult version is
acceptably high, at least for the measure of greatest interest,
impulsiveness-reflectiveness. The use of two forms for tlte
assessment of changes appears to bè reasonable. The
acceptable reliability suggests the comparability of the two
forms, however trait stability neåds to be assessed-

4. Internal consistency.

The finding of sirnilar inÈernal consistencies for the two
forms gives additional evidence for their'comparability.
V,Iithin each form some items \¡/ere found to be more difficult
than others, and tl.is tended to reduce the internal consistency
of the errors measure. Ttre possibility exists that items at
either exÈrreme of difficulty could be replaced with others
which would raise the internal consi'stenclr of the errors measure'
but this would have little effect on latency or on the
impulsiveness-reflectiveness measure. ÌItre item analysis
showed that subjects tend to maintain a consistent response
time across all items, allowing the probability of error to
vary withi item difficulty. lttris characteristic appears to
be task dependent since there is suggestive evidence (30' 31)

that in a simple information processing task subjects rnaintain
a consistent, though individual, þrobability of errors of
coÍmission. Perhaps the apparent similarity of each MFFT

comparison figure to the standard discourages subjects from
assessing differences in item difficulty and adjusting their
response time accordingly from item to item.

The high internal consistency for r)te 24 item combined

form gives further support to the view ttrat both forms meastlre

a single entitY.

The reliabilities of the univariate scores found in the
present study could not be compared with previous findings
because of lack of reported data. The parallel forms
reliability of the basic scores were found to be at the upper

endofttrerarrgeofpreviouslyreportedrepeaÈedmeasures
reliabilities, as r^¡ere the internal consistencies of the latency
scores, while the internal consistencies of tlte errors scores
were significantly greater for the present autornated adult
MFFT used with undergraduates than for the previously reported
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(4) study of school children on the elementary MFFT with
standard administration. V'rhether the improvement is due
to the stimulus rnaterials, ê9ê of subjects or automated
procedure cannot be decided by this study.

fhe rnain findings of this study are th¡at the MFET can
be used in an autornated version with adults, tl.at tfie univariate
impulsiveness-reflectiveness score computed from the
stand.aròized first response latency to each MFFT item and the
standardized nurnber of errors is an internally consistent,
reliable measure which shows trivial change with inunediate
retest using a parallel form. The orthogonal univariate
score, efficiency-inefficiency, shows sr¡bs'tantial practice
effects on such retest, but is acceptably internalty consistent
and reliable. The two forms \^tere found to be highly
comparable on all four measures and in internal consistency.
The only difference betwee.n the two forms was'a slíght tendency
for more efficient performance on Form 2 when this followed
Form I.

An alterrrative method of presentation designed to reduce
reliance on memory and non-cognitive strategies during MFFT

perforrnance was found to have little impac't on results.

No sex differences were found in first year undergraduates'
I4FFT perfor[ìance. Ttre negative correlation between speed and
accuracy was found to be higher in these 1¡oun9 adults than in
most child studies, weakly supporting the view that the
tendency to trade-off speed against accuracy increases with
age.

Overall tJre results of the study show that computer-
controlled administration is feasible, but its additional data
collecting capacity was not required for better interpretation
of MFFT results in this study, where the error rate was loh/.
Computer control rnay be justified on the grounds of great
accuracy of data collection, or where massive amounts of testing
are required. The parallel forms are comparable enough to
al-Iow for before-after studies of cognitive style (with counter
balancing of forms), and the impulsiveness-reflectiveness
measure is relíable enough to warrant a search for validity.
The results of one such search are reported elsewhere (11).

Footnotes

Supported in part by a grant from the Nuffield
Foundation, England. We are'grateful to Professor
J. Kagan of Harvard University, for his permission
to reproduce the MFFT figures.

I

2. Available from the first author.
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Cognitive impulsiveness as measured by Kagan's Matching
Fanr-iliar Figures Test (MFFT) has come to be regarded as trait-
like construct, despite repeated queries of this overgeneralisation.

Tkre appropriateness of the 'impulsive | IèbeI for fast-
inaccurate MFFT performance \^ras assessed by measuring MFFT

performance along with response to questionnaire items
traditional-Iy used to measure impulsiveness, alìd available
measures of the subjects' perfornance as students.

Fast-inaccurate responders on the MFFT were found to agree
with description of themselve's as risk-taking,, lively, and
impulsive. and their tutors tended to agree wi,th them about
their unconscientiousness. Ho\,ùever these relationshipS were
never strong, were partly due to a response acquiescence set,
and were about as great for MFFT errors as MFFT impulsiveness'

Fast.inaccurateMFFTperfonfìanceshouldberegardedasa
measure of cognitive style, not socially relevant impulsiveness.

A. Introduction

In the area of children's cognitive styl.e differences'
perforrnance on Kagan,s Matching Farniliar Figures Test (MFFT)

(r.g..t et al. , L4) dominates the field. Block, Block and

Harrington (5) attribuÈe this high level of interest to the

'great surplus meaning and implication of the terms reflective
ana imputsive' . In study after study, !"here the MFFT has been

used, impuJ-sive children have been characterised in general
trait teïms, although the evidence for such gçneralization is
tehuous

Thus 'impulsive, children (i.e. those whose perforflìÉInce

on the MFFT is both fast and inaccurate) have been described as
,,likely to display momentary lapses of attention during involvement
in aschool task" (L4, p.29) and "spending more time in gross

Cognitlve and self-reported impulsiveness:
Comparison of Kagants MFFT and,Eysenckts
EPQ and impulsiveness measures.'
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motor activity ttran the non-impulsives (t4, p. 30). Ttre

tendencies were attributed to "constitutional pfedispositÌons'
ilegree of involvement in tasksr êrld e>çectation of failure"
(14, p. 33). In a recent Paper (27, p. 59) Rotenberg and
Nashon state that impulsiveness usually refers 'to "generalized
state of high arousal which is characterised by hasty responsiveness,
carefreeness, impatience or Io$I impulse control", and draw
attention to the looseness of ttris formulation., Scrutiny of
the publications of the fourteen interüçning years reveals very
'limited substance to tJre claims that MFFT impulsíveness-
reflectiveness has trait-Iike properties additionat to those
of general mental maturity, with which it is mQderately correlated
in children (16, 17) . ûlhile differences in task perfornrlnce
of MFFT impulsive and reflective children have shown in numerous
studies (see Messer's review' 2Ll and in a few of these, t]le
findings are not referable simply to the mental açJe co\r,ariate'
the bal-ance of, studies suggests that, when general cognitive level
is partialled out, differences in task performEnce between impulsive
and reflective children are highly dependent uþon the specific
nature of the task (28,30, 321 including the reinforcement and
other conditions under which it is carried out,(20, 25, 26) '

t:
Ìùhen soi,ialIy significant, rather than experimental task

perforlnance is considered, differences between timpulsive' and

'reflective' children are even more dí'fficutt to specify'

Tkrus Bentler and McClain (4) fou¡¡d excelient cross-validity
between teacher, peen and self ratings,:of extraversion' test
anxiety, impuJ-siveness and achievement motivation. Ho\^Iever

when these 12 (3 x 4) variables Ìdere correlated with MFFT

perfornance, the number of significant correlations was as expected
by chance, and MFFT impulsiveness-reflectiveness did not correlate
significantly with any of the 12 rating variables'

BlockrBlockand.Harrington(5)usedteacherQ-sortsand
found significant differences between the profites of MFFT

impulsive and reflective children, but these $/ere swamped by
greater and more numerous differences þetween tl-e profiles of
children with many and few MFFT errors. Other workers have

reported significant differences between teacher ratings of ¡4FFT

impulsive andireflective children (18, 221 but, the better controlled
and described studies show few differences (23, 4)' When

grossly different groups are compared, significant differences
å" l¡r¡'t inpulsiveness-reflectiveness have been found in the
expected direction for delinquents, (271 hyperactive Patients,
(7,' 291 and nehaviour problem children; (31) ' Since such

selected groups differ from unselected or nornnl children on

nany parameters, demonstration of gross differ.ences gives only
limited support to the noLion of a socially significant trait
indexed by MFFT perfornance. Impulsiveness is a key concept

to both the understanding 6f and the recognition of attention
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deficit disorder or hyperkinetic impulse disor,iler (2,L2).
Since the concept of impulsiveness includes hoth cognitive
style and socíally relevant trait aspects, the disentanglement
of the l-atter has practical- as well as, theoretical- import.

The aim of this paper is to assess the relationship between
MFÎT perfornìance and self-ratings on items 'tnaditionally used to
measure impulsiveness' (tO, p. 571 and thus tci assess the
appropriateness of the 'impulsivenessr label for fast-ir¡accurate
MFFT perfornance. In addition, the relationship of.these
variables to some aspects of the subjects' actual behaviour in
the perfornìance of his or her student role is)assessed.

B. Method

1. Subjects

Subjects were psychology undergraduates 48 men, 48f

\^/omen, (age X:19.68, s.d.

2. Measures

= 4.4L, range = 16-39).

i

a n's Matchi Familiar F s Test for Adul-ts

This was used for half of the subjects' and a parallel
-2form- was used for the rernainder. A previous report (I3) sho\"rs
that the forms are comparable. Ttre administration was
computer-controlled. Measures used. in this analysis were mean
response latency for the first response to each of the 12
stimulus arrays. Only data relevant to the first two r:uns in
the previousl! reported study (f¡) are reported here.

b. The Eysenck Personality Questionnaire

The EPQ with the interpolation of 49 items that have been
used in various factor analytic studies of impulsiveness (I0)
was used. E)<act item wordings are given in tables 1-5 below.

c Additional measures

The performance of.each student in Psychology I was found
from acâderniò records. V'Ihere students withdrew from the course
before the end of the yearf no adjust¡nent to the score was made,
ttrtis dropouts would tend to score low. 

l

The conscientiousness of each studentt s perfornance of his
rol-e was rated (1 - 7) by each tutor, demonstrator or lecturer
who knew hÍm or her3. Baters were independent and blind to the
results of the study. For all but a few students, rmrltiple
ratings were avallable and these were averaged.-
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promptness of the subject in arriving for the experimental
session and returning ttre guestionnaife to the experimenters was

rated on a o - I scale. Subjects who failed to attend at the
times they themselves had nominated, who were 15 or mgre minutes
Iate, or who failed to return the questionnaire hlithout a

follow up letter were scored o. erompt subjects \^tere scored I.
No account \nras taken of reasons for delry. The rationale for
inclusion of these measures \¡ras to sample real:life behaviOur as

weLl as perfornìance and self-report. 
ì

3. Procedure

The MFFT was adrninistered individually using a computer-
controlled ap¡iaratus (f:). Following this the subject was handed

the Epe - impulsiveness questionnaire'and askeil to return it when

complete. Sorne subjects completed it immediately, in the area
adjacent to the test room 

,

4. Method of AnalYsis I

a. MFFT

computation of impulsiveness and efficiency \¡¡as nade by

adding and subtracting (respectively) 'Èhe standardized time and errors
scores.Standardscoreswerecomputedfromt,tresampledata.To
aid interpretation, the signs of the scores were changed so that
high scores represent impulsiveness and effici'ency in this paper.

b. auestionnaire data

EPQitensv/erescoredasdirectedinthqnanual.Hol^/ever,
scores with missing items were scaled up propo¡tionately since
the EpQ nanual (9) assumes no missing data. iTtre 49 impulsiveness
items were subjected to principal component analysis. (sPSS PAI;

24) for the 86 subjects with complete item data' and seventeen

factors with eigen values ) l, accounting for 7l' t% of variance
were extracted. Use of Cattell's (8) scree qriterion suggested

that t0 feictors' accounting for 55'22 of variance should be

extracted and rotated. Ho\¡¡ever to replicate Eysenck and

Eysenckrs study (fO¡ \^/e rotated and interpreted four factors'
accounting for 32.6% of initially extracted valriance' Varimax

rotation with Kaiser norrnalizaÈion was used' A prevrous run'
using Promax' (Ofprot, IMSL, 15) produced unqlear results' Thre

factor resufts are shown in Tabres r-5, and the crassification of

each item as reported by Eysenck and Eysenck (10) is given to
facilitate comParison.

scale
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TABLE 1. Rotated factor nntrix.

FACTOR
II IIl IV

-10 27

-15 08

-o7 28

2t7

-01 -o8

24 -09

FACTOR 1 Narrow ImPulsiveness
i

EYSENCI(
CI,ASSIFICATTON

Nafl.o\¡¡ _

Impulsiveness

Narro\¡t -
Impulsiveness

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Narrow -
Irnpulsiveness

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Risk - Taking

I

Narrow - .

Impulsiveness

Risk - Taking

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Excluded

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Bxcluded

Narrov/ -
Impulsiveness

ITEM 
'TORDING

Do you generallY do and s'aY

things wittrout stoPPing I

to thiriltZ
Do you get so "càrried awaY"
by new exciting ideas thait
you never think of Possible
snags ?

Do you often get into a jam
because you do things without
thinkinq?
Do you usuaIIY think carefullY-Ut
before doing anYthing?

Do you mostlY sPeak befoqe 54
thinking things out?

Do you often change Your 53
interests?
Are you an imPulsive
person?

Do you often lonþ for
excitment?

Do you need to usb a lot of
self-control to keeP out of
trouble?
Do you often get involved in
things you later wish You 38

could get out of?

When you want to bY something
expensive can You save uP for -37
some time patientlY?

Do you get extremelY
impaÈient if You arie kePt
waiting by someone who is
Iate?
Vlhen you meet new People' do

you very quicklY decide 36

whether you like.them or not?

Do you often do things on the 35
spur of the moment?

I

64 11 17 12

63 L7 02 -20

63 -03 05 -15

-o4

-06

I6

52 26 33 -L2

48 20 09 -10

41 03 -04 15

-01 o0 00

-28 31 30

36 -I2 -lI 27

-10

33

Note: Decimal- Points deleted
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TABLE 2. Rotated factor matrix.

FACTOR II Non-Planning

EYSENCK

CLASSIFICATION
ITEM V'IORDTNG

738.

FACTOR
II III

13 69 - -O4 -06
Non - Planning

Non - Planning

Non - Planning

Non - Planning

Non - Planning
\

Non - Planning

Risk - Taking

Risk - laking

Risk - Taking

Excluded

Non - Planning

Excluded

Risk - Taking

üfould you agree tÉat
planning things ahead
takes the furi out of lifer?
Do you think an evening out
is more successful if it 'is
unplanned or arranged at 'the

Iast moment?

Do you like planning things
weII ahead of time?

If it were practicallY
possibte would you like to
live each day as it comes
along?

Do you prefer acLivities I

that jusÈ traPpen to those
planned in advance?

V,Ioutd you rather. plan
things than do t{rings?

Would you enjoY fast driving?
!ùou1d you prefer a job ì

involving change, travel'and
variety even though it might
be insecure?

Do you get bored more easilY
than most peolile, doing the
same old things?

Do you generallY feel that
things wilL sort themselves
out and come right in the
end somehow?

Would you make guite sure
you had another job before
giving up your old one?

Do you know what You will be
doing on Your next holidaY?

Would you do almost ,

anything for a dare?

IVI

l0 59 00 rt

IO -58 19 13

r7 31 29 -08

05 58 -05 -06

18 54 rO -08

-13 3l -08 -05

30 -52 -13 03

2L 47 rl 08

-15 43 12 -30

25 4L 03 -15

-r4 31 22 -08

15 -36 :11 39

Note: Decirml- Points deLeted
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TABLE 3. Rotated factor matrix. )

FACTOR III Lívely - OPtimistic

EYSENß
CLASSIFICATION

ITEM T¡IORDING

Liveliness

Liveliness
Liveliness

Liveliness

EYSENCÏ(
CLASSIFTCATION

Non - Planning

Narrov'/ -
Impulsiveness

Narrow -
Impulsivéness

Excluded

Can you make decisions
qtrickly? i

Are you usually carefree?'

Do you usually nake uP j

your mind quickly? 
l

Í'Iould ]ife with no danger
in it be too dull for You?

Do you quite enjgy takin{
risks?
!ùhen the odds are against
yoll, d.o you still usual{
think it worth taking a I

chance?

Can you put Your thoughts
into words quicklY? i

ITEM WORDING

V'Ihen buying things do You
usually worry about tf,ie
guarantee?

Do you hate standing in a

long queue for ariYÈhing?

Before naking uP Your mind
do you carefullY consider
all the advantages and
disadvantages?

Do you prefdr work that
needs close attention
most of the time?

Ialhen you go on a triP do You
like to plan routes and
time-tables carefullY?

2t9.

18 04 -29 -54

FACTOR
II III

-25 -08 69 -I7

06 04 62 -O1

03 -20 58 -49

IVI

Risk - Taking

Risk - Taking

Risk - Taking

Non - Planning Are you rather cautious
in unusual situa'tions?

Note: DecimaJ- Poinf,s deleted

TABI,E 4. Rotated factor rnatrix.

FACTOR IV Careful

II 25 52 03

2L L9 49 07

-15 -19 45 03

i -zs -28 -35 13

2A 35 50 -24

FACTOR
II ITI IVI

06 -o7 -2L 54

-35 -05 -r2 54

-05 06 02 52

19 -49 15 5rNon - Planning

conbinued.
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TABLE 4. cont.

EYSENCK

CI,ASSIFICATION

Liveliness

Non - Planning

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Non - Planning

TABLE 5.

EYSENCX(

CLASSIFICATION

Risk - Taking'

Risk - Taking

Excluded

Llveliness

Non - Planning

ivote..

ITEM V'TORDING

Do you prefer to 'lsleep
on Ít" before rnaking
decisions?

Do you save regula'rly?
Do you often buy things
on impulse?

Are you an easy-going
person, not generally
bothered about having
everything 'just sor?

ITEM b¡ORDING

v'Iould you enjoy parachute; 
.

jumping?

!'lhen on holiday, do you
Iook for relaxation instead
of excitement?

lrlould you agree that even
young children have to learn
to cross roads by themselves?

Are you slow and unhurried
in the way you, move?

V'fould regular health checks
rnake you feel better?

FACTOR
II III

-t4 -o2 -38 45

'IVI

-10 -16 11 42

Note: Decimal points defeted

Rotated factor loaclings of impulsiveness items with
no material loading on any factor.

40 06 16 -42

-22 38 20 -40

FACTOR
II III IVT

23 2L 30 27

-27 -L7 -22 -O2

L7 08 Ll lI

02 L2 0r 15

02 Il -I4 -05

Decimal- points defeted. The incfusion
of an item with a factor loa'ding apparentTq
above the criterion fot a nntetial Toading
(> .30) resuTts from rounding.
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It can be seen (Table I) that ttie first factor, Narroriì¡-
Impulsivenessr corresponcls quite well to ttre previously
ldentifled factor with the same name. Tab1e 2 shows tÌ¡at Factor II'
Non-Planning, also corresponds to tJle previously reported factor
with the same name. However, it includes a component that was

included with Risk-Taklng items in the Eysencks' study (1O) .

Table 3 shows that Factor IIf, Lively-Optimism, combines the
remaining Risk-Taking items with the items previously identified
as measuring Livetiness. Factot fY,,Indecisive (see Table 4)
combines items previously identified as Non-Planning and Narrow-
Impulsiveness. Thus, for these subjeçts, ttre Risk-Taking factor
is distributed among the other factors, but three of the four
impulsiveness factors identified by Eysenck and Eysenck (fO¡
were found. Tab1e 5 shows items with no rnateríal (> .30) loading
on any factor.

Further analysis of the impulsiveness guestion'narre data
was based not on the factor resulÈs of the present study' but on
the four impulsiveness scales constructed by Eysenck and Eysenck
(fO) on the basis of their series of three studies. Tttis was

done in order to rnake the results more generafizable. The
previous sub-scale classification (10) has to be preferred on
the grounds that it was based on successive studies wittr an
aggregate of. 2LO7 subjects. To compute the questionnaire
impulsiveness'scoresr items $rere equally weig\ted and scale
scores were averaged up to adjust for missing item data. Item
content can be gleaned from scrutiny of Table I - 5.

c. Relationships amonq variables and sets of variables

Variables were intercorrel-ated using the product-moment
correlation. Since it was notable that many of the impulsiveness
questionnaire items were scored in the same direction (YEs

being the impulsive answer) the subject's bias to\"tard YES v¡as

found over all 139 items (once again averaging up to correct for
missing items) and the partial correlation matrix was computed,
with the effects of response bias removed-

In order to construct a self-description vignette of
impulsive responders on the MFFT, the I39 available questionnaire
items vrere correlated with MFFT impulsiveness, and from the
highest correlating items, a scale to correlate as highly as

possible with the criterion \^ras constructed. The scale had to
be internally consistent (coefficient alpha > '70) and no item
could be includ.ed if it reduced alpha. Moreover items \^tere to be

equally weighted.
on chance relatio
are available.

Ttris procedure reduced the capitalization
nships that is inherent when rnany correlates

A similar exercise was carriéd out for MFFT errors ' of
many possible solutions, those with the highest correlation
with the relevant criterion (MFFT impulsiveness or error) I¡vere

chosen.
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C. Results

a MFFT

The means and standard deviations of first résponse laÈency,
and errors were as follows' Mean latenCy = 55'33 seconds
(s.d. = 30.73), mean errors = 9.84 (s.d. = 9.251 . The
correlation between latency and errors vûas -.61.

b. Questionnaire data

The mearis and standard deviations of the, tradltìonal EPQ

measures, ancl the four impulsiveness méasur"" åre shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6. Means and standard deviations by seì< of 96 subjects
on Bysenck Personality Questionnaire and Impulsiveness
Questionnaire variables. I

VARIABLE

EPQ Variables

Males Females Persons

Psychoticism 4.O

Extraversion i2.7*
Neuroticism 11. I
Lie 6. I

Impul-sivenes s Ques tionnaire

SDx

5.5

SD

3.0

4-9

5.4

3.8

x

3.8*

13. I
L2 -7

5.9*

6.0

5.5

7.L

3.2

5.6

3.5

2.7

1.6

X

3.9

12.9

tl.9
6.0

2.7

4.8

3.7

SDi

2-4

4.å

Narrow -
Impulsiveness

Risk - Taking

Non - Planning

Liveliness

5 .6*

6.5

7.3

3.t

2.9

2.6

1.8

norfiLs, see text.
significant.

3.5
I

2.5

5.8

6.0

1.2

3.r

3.2

2.6

2.9

r.7
3.I

Note: *Significantlg different ftom EPQ ot lmpuTsiveness
À¡o sex differences were

It can be seen that no sex differences were significant. In
most cases, the EPQ Scores for ttre sample were close to the relevant
normative age (16-19, 20-29\ and sex groups. 'There were three
exceptions. The female students in this study had significantly
highãr psychoticism scores than either of the relevant norntaùive
groups. The fenales also had lower Lie scores than the older
relevant nor@tive group. lftre nales had significantly lower
Extraversion scores than tJre younger normative group'
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The questionnaire impulsiveness scores vrere similar to
previously reported (10), the only exception being ttrat tlte
rnales in this sample scored significantly lower on Narrohl -
Impulsiveness.

those
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-.09
.15

-.0I
-.03

- .09

.03

.08

- .06

.2L

.L2

.12

c Relationships between MFFT and other variables

The correlations between the four MFFT variables and EPQ

questionnaire impul-siveness¡ and student role perforllance variables
are shown in Table 7. I/,Iith 44 correl-ations reported, one expects
about two to be significant by chance. Fifteen significant
correlations (p ( .05, two-tailed) were found.

TABLE 7. Correlations for 96 subjects, between MFFT, Eysenck
perponality Questionnaire, rmpulsiveness Questionnaire'
and Student Role Performance Variables.

MFFT Variables

Time Errors Impulsiveness Efficiency
Bysenck Personality

guestionnaire

Psychoticism
Extraversion
Neuroticism
Lie

Oue stionnaire Impulsiveness

Na rrovü-Impulsivene s s

Risk-Taking

Non-Planning

Liveliness

Student Rofe PerforllBnce

Psychotogy I Assessment

Rated Cons cientiousness

Promptness of ParticiPation
in Experiment

-.16
-.15
-. t8

.17

.2I

.15

.23

.2L

.L7

.23

-.13

-. 19

-.29

-. 05

-.03
.26

-.15
-t7

.11

.27

.34

-04

.26

.18

.24

.18

29

33

-.04

- .15

.17

.16

-.22

Note: Significant vaLues
p ( .05) where P <

underfined (two-taifed test,
.01, number is doubJg underl-ined '

First to be noted is that twelve of the significant
correlations were between MFFT impulsiveness or MFFT errors and

other variables. only Èwo and one (respectively) significant
correlations between MFFT time and efficiency and other vari¿rbles
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r¡/ere found. Moreover, the patterns of correlátions between
¡4pp1 impulsiveness and MFFT errors were strikingly similar.

The EPQ (variables Psychoticism and NeuroticÍsm both
correlated positively and signÍficantly with both MFFT errors
and MFFT impulsiveness. The rernaintng EPQ vaiiables, namely
Extraversion and Lie, did not correlate significantly with any
MFFT variable.

The questionnaire impulslveness variable5, In three out
of the four cases, correlated significeintly.-and rno<lerately with
the MFFT variables, and in the expected dírection. Thus Risk-
Taking correlated. -.29 with MFrTt time, +.33 wiÈh MPFT errors
and +.34 with MFFT impulsiveness. t{arrow impUlsiveness sho\^¡ed

a similar pattern of corrêl-ations, but'with somewhat lower
correlation coefficienct, and Liveliness had a, similar pattern
to Narrow impuls.iveness. The Non-P1anning scâle did noi.
correlate significantly t^tith the MFFT variables.

The student rol-e performance measures showed no interesting
pattern of relationships witfr MFFT perforÍìËrnce. Psychology I
perforrnance cgrrelated significantly and positivety with turrt
efficiency. Although the size of the correla;tion !{as modest
(-2L), the MFFT efficiency score contains little variance'
(since it consists of the difference between positively correlated
scores) and was expected to be insensitive to ,individual dífferences.
The tutors' ratings of student conscientiousness showed a broadly
similar pattern of correlations htith MFFT variables to those shown

by the questionnaire measures of rnrrop impulsiveness or liveliness
(except that the direction of correlations was reversed as expected) -

The subjects' promptness showed a different Pattern, since
promptness vras significantly associated with fast perforlnance on
the MFFT.

McNernarrs (I9) formula for æmpanison of non-independent
correlations shows that t]-e largestlcorrelation, that bet$reen MFFT

impulsiveness and questionnaire Risk Taking, was not significantly
higher than the smallest significant qorrelation between MFFT

impulsiveness and any other variable' Thus it is reasonable
toregardthecorrelationsofTable6asfallingintotwoclasses'
those above'and those below .20, and not to place too m¡ch

importance on the fact that some of the significant correlations
appear to be higher than others.

d. Item analvsi s, MFFT imPulsiveness' and IEFT errors

An internally consistent (0, = ¿72) scale based on EPQ and

impulsiveness queslionnaire items, and designed to correlate with
MFFT impulsiveness v¡as constructed. It is sho\^rn in Table 8' The

complementary scale to correlate with MFFT errors is shown in
Tabl-e 9.
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TABLE 8. A post hoc scale to correlate with MFFT impulsiveness.

IT|E¡4 VüORDING CATIEGORY YES/NO CORRELATION

Woutd you call yourself Neuroticism Yes '36
tense or hlghly strung?

Do you often long for Risk Taking Yes '35
excitement?

Does your mood often go
up and down? '

Would life with no danger
in it be too dull for you?

Do you suffer. from tnerves'?

Ha\rc you ..r"t'' t k"n the
praise for something you
knew someone else had
really d,one?

V'then the odds are against
you, do you still usuallY
think it worth taking
a chance?

Are you an impulsive
person?

Do you nearly alwaYs have
a t'ready anslrrer" !,¡hen
people talk Ço you?

Do you stop to thirk
things over before doing
anything? 

,

Are you rather cautious
in unusual situations?
Do you like plentY of
bustle and excitement
around you?

Have you ever cheated at
a game?

Do you often buY things
on impulse?

Do you lock uP Your
house carefully at niihta
Do you sometimes talk
about things You know
nothing about?

Do you often change
your interests?

Neuroticism

Risk Taking

Neuroticism

Lie
(opposite
direction)

Risk Taking

NarroÌ^r
impulsiveness

Extraversion

Psychoticism

Non-planning

Extraversion

Lie
(opposite
direction)

Narrovl
impulsiveness

Psychoticism

Lie
fopposite
direction)

Risk taklng

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

.33

.33

.33

.3I

.30

.30

.27

.27

.26

.23

.23

.22

aa

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

NO

YeS

Yes

Yes

NO

Yes

Yes

24

Coefficient alpha for 77 item scafe =

Correlation with MFFT impulsiveness =
.72

.64

.22
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TABLE 9. A post hæ

ITEM V,IORDING

Do you suffer from 'nerves'?
lr]ould you call yourself
tense or highly strung?

Do you lock up your
house carefully at night?

!ùhen the odds are against
you, do you still usually
think it worth'taking a
chance?

Would tife with no danger
in it be too dull for you?

Are you an impulsive person?

Do you stop to thirik
things over before doing
anything?

Do you often Iong for
exc itement?

Do you quite enjoy taking
risks ?

Do you often buy things
on impulse?

Do you often feel life
is very dulI?

scale to correlate with MFFT errors.
l:

CATEGORY

Psychoticlsm No

Risk Taking I Yes

Risk Taking Yes

Neuroticism

Neuroticism

Narro\^¡
impulsiveness

Psychotióism

Risk Taking

Itisk Taking

Narrow
impulsiveness

Neuroticism

YES/NO

Yes

YeS

, Yes

Yes

Yes

I Yes

Yes

246

CORRELATION

.34

.33

.31

.24

.27

.27

.21

.27

.25

.23

-23

NO

Coef ficient aTpha for an J-l- item scafe = '72
Correfation with MFFT etrors = -57

The correlation between the empirical sub-scale for predicting
MFFT impulsiveness and its criterion was .64. It can be seen that
six of the twelve items were from the set of impulsiveness items,
with Risk-Taking being represented by four items' Narrov/ Impulsiveness
by two, and Non-Planning by one. The remaining items b/ere from
the EpQ, with Neuroticism contributing three items and Psychoticism
and Extraversion two items each. rhe Lie scale contributed three
items, and it i.s notable that Èhese rdere scored in the Òpposite
direction, suggesting an association betrÙeen admlssion of
imperfection and fast-inaccurate MFFT perfor¡nance'

A similar attempt to build a scale to predict MFFT errors
from questionnaire responses gave rather simil¿ir results, (Ot = '72
for an 1I item scal-e, r = .5r) with nine ítems being incfuded in
both scales.
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Since for the majority of these discriminating items, the
YBS response was associated with impulsiveness, an examination
of response bias was nnde

Most variables were found to be significantly associated
with response bias. EPQ Psychoticism, Extraversion and
Neurotícism' ques tionnaire Narro\^l-f mpuls ivenes s and Ri sk-Taki ng,
and MFFT errors and impulslveness were all significantly correlated
with bias towards acqulescence, \^/hile the opposite tendency, towards
negativeness' was significantly associated with EPQ Lie score,
MFFT time, Psychology I perfornance anil Promptness of participation
in the experiment. In the case of questionnaire variables of
course, response bias is confoundecl by the inc-l-usion of some

responses in both measures. The clearest e>rample of this is EPQ

Neuroticism, where the Neuroticism sco4e compriseS of YES responses
to the 23 relevant items, and the acquiescence. score is the
Neuroticism score plus the number of YES responses to tho rernaining
116 items (i.e. it is a part-whole correlation). No other
questionnaire measure consisted entirely of YES items, but nor
is any of them balanced with regard to scoring, direction. The
present form of the EPQ and impulsiveness quesÈionnaire does ¡rot
aIIow response bias to be unconfounded.

lVhen the partial correlations between MFFT and other variables,
controlling t¡e response bias, $/ere computed, the effect on the
relationships was profound. ì

Thirteen of the fifteen significant relationships dropped
to non-significant, while only the relationships bebween MFT¡T

errors and questionnaire Liveliness on the one, hand, and MFFT

errors and rated conscientiousness on the othep rernained significant
(.22 and, -.23,respectively, d.f . - 93, p ( .05 two-tailed) ' An

example will clarify this effect. MFFT impulsiveness accounted
for about L2% o1 variance of questionpaire Risk-Taking. when

the influence of response bias was controlled,, this dropped to
about 1% of variance

since the reffective-impulsive dimension of cognitive style
is supposed to be observable in conditions of high response
uncertainty, the hypothesis was entertained t]-at for impulsive
subjects, acquiescence to questionnaire items might be associated
with item difficulty. Item difficulty vúas consequently assessed,
using the criterion of syllables per item, (an approxination to
the readability formula of Fry (Il) ). The first author and a
research assistant independently assessed item lenqth- The few
disagreements were reconciled by a phoneticist. Sentence (item)

Iength was not found to be significantly associated with
acquiescence, nor wittr a high correlation between acquiescence
and MFFT impulsiveness.
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D. Discussion

a. MFFT

Because of the autonated procedure , it is difficult to
know whether the first response latency and errors measures are
comparable with those found in other adult MFFT, studies. HoÌ^rever,
the correlation, of -.6I, was certainly stronger tl¡an that found
in the majority of chitd studies (13), and equarlled that reported
for undergraduates by Butter and Vall-ano (6).

b. Questionnaire measures

EPQ results for this group of subjects \^/eJ.e reasonably
similar to those of Eysenck and Eysenckrs nor¡naitive groups.
Ho\^/ever the study revealed two technical proble¡ns with the instrument,
namely the absence of data on or a stanåard prdcedure for,dealing
with missing questionnaire responses, and confolunding of response
bias with EPQ scale scores. Al-though it is true that in constructing
the instrument its authors have concentrated on the discrimir¡ative
power of items¡ it would appear to be useful to be able to
unconfound acqiriescence from other variables. , With respect to the
impulsiveness iLtems, this study confirmed the vliew that questionnaire
impulsiveness d-s factorially complex, and idenlified three of
Eysenck and Eysenck's (10) four impulsiveness factors. once again
it is unfortunate that the set of impulsiveness items is not
balanced. for rèsponse bias. '

Relationships between MFFT and other variables

Wittr respect to the relationships between MFFT perfornìance
and questionnaire variables, it is true that MI¡FT impulsiveness
correlated significantly with three of the four questionnaire
impulsiveness variables, however the correlations with EPQ Psychoticism
and Neuroticism \^¡ere not significantly 'Iower. ; It is also notable
that, judging from criterion va,lidity, MFFT errors is no worse as
a measure of an impulsiveness trait iJran MFFT impulsiveness. The
fail-ure of the Non-Planning variable to correlate significantly
\,rith MFFT vari¿bles is partJ-y accounted for by response bias,
since it is the only questionnaire variable in the set tJtat has a

nnjority of NO items. It is important to note, ttrough that Lhis
lack of ba]ance in item direction did not eradicate an otherwise
important relationship, rather it merely failed to produce an
artefactual one.

The inclusion of aVailable data on the subjectsr socially
sigirificant behavior:r, such as their promptness of experimental
participation, and behavlour as seen by others (rated conscientiousness)
proved to be usefuf in aiding interpretatfon of the data. Thus

response acquiescence emerged fron this study as having some

trait-Iike properties, since it correlated signifÍcantly
(negatively) with promptness and with the MFFT variables time
(negativety) erïors, and Ímpulsìveness, as well as the questionnaire
variaL¡fes \^/ith which it is confounded. l
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In t-his respect the characterisation of MFFT impulsive
subjects is refined: fast-inaccurate responders on the MFFT tend
to agree with questionnaire items, especially when they describe
risk-taking, lively, and socially disapproved behaviour, they
agree with the statement "I am an impulsive person" and with
rnany other statements describing undeliberate, unconscientious
behaviour. Moreover their Psychology I teachers would tend to
agree with them about thelr urrconscientiousness. However, these
relationships never achieve a substanti,al size, such that the
various measures (r¡F¡r impulsiveness, questionnaire impulsiveness,
etc.) could be said to be measuring the same thing. MFFT errors
emerges as about as aflequate a measure of impulsive, lively'
undeliberate, acquiesant behaviour as is MFFT impulsiveness.

TUo conclusions emerge. The first is that acquiescence' a

significant aspect of response style, must be taken into account
in questionnaire studies. Perhaps analyses of questionnaire data
that make use of signal detection theory witl- be capable of
resolving this confounding. Tr!.e second is tlta,t MFFT errors is
as good (or bad) a measure of socially significant impulsive
behaviour as MFFT impulsiveness' at least for these young adults'
It will cl-arify h/ork in this area if fast-inaccurate MFFT perforÍtance
is divested of its excess meaningr and returned to its initial status
as a measure of cognitive style on irlformation processing tasks
where there is high response uncertåinty.
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APPENDIX F. Introductory letter Èo the Director of
Correctional Services from R. Lange.

Department of Paychology

The Director,
Department of Correctional Services,
I .4. C . Building, :
345 King l{illiaur Street,
ADELAIDE l9 October, 1978

Dear Sir,
I

I am a'postgraduate student at this University.
As part of the research for ury doctorate in psychology
I would like to undertake sone teeting of remand prisoners.

f have had a preliminary ueeting with Mr'. Michael
Scaundrette-Smith of your Department. An outcome of
that meeting ís the attached research proposal which I
submit for your inspection.

My supervisors in this study will be Professor
P. Glow (233 4333,Ext.2258) and Dr. J.M, Innes (223 4333,
Ext. 2266). Should you require additior¡al informaÈion
concerning the proposed research prograrrme I am available
for furttrer meetings and can be contacted via the Department
of Psychology. Alternatively you may wish to contact one
or both of my supervisors via the above telephbne numbers.
I look forward to your reply.

Yours faithfully,

R. Lange, B.A. (Hons.)
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Hi,

My name is Bob Lange and r am a student at Àdelaide university.
I need your help for some research that r am doing. r am rooking
at Èhe way in qhich'people rnale judgements in different situations.
For example, in t¡e figure betow, how fast or slow, accurate or
inaccurate people are in matching one figure from a seLection of figures which
which are similar to it.

I am aiso in tefested Ín tÌ¡e way people feel about the authorities j-n our
society

I a¡n looliíng for uoLunteers to give me some of their time.
Tk¡e amount of time invoLved is not large; in tÌ¡e order of 60 to 90 minutes
for each person.

The tasks are not diffíeuLt and consist mäinly of game like puzzle
solvì.ng problens. Some of them consist of viewing a number of slides
and making judr!¡enents 'about tl¡em. Others consist of guestionnaires to
find out the wày certain iJîportar¡t events in society affect different people.

I an loo)iing at lhe characteristics of diiferent groups of people
on these varioús tasks. AII the information wil-I be treated with care and
there will be no way prison officers could identífy your or¡n results.

If you decide to participate please give your name to your chief.
I wíll then contact you and arrange a suitable time period. You will not
Iose money for,any work that you may miss.

At the end, yrhen all people have firiished, it will be made clear
to those who require additional information, hôw they went on the tasks.

ff you would líke more information, please give me your nane so that
I can show you,the equipment a¡¡d d.iscuss the tasks with you in more detail.

I would appreciate lt if as many of you as possible would volunteer.
PLease come to the vlsitors interviewing room and have a chat and a cup
of coffee. '

Bob Langê
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APPBNDIX H. Prisoner personal data inventory.

Name

I FIRST OFFENCE
YEARS

AGE

TYPE OF OFFENCE

1. Homicide

Assault

Robbery, Extortion

Fraud, Forgery, Irlisappropriation

Theft, Breaking and Entering

Property Damage

Driving and Related Offences

Drug Offences

OÈher Offences

Discharged

Bond

Imprisoned

2. F RST TIME IMPRISONED

YEARS

Aæ

TYPE OF OFFENCE

1. Homicide

2. Assault

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

2

3

4

5

6

a

8

9

MONTHS

MONTHS

wTco¡ß
t

2

3

I

2

3

I

z

33. Robbery, ExtortS-on
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3. CURRENT OFFEÑCE

AGE

Fraud, rorgåry, llisappropriation
l

fheft, Breaking and Entering

Property Damage

Drivi-ng and Related Offences

Drug Offences

9. Other Offences

Less I montÌ¡

I - i6 months

7 - 12 months

L3 - 24 months

25 -36 months

37 ; 48 months

49 - 60 months

More than 60 months

,2';6.

4

5

6

I

9

4

5

6

7

I

LENGTH OF SqNTENCE

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Honicide

Assault

Robbery, Extortion

Frat¡d, Forgery, lrlisappropriation

Ttreft, Breakíng and Entering

Proþerty Danage

Driving and Related Offences

Drug Offences

Other Offences

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6

7

I

9

YEARS MONTHS

l_

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

W
DAY MONTH YEAR
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4. JUVENILE OFFENCES (Under 18 Years)

NUMBER OF OFFEN CES

None

One

TVo

Three

Four

Five

Six or I'bre

TYPE OF OFFENCE

Homicide

Assault

É.obbery , Extortion

't57 .

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

II

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Eraud, Forgery, Misappropriation

Theft, Brêaking and Entering

Property Damage

priving and Related Offences

Drug offences

Qther Offences

5. ADULT OFFENCES (Over 18 Years)

NUMBER OF OFFENGS

1 One

T\rlo

Three

Four

Ëive

Six or Þlore

I

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6
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TYPE OF OFF'ENG

Homicide

Assault

Robbery, Extortion

Fraud, Forgery, llisappropriation

5 Theft, Breaking and Entering

6 Property Dariage

7 Driving and Belated Offences

I Drug Offences

9 other offences

f

6. EDUCATION

I,E\ÆL OF SCHOOLTNG

I Graduate or Professional Trainihg

2 CoIIege or University Graduate

3 Partial College or University Graduate

4 Hign School Graduate, Matriculation
(Year f2)

5 Partial High Schoo1 (Years I0, II)

6 Jr¡.nior High School (Years 7r.8 and 9)

7 Less Than 7 Years of School

I Not Available

7. NUMBER OF SCHOOLS ATTENDED

PRII"IÀRY

1 One

2 Two

3 Three

4 Four or More
SECONDARY

I One

2 lvo

3 Three

4 Four 
i

?58.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

I

2

3

4

I

2

3
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APPENDTX I. fntroductory letter to tfie Conunissioner of
Police from Dr. J.M. fnnes.

Department of Psychology

The Commisioner of Police,
I Angas Street,

ADELAIDE 4 October, 1978

1

Dear Sir, , 
I

I am writing to you in order to request pernission for a
graduate student in this Department to have access to the police
cadets in tralning at Fort Largs for the purpoþe of research,.

The student, Mr. R.V. Lange, is cur.rentlf enrolled for the
Ph.D. degree under the joint Bupervision of professor peter Glow
and myself. fhe purpose of the research is tor idsr¡ify a number
of personalíÈy and social characteristics assocíated wíth the
personality dinension of ref lectívity/inpulsiv'l.ty, i.e. the
tendency to aêt after reflection or on inpulee:nithout uruch thought.
The v¡ork on which Mr. Lange ie engaged is part of a larger project
conducted by Professor Glow concerned r¿ith the development from
children to adult of the reflectivity characteristic. A cohort
of police cadets would be a very appropríare group of individuàls
to investigate v¡ithin the context of the larger project.

Mr. Lange and Professor Glow have developed a number of tests
and probrems for the measurement of the personality dimensions and
the amount of tine involved in testing would ttol b" large. I.le believe
that the Persons involved in the teeti4g sessions would find the tasks
interesting.

l,Je believe also that the results of any prograrmre using police
cadeËs v¡ould be of interest to the South Australian Police. The
characteristics of the cadets on theae various'dinensions, relative
to the data on a large sample of the population, should be of value
to the police and while it would be going too far at present to say
that such Eeasures would have some value in selection procedures,
we do hope that some such practical use nay emerge

I very much hope that you will coneider granting pernission
for.access. If you wieh Mr. Lange wil} be only too pleased to give
further detials about the measures, tíme, involved, etc. to you or
any of your staff you rnay delegate. If you do r¡ant further information
do not hesitate to write to Ee or contact me by telephone on 223 4333.
I look forward to your reply.

Yours fafthfully,

J.M. Innçs , Ph .D
enior L cturer in Social Ps cho 1o
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APPENDIX J. Introductory letter to tåe Corunissioner of
Police fro,rr R. Lange.

University of Adelaide
Department of Psycttology

25tJ. October, Ì978.

f|e Conunissioner of Police,
1 Angus Street,
ADE],ATDE. 5OOO

Dear Sir,

f an a postgraduate student at ttris University. As part
of the research for my doctorate in Psycholog¡r I would like
to undertake some Èesting of police cadets in training at
Fort Largs.

I have had a preliminary meeting wíttr your senior
psychologist, Mr. Ì4iIton Kelley. An outcome of ttrat meeting
is the attached research proposal which I submit for your
inspection.

My supervisors in t.l:is study will be Professor P. Glow
(223 4333 exÌ_ 2258) and Dr. J.M. lrrnes (223 4333 ext 2266) -

Should you require additional inforrnation concerning the
proposed research programme I am available for furttrer
meetings wittr Mr. Kelley. Alternatively you nay wish Èo

contact one or both of my suPer:ltisors via the abor¡e telephone
numbers.

I look fo:*¡ard to your replY.

Yours faithfullY,

Robert I8nge B.A. (gons-)
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APPENDIX L. Introductory talk given to police cadets.

My name is Bob Lange. I am engaged in a research project
at tJre University of Adelaide. lltre research looks at ttre
mettrods by which people rnake juilgements in different situations.
T am also interested in tlre attitudes people holcl towards the
authorities in our societlz.

I am looking for volunteers from cadets in the final phase
of their traiping to parLicipate in my erçeriment. ffre amount
of, time involved is not large; in the order of 60 to 80 rn-inutes
for each person.

1rhe tasks are not dífficult, are like games, and I believe
you will find tÍ¡em most inÈeresting. Some of tl]em consist of
viewing a number of slides and ¡naking judgenents about ttrem.
Ott¡ers consist of quesLionnaires to find out the way certain
important events in society affect different people. f'leey are
measures of personal belief and there are no right or vÙrong

answers. All ttre infornration will be treated as confídential and
code nr¡nbers allocated so that it is impossíble to identify, by
name any individr¡al's resuits.

Thre results of this program are important to the university
to help understand the characteristics of different groups of
people on these various measures. I again emphasize that the
inforrnation wilI be treated with care and confidenLiality.

If you decide to participate r would like you to select a

suiÈable time slot and code number in the book provided here.
Thre e>çeriment will be conducted in a room in the basement of Èhe

administration build.ing. If you are unable, through illness or
other cause to attend please contact me in ttris room so that I am

able to arrange another time period. If you decide Èo parLicipate
please remember your code number-

f would appreciate it if as nany of you as possible
vofunteer as the success of this e:çeriment depends upon sufficient
numbers of people being tested.

Are there any questions ttrat you would like to ask me?
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Group I

Instruction set for the second administration
of ttre MFFT with Prieoners.

(Standard instructions: no feed back).

You remember back severaf weeks ago we ttied
a matching pictures task? We77' novl we ate
going to do the task again-

I am going xo show gou a serjes of picxures'
In each of the pictures thete ate eight
picÈures on the bottom of the scteen and one
at'the top. One of the eighX pictures at
the bottom is exactlg the same as the one
at the top. f want gou to find the pictuze
that is most neaî7g the same as the picture
at the top and touch the bat under the
picture gou have chosen.

(The use of the words "most nearly the same"

vras necessary since the close projection
produced tiny variations in line thÍckness
between the Projected figures).

When gou find the tight picture, the sTide
wi77 go off and gou wi77 get a new set of
pictures. If gou pick xhe wrong one xhe
sl-id.e wiTL disappear for a moment and when

it reappears gou shoufd trg another picture'
Letrs ttg some for Pzactice-

If the subject chose the right alternative
the first time he was told:

That's verg good.. Now here's another one'

If the subject chose an íncorrect one he was

told;

No that's not right, trg again-

gthen correct he was told:

?hat's verg good. Novt J:ere's anothet one.

If not correct after ten tries the correct
alternative h¡as pointed out. The subject,
on completÍon of the second practice ítem
was asked:

WouJd gou Tike to do the praetice sfides
agaín? Now we wi77 do some that are
hard.er. You wi77 see a pictute at xhe top
and eight on the botton- Fínd xhe one xhat
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is tåe same or most simiTat to the one
on the top and touch the metaf stzip
underneath it. As gou fínish each slide
anoxhet wi77 come up. Aze gou îeadg,

croup 2 (Standard instructions: negative feedback).

You remenber back sevetal^ weeks ajo we tried
a matching pìctures task? We77, now we are
SolnS to do the task again.
I an going to show gou a se¡jes of pictures.
fn each of the pictures there are eight pictures
on the botXom of the screen and one at tlze top.
One of the eight pictures at tl-te bottom is
exactTg tåe sarne as the one at the Xop. I
want gou to find the pietuze that is most
neatTg tàe same as the picture at the top and
touch the bar undez the picture gou have chosen.

The use of the words "most nearly the same" was
necessary since -the close projection produced
tiny variations in line thickness between the
projected figures.

llhen gou find the right picture, Xhe sTide wiTL
go off and gou wi77 get a new set of pictures.
If gou pick the wtong one the sLide will-
disappear for a moment t gou wiTl hear a buzzer
and when the sTide reappears gou shouJd trg
another picture. Let,s trg some for practice.

If the subject chose the right alternative
the first tine he was told:

That's verg good. Novt he¡e,s anothet one.

If the subject chose an incorrect one he was
told:

No that's not right, do gou àear tàe buzzer,
trg again.

When correct he was told:

That's verg good. Now ñe¡ers another one.

If not correct after ten tries the correct
alternative bras pointed out. The subject on
cøttpletion of the second practice item was asked.
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WouLd gou Tike to do the practice slides
again? Now we wil,7 do some that are
harder. You wiTL see a picture at the
top and eight on the bottom. Find the one
that is the same or most simiLar xo the one
on the top and touch tlze mexaT sxzip underneath
it. As gou tìnish each slide another wiLl come
up. Are gou teadg?

Group 3 (Standard ínstructions: positive feedback).

you remember back several weeks ago we tried
a matching picXure task? We77, now we are going
to do Xhe task again.

I am going to show gou a serjes of pictures.
In eaeh of xhe pictures there are eight pictures
on the botton of the screen and one at the top.
One of the eíght pictures at i-he botton is
exactJg the same as the one at the top. I
want gou to find xhe picture that is most nearLg
the same as the J¡icture at xhe top and touch tlze
bat under the pícture gou have chosen-

The use of the words "most nearly the same" was
necessary since the close projection produced
tiny variations in line thickness between the
projected figures.

When gou find the tight picture t gou wiJ-l- hear
a 'pip'. The slide wiJT go off and gou wiTl get
a new set of pictures. If gou pick Xhe wrong
one the sTide wiLL disappear for a moment and
when it reappears gou should Xrg another picture.
Let's Xrg some foz ptactice-

If the subject chose the right alternative the
first time he was told:

h gou hear a 'pip'
åe¡e's another one.

That's verg good. Now

If the subject chose an incorrect one he was told

No that's not right, ttg again-

Vühen correct he was told:

Hear the 'pip'. That's verg good. Now here's
another one.
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ff not correct after ten tries the correct
alternative was pointed out. The subject on
completion of the second practice item was asked:

WouLd gou like to do the pracXice sLides again?
Now we wiLl do some that ate harder. You wil-l
see a pícture at the top and eight on tlze
bottom- Find the one that is tl:e same or
most símífar to tJte one on tlze top and touch the
metaL strip underneath it. As gou finish each sTide
another wi77 come up. Are gou readg?

croup 4 (Standard instructions: positive and negative feedback).

You zenembet back sevetal weeks ago we ttied
a matching pictures task. We77, now we are going
to do the task again.

I am going to show gou a series of pictures. In
each of the pictures are eight pictures on Xhe
botton of fJze scteen and one at Xhe top. One of
the eight pictares at the bottom ís exactlg the
same as the one at t)rc top. I want gou to find the
picture that is most neatJg the same as the picture
at the top and touch tlze bar under Xhe picture gou
have chosen.

The use of the words "most nearly the same" was
necessary since the close projection produced tiny
varíations in line thickness between the projected
figures.

llhen gou find the right picture, gou wi77 hear a ,pip'.
The sLide wi77 go off and gou wi77 get a new set of
pÍctures. If gou pick the wzong one the slide wi77
disappear for a moment. You wi77 hear a bu\zer and
when the slide reappears gou shouJd trg another
picXure. Let's trg some for practice.

If the subject chose the right alternative the
first time he was told:

h Vou hear a 'pip'.
here's another one.

That's verg good. Now
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ff the subject chose an incorrect one he
was told:

No that's not right, do gou hear tlze buzzer,
xrg again.

When correct he was told:

If not correct after ten tries the correct alternative
was pointed out. The subject on completion of the
second practice item was asked:

Hear the 'pip'. ?hat's verg qood.
here's anoXher one.

tlouLd gou Jike to do the
Now we wil-l- do some that
a pìcture at tJte top and
the one that is the same
on xhe top and touch the
it. As gou finish each
Are gou zeadg?

Now

pracxice sl.jdes again?
are harder. You wiff see
eight on the bottom. Find
or most simiTar to the one
metaf strip underneath
s-Zjde anoxher wi77 come up.

Group 5 (Reflective instructions: no feedback).

You remember back sevetaT weeks ago we tried a
natching pictures task? lle77, now we are going
to do the task again.
I am going to show gou a serjes of pictures. In
each of the pictures tåere are ei.ght pictures on the
bottom of t-Iæ screen and one at the top. One of the
eight pictures at the bottom is exactTg the same as
the one at Xhe top. I want gou to find the pictuze
that is most nearJg t,he sarne as the picture at the
top and touch the bar under Xhe picture gou have
chosen.

The use of the words t'most nearly the same" was
necessary since the close projection produced tiny
variations in line thickness between the projected
figures.

llhert gou find the right picture, the sLide wi77 go
off and gou wiJT get a new seX of pìctures. If gou
pick the wrong one Èàe slide wi77 disappear for a
moment and when it reappears gou should trg another
picture.
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Let's do this one together. l1e wi77 ttg to
find out as much as we can about each design
before we choose the right answer. lúe know
that theze is onlg one on the bottom here that
l-ooks just Tike the one on tlte top, so J-etrs
look between Èåese down here to see how differenX
theg are from one another. Then we check back
with the sXandard up tlze top to discover if the
one down the botton is diffe¡ent to it. Look
cToselg at each picture on the bottom to make
sure that it js either the right or wrong choice.
h'not choose ang untiT gou are sure thaX jt js tåe
ríght one.

If the subject chose the right alternative the first
time he was told:

Thatts verg good. Now he¡e,s another one.

If the subject chose an incorrect one he was
,told:

Now that's not right, trg again.

When correct he was told:

That's vetg good. Now hete,s another one.

ff not correct after ten tries the correct
alternatíve was pointed out. The subject on
completíon of the second practice item was asked:

Woul-d gou Tike to do Xhe pzactice sLides again?
Now we wiTL do some that are harder. You wiff
see a picture at the top ar'd eight on the botton.
Find the one that is ti:e same or mosX simì7ar
to tlte one on the top and touch the metaT strip
underneath it. As gou finish each slide another
wiTI come up. Are gou readg?

Group 6 (Reflective instructions: negative feedback).

You remember back severaJ. weeks ago we ttied a
matching pictures task? Í1e77, noul we are going
to do xhe task again.

I an going to show gou a se¡jes of pictures. In
each of the pictures tàere are eight pictures on
the botton of Xhe scree¡l and one at the top. One
of the eight pictures at tJze bottom is exactLg xhe
same as tJre one at the top. I want gou to tind
the picture that js most nearTg the same as the
pictute aX the Xop and touch the bar under iuhe
picture gou have cÌ:ose¡.
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The use of the words "most nearly the same" was
necessary since the close projection produced tiny
variations in line thickness between the projected
figures.

When gou find the right picture, tlte sl-ide wiJJ go
off and gou wi77 get a ner4¡ set of pictures. If gou
pick the wrong one the s-Zide will_ disappeaz for a
momentt gou wi77 heat a buzzer and when tåe s-Zjde
reappears gou should trg another picture.

Let's do this one together. We wil_L trg Xo find.
out as much as we can about each design befoze we
choose Xhe right answer. We know tåat tåere js
onLg one on the bottom here that looks just like
the one on Xhe top, so fetrs Took between these down
hete to see how different tJteg are ttom one anothet.
Then we check ba,ek hrixh the standard. up the top to
discover if the one down the boXton is diffezent to iX.
Look cLoselg at eadtpicture on the bottom to make
sure that it is either Xhe zight oî wtong choice.
Do not choose amg untiT gou are su¡e that iX is the
right one.

If the subject chose the right alternative the
first time he was told;

That's verg good.. Now J:erers another one.

If the subject chose an incorrect one he was told:

No that,s not right, do gou hear the buzzer,
trg again.

Ialhen correct he was told:

ThaX's verg good. Now Jrerers anothet one.

ff not correct after ten tries the correct alternative
was pointed out. The subject on completion of the
second practice iÈem was asked:

Woul-d gou Tike to do the
Now we wi7J. do sone that
a picture at tåe top and
the one that is ËJ:e sa¡ne
on the top and touch the
As gou finish each sl_ide
gou readg?

practice sl,jdes again?
ate harder. You wil-L
eight on the bottom.
or most simiTar to tlte
metal- strip underneath
another wi77 come up.

see
Find

one
it.
Are
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Group 7 (Reflectíve instructions: positive feedback).

You remenber back sevexaf ryee/<s ago we tzied a
matching pictures task? We77, we aîe going to
do the task again.

f an going to show gou a series of pictures. In
each of the pictures there are eight pictutes
on Xhe bottom of the screen and one at tlTe top.
One of the eight pictures at flte bottom is exactlg
thé same as tJ:e one at the top. f want gou to
find the pictuze that js most nearlg the same as
the picture at the Xop and touch the bar under
the picture gou have chosen.

The use of the wofds "most nearly the same" was
necessary since t¡e close projection produced tiny
variat.ions in líne thickness between the projected
figures.

llhen gou find the right picture gou wiTJ hear a 'pip,.
The slide wi77 Ço off and gou wi77 get a new set ot
pictures. If gou pick the srong one tJte sTide wi7l
disappear for a moment and when it reappears gou
should trg another picture.

Letts do this one together. We wiLL trq to find out
as much as we can about each design before we choose
the right answer. l^le l<¡tow that there is onTg one
on Xhe bottom here that Looks just Tike the one on
the top, so l-et's Look between these down here Èo see
how different theg ate from one another. Then we
check back with the standard up fJte Xop to discover if
the one down Xhe botXom is different to it. Look
cJoseJg at each picture on the bottom to make suze that
it is ejti:er the rìght or wrong choice. Do not choose
ang untiT gou are sure thaX it is the right òne.

If the subject chose tåe right alternative the first
time he was told:

Do gou heat a 'pìp'. That's vezg good. Now hete's
another one.

If the subject chose an incorrect one he was told:

No that's not right. Trg again.

When correct he was told:
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Hear the 'pip'.
another one.

That's verg good. Now here rs

ff not correct after ten tries the correct alternatíve
was poÍnted out. The subject on completÍon of the
second practice item was asked:

Vlould gou Jike to do the pracXice sLides again?
Nor¿ we wiLL do some that are hatdet. you wiLl_ see a
picture at the top and eight on the botton. Find
Xhe one that is the same or nost simil-ar to the one
on the top and touch the metal- strìp underneaXh it.
As goti finish each s-Zjde another wilT cone up. Are
gou readg?

Group I (Reflective instructions: positive and negative feedback).

You temembet back seyerai, weeks ago we tried a
matching picXure task? liel7, now we are going to do
the task again.

I am going to show gou a se¡ies of pictures. In
each of the pictures there are eight pictures on Xhe
bottom of the scree.rf and one at the top. One of the
eight pictures at tJre botton is exactLg the same as
the one at the top. f want gou to find Xhe picture
Xhat is most neatlg the same as the picture at the top
and touch the þar under the picture gou have chosen.

The use of the words "most nearly the same" was
necessary since the close projectÍon produced tiny
variatÍons in line thickness between the projected
figures.

llhen gou find the righX picture, gou wiTI heaz a ,pip,.
The sLide wiJJ go off and gou wi77 get a new set
of pictures. If gou pick the wrong one the sl_ide
wil-L disappeaî for a moment, gou wiLL hear a buzzer,
and when the s-Zjde reappeazs gou should trg anotl-ter
picture.

Let t s do this one together. lte wil_L Xrg to f ind.
out as much as we can about each design befote we
choose the right answer. lle know that there is
onJg one on the boXtom here that l-ooks just like
the one on the topt so Let,s l-ook between these d.qtn
here to see how ditfetent theg are from one another.
Thstwe check back with tlte standatd up t)te top to
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discover if the one down tl'e botton is differenx
to it. Look cToseJg at each picture on the botton
to make sure fJraÉ it is eifÀer xhe tighx or wrong
choice. h not choose ang unxiT gou are sure tåat
it is the right one.

If the subject chose the right alternative the
first time he was told:

Do gou hear a 'pip'
hete's another one.

That's verg good. Now

If the subject chose an incorrect one he was told:

No that's not right, do gou hear the buzzez, trg
again.

lilhen correct he was told:

If not correct after ten tries the correct alternative
was pointed out. The subject on completion of the
second practice item was aksed:

Hear the 'pÍp'. That's verg good.
another one.

Now here's

practice s-Zjdes again?
are hardez. You will-
eight on the bottom.
or most simifar to the
netal- stzip underneath
another wi77 come up.

Vloufd gou Tike to do the
Now we wiLl- do some that
a pìcture at the top and
the one that is the same
on the top and touch the
As gou finish each sl-ide
gou readg?

Find
one
ir.
Are
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ADDENDUI,I

one of the examiners has argued that hyperactivity

has been linked theoretically and experimentaìly with the

personality measures of extraversion and neuroticism. At

the time of the literature review the Eysenck impuìsiveness

scale (Eysenck and Eysenck,1977) was under investigation

and at that time extraversion and neuroticism did not

appear to be central components of trait 'impulsivity'

Wardell and Yeudall (1980) found that both Eysenck measures

and Cattell's inhibition measured the expression or inhibitjon

of impulses. The study also indicated that impuìsivity

was accompanied by signs such as low basal metabolic rate,

involuntary muscle tension and salivation to strong stimulation.

It appears that trait impulsivity may have a large biologicaì

component. The social and political context of the present

research, however, did not make possible the inclusion of all

components of trait imPulsivitY.




